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ABSTRACT

A systematic asymptotic analysis is used to devise a model for distributed boundarylayer receptivity for flow fields with pressure gradients. The model predicts the gen
eration of a Tollmien-Schlichting (TS) wave due to the interaction of a time-harmonic
free-stream disturbance with distributed wall waviness and the subsequent evolution
of this TS wave under the influence of wall waviness. The model is restricted to two
dimensions and the Reynolds number is assumed to be large. Unlike previous models,
the present model allows a nonzero pressure gradient in the base flow, and accounts
for nonparallel-flow effects.
•A. Green's-function approach was employed. The interaction between the freestream disturbance and a point source at the wall was first examined in a local region
near the point source. Only the component corresponding to the largest-growing
instability wave was determined. The downstream evolution of this wave was then
investigated over a region that e.xtended for many TS wavelengths. For this reason it
was necessary to account for the nonparallel-flow effects. By solving for the dispersion
relation in this downstream region, the evolution of the eigenmode was determined.
match between the local-region and the downstream solution led to a uniform
approximation for the TS wave emerging from the point source. Summing over a
region of point-source solutions and approximating the resulting integral using the
method of steepest descents yielded the instability wave for the wavy wall.
The principal results of the present work included a solution to the dispersion re
lation for a general base flow with a nonzero pressure gradient bej'ond leading order.
A region of maximal growth for TS waves that were generated from point sources
located in a region of width

surrounding the lower branch neutral sta

bility point (LBNSP) was identified. Here Re is the global Reynolds number. For
adverse pressure gradients, it was also determined that, when the wall waviness and
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the TS wave are in exact resonance, the wave produced from distributed receptivity
is significantly smaller than the wave generated by a point source at the LBNSP. For
the case of a strong favorable pressure gradient the reverse is true. Finally, an inves
tigation of the effect of pressure gradient on detuning was carried out. It showed that
complete detuning occurs when the relative difference between the wavenurnber of
the TS wave at the LBNSP and the wavenurnber of the sinusoidal wall is 0{Re~^^^^).
It also revealed that the response to detuning varies with pressure gradient. For situ
ations with a strong favorable pressure gradient, growth rates are highly sensitive to
an exact match between the wavenumbers of the wall and the TS wave. On the other
hand, as the pressure gradient grows less favorable, sensitivity to detuning decreases.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

The understanding of transition to turbulence is important to the field of aeronautical
design. When the flow over a surface becomes turbulent, the surface shear stress
increases, leading to an increase in the drag force. In the case of high-speed flows,
the surface temperature also rises significantly. Thus the prediction and control of
transition to turbulence are important in the development of advanced aeronautical
vehicles. This has led to renewed attention to the physics of the transition process.
A study of one aspect of transition to turbulence will be undertaken; the gen
eration of instability waves by the interaction of a time-harmonic free-stream dis
turbance with distributed wall waviness. We will begin with a brief discussion of
the phenomenon of transition to turbulence and its practical importance. We will
then review the technical background for several relevant areas. The introduction
concludes with a general outline of the present investigation.

1.1.

-A.n Introduction to Boundary-Layer Transition

The viscosities of air and water are relatively small, so that most aerodynamic and
hydrodynamic applications (aircraft, watercraft, etc.) correspond to high Reynolds
number flows Re = U^L'/u' S> 1, where

and L' are a characteristic speed and

length, and u' is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid. -A.t high Reynolds numbers,
viscosity is important only in a thin boundary layer adjacent to the body surface.
Within the boundary layer, the tangential flow speed varies rapidly, falling to zero at
the surface (in a reference frame fi.xed to the body).
For large Reynolds numbers, the Navier-Stokes equations can support multiple
solutions. Each solution corresponds to an equilibrium state for the flow field, which
may be steady or unsteady. These equilibrium states can be stable or unstable to small
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disturbances. Such disturbances can cause a change from one equiUbrium state to
another. The present work addresses the initial phase of the transition of a boundary
layer from an unstable laminar equilibrium state to a stable (but unsteady) turbulent
equilibrium state.
For Reynolds numbers up to values of the order of 10'^, the steady laminar flow
in the boundary layer is stable to small disturbances. However, at sufficiently Uirge
Reynolds numbers, the laminar boundary layer becomes linearly unstable. The precise
Reynolds number at which this occurs depends on a wide range of circumstances
and can vary widely (see, for example, Kachanov's 1994 review). Small amplitude
disturbances within the boundary layer are then found to grow exponentially with
downstream distance, leading in many cases to a sequence of nonlinear instabilities
and eventually transition to turbulence (Stuart 1963; Kachanov 1994).
In most cases, boundary layers are convectiveh' unstable, so that a localized dis
turbance convects downstream as it grows. In the absence of a continual input, the
instability would wash downstream and the flow at a fixed streamwise location would
return to the steady laminar state. To maintain instability wave motion at a given
downstream location, energy must continually be introduced into the instability wave
field at some upstream location. An ongoing time-harmonic free-stream disturbance
can provide this energj' input.
In the presence of high-amplitude free-stream disturbances, transition to turbu
lence may occur abruptly. However, in many cases the free-stream disturbances are of
small amplitude and transition proceeds through a number of distinct stages (Stuart
1963; Kachanov 1994). The process can be divided into three parts:
1. receptivity
2. linear amplification
3. nonlinear breakdown.
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Receptivity is the process by which energy present in an unsteady long-wave freestream disturbance is transferred into the sliort-scale convective instability wave of
the boundary layer (Goldstein & Hultgren 1989; Kerschen 1990: Saric, Reed k Kerschen 2002). It provides the continual energj' input needed to sustain the instability
wave. Mathematically, it provides the initial condition for the linear-amplification
stage, which describes the linear growth of the unstable eigenmode. The nonlinearbreakdown stage occurs when the instability wave amplitude has grown large enough
that nonlinear terms can no longer be ignored. In the present study, we will focus
on the receptivity and linear-amplification stages: we will not attempt to model the
process of nonlinear breakdown and transition to turbulence.
In this investigation, we will study the generation of instability waves due to the
interaction of a time-harmonic free-stream disturbance, such as an acoustic wave,
with small-amplitude surface waviness. The surface waviness is distributed over an
extended region, so that this is a "distributed receptivity' process. The amplitudes
of the free-stream disturbance and the wall waviness are assumed small enough that
these first two stages of the transition process can be analyzed using the linearized
Navier-Stokes equations. A feature of particular interest in distributed receptivity is
that, under the right circumstances, it can lead to a "resonance phenomenon' whereby
even small wall waviness can produce significant instability amplitudes.
The present work is relevant for designers who need information regarding various
aspects of distributed receptivity. Questions such as the following are of interest.
What amplitude levels of wall waviness might create early transition due to the dis
tributed receptivity mechanism? How narrow or broad is the region of resonance in
wavenumber space, i.e. how close to the instability wavelength must the wall wave
length be in order for this mechanism to become important? How do mean flow
properties such as favorable or adverse pressure gradient affect the amplitude of the
generated instability wave and the width of the resonance peak (i.e. effect of detun
ing)?
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1.2. Technical Background
In this section, we present background material on several aspects of fluid dynamic
theory that play key roles in the present work. First, in subsection 1.2.1 we briefl}'
outline classical boundary layer theory, which describes the mean flow. Then, in sub
section 1.2.2 we discuss triple-deck theory, which describes the disturbance flow that
results when an already-developed boundary layer is disturbed on a short streamwise
length scale. Triple-deck theory enters in several parts of the present analysis. These
include the short-scale perturbation to the mean flow caused by wall waviness, the
distributed receptivity process that results from the interaction of a time-harmonic
free-stream disturbance with this short-scale mean flow perturbation, and the evo
lution of the instability wave produced by the distributed receptivity process. In
subsection 1.2.3. we discuss stability theory from both the classical and triple-deck
viewpoints. Finally, receptivity theory is discussed in subsections 1.2.4-1.2.7. Gen
eral aspects of receptivity theory are discussed in subsection 1.2.4, while the following
three subsections address three types of specific receptivity mechanisms: leading-edge,
localized, and distributed receptivity.

1.2.1.

Boundary Layer Theory

At large Reynolds numbers, the Navier-Stokes equation exhibits a singular pertur
bation nature, with viscous effects confined to a thin boundary layer adjacent to the
surface. As Re increases, this viscous layer becomes thinner. On the scale of the
bod\', the viscous layer can be ignored and the flow assumed to slip inviscidly over
the surface. The inviscid equations are solved with no-penetration boundary con
ditions (the flow field is everywhere tangent to the surface). The inviscid solution
provides the surface pressure distribution and the slip velocity U ^ { x ' ) .
To resolve the flow field in the thin viscous boundary layer adjacent to the sur
face, the governing ecjuations must be rescaled. The velocity field in the boundary
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layer satisfies tiie boundary conditions of no-slip and no-penetration at the wall, and
the velocity must match the free-stream velocity (slip velocity) at the outer edge
of the boundary layer. The boundary layer is analyzed by rescaling the equations
so that the non-dimensional independent and dependent variables are order one in
side the boundary layer. Let the x*-axis run along the surface and the y'-axis be
normal to the surface. The independent variables are then scaled as x* = L'x and
//* = {L'/\/Re)

For steady flow, the scalings for the velocity and pressure fields

are: u ' i x ' . i j ' ) = Ul^u{x.y,n).

= {U^^/s/Re) v{x.

and p'{x'.ij') =

p'{U^Yp{x,ijjn) + p'^, where x , ijm, u, u, and p are all order-one in the boundary
layer region and

is the exterior pressure. The leading-order ecjuations which result

from this scaling are parabolic in x. The y-momentum equation reduces to py^^ = 0:
hence to first approximation, the pressure in the boundary layer is independent of
y ,n- Matching with the outer flow then shows that the pressure distribution resulting
from the outer inviscid equations is imposed on the boundary layer region.
The boundary layer equations are solved, providing the shape of boundary layer
profile u{x,ym) and the boundary layer thickness distribution y,,, =

The devel

opment of the boundary layer is strongly influenced by the pressure gradient d p / d x .
When the pressure gradient is zero, the boundary layer has a parabolic thickness
distribution. (J^pg oc x^^-. For the case of an adverse pressure gradient dp/dx > 0,
the pressure force acts against the fluid particles in the boundary layer, resulting in
decreased speed as the particles move downstream compared to the zero-pressuregradient case. By conservation of mass, this results in a thickening of the boundary
layer: ^adv > <^zpg- In the case of a favorable pressure gradient dp/dx < 0. the pressure
force gives the fluid particles in the boundary la\-er an extra push compared to the
zero-pressure-gradient case. This results in a thinner boundary layer: 5fav < (^zpgThis thickening and thinning of the boundary layer by the pressure gradient plays
an important role in tlie growth rate of the instability waves, and also affects the
distributed receptivity process.
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The leading-order approximation to the boundary layer flow for high Reynolds
numbers [Re

I) has been outlined. The solutions described above, which in

volve errors of relative order 0{\/\fRe), are sufficiently accurate for the purposes
of the present investigation. Higher-order corrections to the steady boundary layer
flow could be obtained by an iterative process as described in Van Dyke (1975). for
example.

1.2.2.

The Triple-Deck Structure

As mentioned above, triple-deck theory enters at several stages of the analysis. The
triple-deck is an asymptotic expansion for short-scale adjustments to an already de
veloped boundary layer. The small parameter in which the asymptotic expansion is
carried out is e =

where

and L' are a characteristic speed and

length, respectively. The phenomena that we investigate occur in the vicinity of the
lower branch of the neutral stability curve (defined in subsection 1.2.3). For example,
we could take

to be the free-stream speed upstream of the airfoil, and L' to be

the distance from the leading edge to the lower branch neutral stability point.
The streamwise length scale for the triple deck is e^L'. We shall refer to this
as the triple-deck length scale. It extends over a streamwise region that is long
compared to the 0(e"'L') thickness of the mean boundary layer, but short compared
to the distance L' from the leading edge.

Three layers are present in the cross-

stream direction: an inviscid main deck of thickness e'L*, a viscous lower deck of
thickness

and an irrotational upper deck of thickness e^L*. Figure (1.1) depicts

the various triple-deck layers. Notice that the lower and main decks are contained
within the boundary layer; the upper deck is outside the boundary layer in a region of
irrotational flow. We shall generally refer to the length scales normal to the streamwise
direction as the triple-deck structure; depending on the context, this term might
also include the streamwise length scale.
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FIGURE 1.1. Schematic of the triple-deck structure showing the various layers.

The key feature that sets triple-deck theory apart from standard boundary-layer
theory is the viscous-inviscid interaction. Essentially, the displacement-thickness vari
ations due to the viscous boundary layer in the lower deck are transmitted across the
inviscid main deck to the upper deck, where they induce a corresponding pressure
perturbation. This pressure perturbation is transmitted bcick across the main deck
to the lower deck, where it appears at leading order in the streamwise momentum
equation. Thus in contrast to standard boundary-layer theory, where the streamwise
pressure gradient is specified by the problem statement, in triple-deck theory the
streamwise pressure distribution is an unknown function which is solved for in the
course of the analysis. For more detail on the theory of the triple deck, the reader is
referred to Messiter (1970, 1983) and Stewartson (1969). who established the theory;
and to Nayfeh's (1991) review paper.
In the course of solving the problem attacked in the present work, steady triple
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deck theory is used in Section 3.4.2 to describe tlie mean flow perturbation due to wall
vvaviness, while unsteads' triple deck theory is used in the receptivity analysis found
in Section 3.5, and in the stability analysis found in Subsection 1.2.3 and Chapter 4.

1.2.3.

Stability Theory

In studying the linear stability of boundary layers, the standard procedure is to
examine small disturbances of an existing laminar flow field. The original flow field is
referred to as the base flow field; while the disturbance is the perturbed flow field.
The total flow field is written as the sum of the base and perturbation quantities.
The expressions are substituted into the governing equations and products of the
small perturbation quantities are neglected, resulting in a linear set of homogeneous
equations governing the perturbation quantities.
In the present study we will focus only on Tollmien-Schlichting instability waves
whose wavelength £* is short compared to the length L' on which base flow field
evolves. If we only want to resolve the TS wave in a local region about x = XQ, say,
then we can use the condition t' -C L' to neglect the dependence of the base flow on
the streamwise variable x. This is known as the parallel-flow assumption.
Instability analyses for these waves have proceeded along two separate but re
lated lines: the Orr-Sommerfeld approach, which dates back to the early 1900's;
and the triple-deck approach, which has been developed in the last 20 years. The
Orr-Sommerfeld approach makes only one simplification to the original Navier-Stokes
equation: it assumes that the streamlines in the base flow field are parallel. It does
not assume that the Reynolds number is large (although this assumption is implicit
in the parallel-flow assumption).
The triple-deck approach is a fully systematic asymptotic approximation in which
the relevant simplifications to the governing equations are developed in a fully selfconsistent manner. The approach capitalizes on the large Reynolds number and the

fact that the TS wavelength is short compared to the length on which the base flow
evolves, but long compared to the boundary layer thickness. For the case of parallel
flow, triple-deck theory is consistent with classical large Re asymptotics for the OrrSommerfeld equation. Each approach will be discussed in more detail below.

Parallel Flow Theory
For linear disturbances to a steady parallel base flow, the coefficients of the equations
governing the disturbance flow become independent of x and t, the base flow entering
only through the local nou-dimensional profile U^ym)- Solutions for the disturbance
flow can then be taken to have the form <?)(;(/,„) exp[i(ax — a;^)]. The disturbances
vanish at both the wall and as

—> oo. yielding an eigenvalue problem. Upon

substituting the disturbance ansatz into the governing equation, one arrives at the
Orr-Sommerfeld equation. (More details can be found in Appendix A.)
In temporal stability theory, the (real) wavenumber a is specified and the (com
plex) frequency jj is the eigenvalue, while in spatial stability theory the (real) fre
quency uj is specified and the (complex) waveumber a is the eigenvalue. In either
case, the sign of the imaginary part of the eigenvalue indicates whether the pertur
bation is stable (and decays exponentially) or unstable (and grows exponentially).
T h e eigenvalue depends on the base flow profile U{y„i) and the Reynolds number Re;
this dependence is typically expressed in terms of a dispersion relation of the form
'D{Re,a,ui) = 0. Most results in classical Orr-Sommerfeld theory are for temporal
stability problems. However, in this study we consider instability waves produced
by a free-stream disturbance of fixed frequency. Therefore spatial stability theory is
more relevant.
The neutral stability curve provides a convenient representation of the stability
properties of a given flow as a function of the Reynolds number. Consider spatial
stability theory, for which ui is real. For a specified frequency and Reynolds number,
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the dispersion relation determines the corresponding wavenumber a, which in general
is complex. However, for a fixed Reynolds number (within the range of interest for
instability waves), there are typically two values of u) for which the corresponding a is
real, so that the wave is neutrally stable. As the Re\'nolds number is varied, a sequence
of such neutral stability points is found; these make up the neutral stability curve. For
a given Reynolds number, the smaller value of Q lies on the lower branch of the neutral
stability curve, while the larger value of a lies on the upper branch. The "criticar
Reynolds number is the smallest Reynolds number on the neutral stability curve,
where the lower and upper branches meet. The region inside the neutral stability
curve corresponds to unstable conditions, while the region outside corresponds to
stable conditions. This is depicted schematically in figure (1.2).

On the neutral

stability curve, both to and a are real, so that spatial and temporal theory lead to the
same neutral stability curve. The neutral stability curve may also be presented as a
plot of frequency versus Reynolds number. The interested reader should see Drazin
Reid (1981) and Panton (1984) for a more detailed discussion.
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Neutral Stability Curve

unstable
inner
region

stable
outer
region

LBNSP

UBNSP

FIGURE 1.2. .\ schematic of the neutral-stability curve. The horizontal axis repre
sents the Reynolds number Re. The vertical axis is the nondimensional frequency
ui. The horizontal dashed line represents a fixed frequency WQ. Superimposed on the
horizontal line is the behavior of the instability waves at various streamwise locations.
Waves to the left of the lower branch neutral stability point (LBNSP) are damped;
between the LBNSP and the upper branch neutral stability point (UBNSP). they
grow; to the right of the UBNSP. they are damped once again.

Analytical solutions are not generally available for the Orr-Sommerfeld equation.
Much of the available information comes from numerical solutions of the eigenvalue
problem. This process is not entirely straightforward, so it was natural that asymp
totic solutions to the Orr-Sommerfeld equation for large Reynolds number were de
veloped. The two ctises considered in such classical works are approximations to the
Orr-Sommerfeld equation in the vicinity of the lower branch and the upper branch
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of the neutral stability curve (see Drazin & Reid 1981 and references therein). The
present work is concerned with asymptotic analysis in the region of the lower branch.
Lin (1945, 1955) derived the asymptotic structure at high Reynolds numbers for in
stability waves in the vicinity of the lower branch curve. The leading-order triple-deck
theory is essentially equivalent to his results. Using parallel-flow theory, Lin (1955)
also showed that base flows witii favorable pressure gradients stabilize the boundary
layer, while base flows with adverse pressure gradients destabilize it.
The asymptotic solutions to the Orr-Sommerfeld equation in the vicinity of the
lower branch neutral curve for the (zero pressure gradient) Blasius base flow pro
file have been compared to both numerical solutions and experimental data (see
Schubauer

Skranistad 1947: Gaster 1974: Healey 1995; and Saric. Reid & Kerschen

2002). The discrepancies discovered have spurred further theoretical and e.\perimental investigation, .\pproaches include considering the effect of small pressure gradients
in the experiments, and accounting for nonparallel-flow effects in the solutions to the
Orr-Sommerfeld equation.

Nonparallel Flow Theory
Since the boundary layer thickness and the mean flow profile are generally functions
of X, the parallel flow stability analysis described in the previous subsection is only
a local approximation. In order to obtain a global description of the instability wave
evolution, the streamwise variation of the base flow must be accounted for. It is
important to note that the non-parallel flow effects in 'non-parallel flow' stability
theory are weak, becoming important only for propagation over a large number of
wavelengths.
The simplest approach to accounting for the streamwise variation of the base flow
in the evolution of an instability wave is the quasi-parallel approximation. In this
approximation, parallel flow theory is used to determine a at each value of x, and
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the total growth is then obtained by integrating with respect to x . More rigorous
approaches to accounting for the streamwise variation of the base flow are biised on
the method of multiple scales.
Multiple scale analyses for non-parallel flow effects have been developed for both
the Orr-Sommerfeld and triple-deck formulations. The solutions are developed in
terms of two streamwise length scales: the short scale X of the TS wave, and the long
scale X on which the boundary layer evolves. The short scale is assumed to be related
to the long scale through the relation X = Re''{x — xq ). where xq is the location of
the initial disturbance. Here the value of 7 >0 depends on the formulation. At a
point X > xo, where x/xo — 1 is not necessarily small, the instability wave is assumed
to be of the form:
.-l(x) (!){y;x) e.\p \ R e ' r/ c Q;(j;i)da;i
—u)t
,ix
'

J XO

This is a natural generalization to the eigensolutions of the Orr-Sommerfeld equation,
which are of the form:

where A, a. and u; are constants.
We will use triple-deck theory to describe the evolution of the TS wave along
the lines of Smith (1979) and Goldstein (1983), as will be discussed below. How
ever, for the sake of completeness, we will briefly discuss a few earlier contributions
to nonparallel flow stability theory that were based on the Orr-Sommerfeld theory,
and comparisons that have been made between the Orr-Sommerfeld and triple-deck
approaches.
Gaster (1974) and Saric &: Nayfeh (1975) used an approach based on the OrrSommerfeld theory. As in classical Orr-Sommerfeld theory, they assumed that the
TS wavelength is of the order of the boundary layer thickness ^*, while the base flow
evolves on the length scale L'. Their expansion parameter was essentially
(7 = 1/2). They both computed the neutral-stability curve from the asymptotic
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series developed from the 0[l) and 0{Re~^^~) in the series solution. Both works
compared their results to parallel flow theory and the data from the experiments of
Schubauer k. Skramstad (1947) and Ross et al. (1970). In both cases their results
were found to be in good agreement with the experimental data.
While Gaster only considered a base flow field with a Blasius profile. Saric &
Nayfeh also considered Falkner-Skan profiles (as well as the Blasius profile). From
analysis of their governing equations, they also concluded that the effect of nonparallel
flow decreases for favorable pressure gradients and increases for adverse pressure gra
dients. This is consistent with the observation that the streamlines are more nearly
parallel for favorable-pressure-gradient flows, and diverge more rapidly for adverse
pressure gradients, owing to the differing rates at which the boundary layer thickens
with downstream distance.
Smith (1979) and Goldstein (1983) were among the first to use a systematic asymp
totic expansion in large Reynolds number based on triple-deck theory to describe the
evolution of an instability in the presence of a nonparallel base flow field with a zero
pressure gradient. Their expansions are in terms of e =

(7 = 3/8), rather

than Re~^^' as in the Orr-Sommerfeld based nonparallel flow theory. Both their ap
proaches assumed two length scales in the streamwise direction: the long scale L' on
which the boundary layer evolves, and the short-scale TS wavelength 0{Re~^^^L') (as
opposed to 0{Re~^''L') used in the Orr-Sommerfeld approach). The fact that the
TS wavelength is long compared to boundary layer thickness leads to some simplifi
cations, and analytical solutions can be obtained (although they become successively
more complicated at higher order).
Their approaches were similar in that both assumed a small fixed-frequency dis
turbance. However, Smith's small parameter is a function of downstream distance,
requiring him to expand the frequency as well as the the wavenumber in e. Goldstein's
small parameter was based on u'u*/U^, which does not depend on downstream dis
tance; thus he only needed to expand a. Goldstein also developed a dispersion relation
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that was accurate to C?(f^ln(e)). This dispersion relation was further examined and
modified for higher numerical accuracy by Hultgren (1987), in the course of a search
for higher spatial-stability eigenmodes for the Blasius boundary layer.
Healey (1995) computed the lower branch neutral stability curve for the fiat-plate
boundary layer using the Orr-Somrnerfeld equation. He then compared this curve
to the curve predicted by triple-deck theory using Hultgren's version of Goldstein's
dispersion relation. Both curves were compared to experimental values. It was found
that in the region of the lower branch, tiie curve predicted by triple-deck theory ap
peared to match the experimental data better than that predicted by Orr-Sommerfeld
theory.
Just how important nonparallel flow effects are to transition is unclear. Exper
imental measurements are difficult in the linear regime because the amplitudes are
so small, and non-linear effects come in long before breakdown so that it is difficult
to know whether deviations from parallel flow predictions are related to nonparallel
flow effects or nonlinear effects (Kachanov 1994). However, in Subsection 1.2.7 of this
work, we will explain why any model that is used to study distributed receptivity—in
particular, to study resonant forcing of the instability wave by wall waviness—must
incorporate nonparallel-flow effects. It is the nonparallel flow effects that lead to
detuning between the instability wave and the forcing due to wall waviness, thereby
limiting the strength of the distributed receptivity process.
In this paper, we will generalize these results by developing a dispersion relation
that not only accounts for the nonparallel base flow, but also allows for a nonzero
pressure gradient in the base flow. These features will enter the dispersion relation
through the dependence of the slip velocity Ue{x) and the wall shear stress A(x-) on
the streamwise variable x .
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1.2.4.

Receptivity

It has long been known that boundary-layer transition is significantly influenced by
the free-stream disturbance environment. However, the physical mechanisms by which
energy is transferred from the long-wavelength free-stream disturbances to the much
shorter-wavelength instability waves were not understood. This came to be known as
the receptivity problem (Morkovin 1969; Reshotko 1976).
In the last two decades, theoretical analyses utilizing asymptotic methods for high
Reynolds numbers have shown that the wavelength-conversion processes occur in re
gions of the boundary layer where the mean flow e.xhibits rapid changes in the streamwise direction. The rapid streamwise adjustment requires that nonparallel mean-flow
effects be included at leading order, in contrast to the assumptions of parallel or
slowly diverging flow utilized in stability theory. These wavelength-reduction mech
anisms can range from direct scattering associated with abrupt changes in surface
conditions to gradual wavelength reduction due to viscous boundary-layer growth.
The regions where strong nonparallel mean-flow eflects occur can be separated into
two classes: (a) near body leading edges, and (b) farther downstream where some
local feature forces the boundary layer to adjust on a short streamwise length scale.
For convenience, we refer to these two classes as leading-edge receptivity and localized
receptivity. In the next two subsections, we present technical background material
on leading-edge and localized receptivity.

1.2.5.

Leading-Edge Receptivity

The first rigorous asymptotic analysis for leading-edge receptivity was presented by
Goldstein (1983). He examined the evolution of unsteady disturbances generated
in the leading-edge region of the Blasius boundary layer on a flat plate. The small
parameter

utilized in his asymptotic theory is defined as

= {u'

where

is the free-stream speed, oj* the frequency, and u* the kinematic viscosity of the
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fluid. (Note that e® is the frequency parameter F for classical stability theory, which
can also be interpreted as the inverse of a Reynolds number based on the convective
wavelength U^fu' of the unsteady motion.)
Two distinct streamwise regions arise in the asymptotic analysis. Near the leading
edge, where uj'x'fLf^ = 0(1), the unsteady motion is governed by the linearized un
steady boundary-layer equation (LUBLE). In the second streamwise region, farther
downstream where u'x' jU'^ =

the unsteady motion is governed by the classi

cal large-Reynolds-number small-wavenumber approximation to the Orr-Sommerfeld
equation. The Tollmien-Schlichting wave in this region corresponds to the triple-deck
structure of Smith (1979).
Goldstein examined the asymptotic matching of these two regions, and showed
that Lam

Rott's (1960) first as\TOptotic eigenfunction for the LUBLE matches

onto the Tollmien-Schlichting wave of the Orr-Sommerfeld equation. Since the first
Lam-Rott asymptotic eigensolution is the precursor of the Tollmien-Schlichting wave,
the coefficient Ci of this asymptotic eigensolution determines the amplitude of the
Tollmien-Schlichting wave. Hence. Ci is called the leading-edge receptivity coefficient.
Calculation of this coefficient for a particular free-stream disturbance requires a
numerical solution of the LUBLE. Goldstein et al. (1983) considered the case of an
acoustic wave propagating downstream parallel to the surface of a flat plate. Heinrich
& Kerschen (1989) calculated leading-edge receptivity coefficients for a wide range
of free-stream disturbances interacting with a flat plate, including obliquely incident
acoustic waves, convected gusts (the linear representation of free-stream turbulence)
of various orientations, and a von Karman vortex street passing above the plate sur
face. They also showed that tlie presence of wind-tunnel walls strongly influences
leading-edge receptivity to acoustic waves. Results for leading-edge receptivity coef
ficients can be found in Heinrich Sz Kersclien (1989) and in Kerschen, Choudhari k.
Heinrich (1989); a full account is given in Heinrich (1989).
The asymptotic theory for leading-edge receptivity was extended to bodies with
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parabolic leading edges by Hammerton

Kerschen (1996, 1997, 2000). Here, the

leading-edge receptivity coefficient depends on two additional parameters; a nondimensional nose radius 5„ = uj'r^/U^, and a parameter fj. that is related to the
aerodynamic loading in the leading-edge region. They found that the leading-edge
receptivity coefficient was strongly influenced by the pressure gradient of the mean
flow field.
For further information on leading-edge receptivity, the reader is referred to Ker
schen (1996) and the annual review article of Saric, Reid k Kerschen (2002).

1.2.6.

Localized Receptivity

Localized receptivity mechanisms operate in downstream regions where the mean
boundary-layer flow exhibits rapid changes in the streamwise direction. Examples
of features that cause localized receptivity are short-scale wall humps, suction slots,
and shock/boundary-layer interactions. For localized receptivity mechanisms, the
transfer of energ}' from the free-stream disturbance to the boundary-layer instability
wave is rather abrupt, essentially occurring on the short scale of the instability wave
length. Phj'sically, the long-wavelength unsteady free-stream disturbance temporally
modulates the local short-scale mean flow perturbation, generating the frequencywavelength combination of the instability wave.
The first analysis of a localized receptivity mechanism was presented by Goldstein
(1985) (and independently by Ruban 1985), who considered the interaction of acous
tic waves with a sudden change in surface curvature for a base mean flow field with a
Blasius profile, in the low Mach number limit. The analysis utilized the asymptotic
triple-deck structure for large Reynolds numbers. It was shown that the transfer of
energy occurs within the triple-deck region, whose streamwise length scale of
(where L' is the distance of the local region from the leading edge) is commensurate
with the wavelength of the Tollmien-Schlichting wave. Goldstein's (1985) theory pro
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vides a convincing explanation of Leehey k Shapiro's (1980) receptivity experiments,
as demonstrated by Goldstein ic Hultgren (1987).
Building on Goldstein's theory, Choudhari

Kerschen (1990) examined the case

of localized receptivity due to wall suction distributions, for two-dimensional subsonic
flow. Results can be found in Heinrich et al. (1988) and Kerschen (1989); a full ac
count is contained in Choudhari (1990). Choudhari & Kerschen (1990) then extended
this work by analyzing receptivity due to acoustic waves interacting with localized
three-dimensional wall inhomogeneities.
In the receptivity calculations discussed above, the amplitude of the wall suc
tion or other inhomogeneity was assumed small, so the triple-deck problems could be
linearized and closed-form results obtained. For larger mean-flow disturbance ampli
tudes. the triple-deck problem for the mean flow is nonlinear and the corresponding
receptivity problem must be solved numerically. Bodonyi et al. (1989) developed a
numerical solution of the triple-deck equations for receptivity at a two-dimensional
wall hump, and Tadjfar & Bodonyi (1992) extended the numerical solutions to threedimensional wall humps.
The work presented so far depends on an expansion in large Reynolds numbers.
Strictly, the results are only valid as Re —> oc.

However, they were applied to

situations with finite Reynolds numbers. The question of how large the Reynolds
numbers nmst be for the results to be reasonably accurate is still a subject of debate.
Choudhari & Streett (1992) and Crouch (1992a) modified the asymptotic theory of
Goldstein (1985) and Ruban (1985) for localized receptivity, by replacing the unsteady
triple-deck operator with the Orr-Sommerfeld operator. This approach is somewhat
ad hoc, in that the Reynolds number is assumed large in some places but 0{i) in
others. Moreover, the resulting equations cannot be solved analytically, as triple-deck
equations can; the\' require numerical solution.
Localized receptivity due to vortical disturbances in the free-stream was analyzed
by Kerschen (1991). Dietz (1999) experimentally studied localized receptivity due to
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vortical disturbances interacting with a two-dimensional roughness element on a fiat
plate. Although his receptivity function was larger than that predicted by Kerschen
(1991), the general trends agreed (see Saric, Reid Sz Kerschen 2002).
1.2.7.

Distributed Receptivity

The localized receptivity mechanisms discussed above involve an isolated region of
short-scale variation in the mean boundary-layer flow of length 0{Re~^^^L'). asso
ciated with some local feature such as a hump or suction slot. When short-scale
variations are present over an extended region, an analysis that accounts for the
distributed nature of the receptivity process is required. The conditions for which
the distributed receptivity mechanism is operable are much more restrictive than for
localized receptivity, since a match of both frequency and wavelength is required.
However, when the distributed receptivity mechanism is present it has a 'near reso
nant' characteristic, so that large TS wave amplitudes may result from rather small
amplitude inputs. Thus, it is important to understand this mechanism.

.A. Simplified Model of the Distributed Receptivity Process
In order to illustrate the essence of the distributed receptivity phenomenon, and
provide an overview of the analytical approach that will be used to describe it, we
provide a greatly simplified discussion below.
Consider interaction of a free-stream acoustic wave of amplitude Cf and nondimensional frequency uj, with a surface whose shape contains a sinusoidal wave component
of amplitude

and wavenumber Q^.. In the low Mach number limit, the wavelength

of the acoustic field is effectively infinite, so that the unsteady disturbance in the
free-stream corresponds to a uniform pulsation.
Ufs = CfRefe.xp [-iu; t]].

(1.1)
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Similarly, the equation defining the surface is
h{x) = ewRe[exp [iow^]].

(1.2)

The amplitudes of acoustic waves are generally very small compared to mean flow
speeds, so that Cf •C 1. If the amplitude of the surface waviness is also small (e^

1),

the solution can be developed in terms of a perturbation series in the two parameters
Cf and Cw
The leading term in the perturbation expansion is simply the undisturbed mean
flow. The C(ff) component of the solution is the interaction of the acoustic wave with
a smooth wall, which corresponds to a viscous Stokes wave in the low Mach number
limit. The 0{e^v) component of the solution is a steady perturbation to the mean
boundary-la\'er flow, with sinusoidal dependence on the streamwise coordinate x .
An inhomogencous differential equation arises at O(efew) in the expansion, with a
source term having the form of a travelling wave.
C{gix, y J ) ) = F{y) exp [i(Q;wX - u j 0] •

(1-3)

The operator C in (1.3) governs unsteady perturbations to the mean boundary-layer
flow, and contains the instability wave
gi= C ( p i i j ) e x p [ i { a x - i o t ) ]

(1.4)

as a homogeneous solution (in this model, we only consider downstream-travelling
waves). When the wavenumber a of the instability wave is different than the wavenumber Qw of the surface, the solution to (1.3) consists of the sum of a particular
solution.
i/p = li-iu) exp [i{a,,.x - i j f)],

(1.5)

and a complementary solution (1.4) corresponding to an instability wave. The ampli
tude C of the instability wave remains undetermined, implying that the interaction
has not produced receptivity, at least to this order in the analysis. In this case the
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value of C would be determined by some other receptivity mechanism upstream of
the region of distributed surface waviness. However, if

= Q:, then the forcing term

in (1.3) is resonant with the complementary solution, requiring a term of the form
zexp [i(ax-— a; f)] in the solution. Thus in this case the coefficient of the instability
wave grows without bound, leading to an infinite receptivity level.
In actual boundary-layer flows, the instability wavenumber a varies with streamwise position

X.

due to the downstream evolution of the mean boundary layer. Thus,

even if the wall wavenumber

and instability wavermmber a are tuned perfectly at

one position in the boundary layer, the tuning will gradualU* disappear for positions
farther upstream or downstream. The variation of a with x limits the resonance,
leading to a finite receptivity level. However, since a varies slowly (i.e. on a length
scale that is large compared to the instability wavelength), the distributed receptivity
level can be much larger than that produced by a corresponding localized receptivity
mechanism.
In order for there to be a perfect resonance between an instability wave and sinu
soidal surface waviness, the instability wave must be neutral: Im[Q] = 0. (The wall
wavenumber

has been assumed real in this discussion, since the amplitude of the

surface waviness would not be expected to grow exponentially with downstream dis
tance.) Thus perfect resonance could occur only at the lower branch neutral stability
point or the upper branch neutral stability point for the instability wave. However, a
distributed receptivity mechanism at the lower branch point is clearly of much more
practical importance, due to the subsequent exponential growth of the wave as it
propagates downstream through the unstable region of the boundary layer. (In fact,
it is interesting to note that the lower branch region is also of great importance for
localized receptivity mechanisms, since instability waves generated farther upstream
undergo exponential damping prior to reaching the lower branch point, while in
stability waves generated farther downstream have less opportunity for exponential
growth.) We therefore focus on distributed receptivity in the vicinity of the lower
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branch neutral stability point.

Theoretical and E.vperimental Investigations of Distributed Receptivity
There have been a few previous attempts to develop a theory for distributed receptiv
ity. Crouch (1992) presented a wave interaction approach that reduces the problem
to the solution of a first-order ordinary differential equation. However, this ecjuation is derived through a series of ad hoc approximations. A shape assumption is
introduced to eliminate dependence on the transverse coordinate y: other heuristic
steps are involved in the subsequent derivation of the ordinary differential equation
purported to govern the evolution with respect to the streamwise coordinate x. His
final result involves an integral which appears to be divergent for cases where perfect
resonance occurs at the lower branch neutral stability point; it is not clear how this
difficulty is treated in his numerical computations. Crouch's work is interesting in
that it suggests that the receptivity coefficients for distributed receptivit\^ are much
larger than those for localized receptivity. However, his analysis does not provide a
solution to the governing partial differential equations; at best, it can be viewed as a
simple approximation.
An alternative approach to the distributed-receptivity problem was presented by
Choudhari (1992). His approach utilizes a localized receptivity analysis to deter
mine a Green's function corresponding to a wall shape defined by a delta function,
y = ew5{x — Xo). This is not the Green's function for the complete solution of the
governing equations, but rather a modified Green's function producing only the TS
wave generated by interaction of the free-stream acoustic wave with the delta function
wall hump. The distributed receptivity is then calculated through an integral of the
product of this Green's function and the function defining the wall waviness, such
as (1.2). Choudhari's approach clearly has a degree of rigor that is not present in
Crouch's model, but still contains a number of ad hoc features. The localized recep
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tivity analysis (Choudhari

Streett 1992) utilized to determine the Green's function

is a finite Reynolds number approach, in which the Reynolds number is assumed
to be 0(1) in some places while it is assumed large in other places. Moreover, the
streamwise variation of the mean boundary-layer flow is treated by the quasi-parallel
approach, in which the variation of the instability wavenumber with respect to x is
accounted for. but the amplitude function is ignored.
Experimental investigations into the interaction between an acoustic wave and a
wavy wall (distributed receptivity) in the vicinity of the lower branch neutral stability
point were conducted by VViegel (1993) and by King & Breurer (2001). Both studies
investigated distributed receptivity for a mean flow field with a zero pressure gradient
(Blasius profile). Both also e.xamined receptivity levels for perfect resonance, and
detuning from perfect resonance. Somewhat different e.xperimental techniques were
used to measure detuning. VViegel used tape strips for his wall roughness. Because
of the tedious work involved in aligning the tape strips, VViegel varied detuning by
varying his flow speed rather than by changing the spacing between the tape strips.
King

Breurer held the flow field constant and used copper-plated circuit boards

fitted to the plate with strips of copper at fi.xed wavelengths for the wall roughness.
To vary detuning each board had a different carefully chosen wavelength. King k
Breurer also examined oblique (three-dimensional) wall waviness, and reported on the
subsequent nonlinearity and breakdown farther downstream. However, these features
are not relevant to the present investigation. For the two-dimensional case, both
showed excellent agreement with the theoretical receptivity coefficients determined
by Crouch (1992) and Choudhari (1993).
Most of the previous analyses of the distributed-receptivity problem incorporate
a variety of arbitrary approximations; all of the previous work is limited to the zeropressure-gradient, Blasius boundar}' layer on a flat plate. For the case of zero pressure
gradient, the detuning of the resonance as one moves away from the LBNSP is due
solely to viscous growth of the boundary layer. In contrast, on aeronautical vehicles
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the slip velocity Ue is a function of the streamwise coordinate x . and the pressure
gradient dPe/dx is nonzero and x-dependent. Streamwise variations in these quan
tities produce corresponding variations in the instability wavenuniber o; hence the
detuning of the resonance as one moves away from the lower branch point may be
quite different than that for a flat plate in a uniform flow. Thus, in order to assess the
importance of distributed receptivity in aeronautical applications, the theory must
be developed using a systematic analysis of the phenomenon based on high Reynolds
number asymptotics that incorporates the effects of streamwise variation in the slip
velocity and the pressure gradient of the mean flow.
As this work was in its final stages, VVu (2001) published his work investigating the
receptivity of the Blasius boundary layer due to distributed wall roughness interacting
with free-stream disturbances. He e.\amined both acoustic and vortical perturbations
to the free stream and compared his results to both theory and experiment.

In

the case of acoustical disturbances. VVu found that his first-order results were in good
agreement with the experimental results of VViegel & VVlezien (1993) and Dietz (1999),
and with the the theoretical work of Crouch (1994) and Choudhari (1993). However,
the next-order correction over-predicted the results.
To determine the initial amplitude of the TS wave VVu used an asymptotic ap
proach that paralleled the approach used in Goldstein (1985). This is a systematic
approach based on the triple-deck formalism, .\aturally the approach carried out
in the following, which parallels Goldstein (1983, 1985), has some common features
with VVu's. Both used a systematic asymptotic approach in large Reynolds number,
where Re = U^L'/u' with L' being the typical distance from the leading edge to
the region of receptivity. .-Vlso, both identified the region of the lower branch neutral
stability point as the important site of receptivity and developed dispersion relations
to predict the evolution of the instability wave.
Although there are similarities in the present work, there are also differences.
First, we will not assume a zero pressure gradient for the mean flow. Second, we
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will use a Green's function approach; Wu used a mode interaction theory similar to
that found in Crouch (1992), but without any of the ad hoc assumptions that left
Crouch's results open to question. Third, VVu's solution is leading-order accurate over
the region of

surrounding the lower branch neutral stability point, whereas

the results we will obtain here are only leading-order accurate over a region of 0{€^).
It should be pointed out that although we will not start out with the length scale
it will show up quite naturally (see Chapter 4 subsection 4.6.2 iind Chapter 5
subsection 5.3).

1.3.

Overview of the Present Investigation

We develop an asymptotic theory for boundary-layer receptivity due to the interaction
of time-harmonic free-stream disturbance with a wavy wall. Distributed receptivity
mechanisms are similar to localized receptivity mechanisms in that they also involve
short-scale variations in the mean flow; they differ in that the short-scale variation
occurs over an extended region in the streamwise direction. Thus the interaction
of a free-stream disturbance with a single short-scale surface hump is a localized
receptivity mechanism, while the interaction with a wavy surface that e.xtends over
a distance of many wavelengths is a distributed mechanism. An important aspect of
distributed receptivity mechanisms is that the process may take on a near resonance
characteristic, leading to large values of receptivity even for quite small amplitudes
of surface waviness.
In the model developed here, a large-wavelength free-stream disturbance impinges
on a flat plate with small-amplitude short-wavelength surface undulations. We inves
tigate the development and downstream evolution of TS waves in the boundary layer.
We will proceed in two steps: solving the problem for a point source; and summing
the point-source solutions over the wavy region of the plate to obtain a solution for
the wavy-wall problem.
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In Chapter 2. we formulate the model and develop the governing equations. We
allow a nonzero base-flow pressure gradient and an arbitrary wall profile. We then
discuss the Green's function approach that we will take to solving the point-source
problem. In Chapter 3, we solve for the component of the flow field corresponding
to the largest-growing TS wave. This wave is the most likely to lead to transition
to turbulence downstream. We develop a transformation that allows us to use an
approach closely paralleling that of Goldstein (1985). The downstream evolution
of this wave is investigated in Chapter 4. In order to do this, we determine the
dispersion relation, accounting for the effects of pressure gradient and nonparallel
flow. We match the downstream solution to the solution for the local region near the
point source from Chapter 3. Since the ansatz for the downstream solution was chosen
as a natural extension of the local solution, this gives us a uniform approximation
for the solution to the point-source problem. Finally, in Chapter 5, we return to the
wavy-wall problem. We consider a sinusoidal wall whose wavelength is on the order
of that of the TS wave at the lower branch (branch I) neutral stability point. We
examine the case in which the TS wave and the wall are in exact resonance at the
lower branch point; we also investigate the effects of detuning from perfect resonance.
We present the results of numerical calculations using the findings for base mean flow
fields with a Falkner-Skan profile.
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2.

FORMULATION OF THE GENERAL MODEL

In tliis chapter, we describe the physical situation we are modelling. We develop
dimensional governing equations to describe it, then devise appropriate nondimensionalizations. .After developing the governing equations and boundary conditions,
we outline the quasi-Green's function approach we will pursue.
We consider a low-Mach-number. high-Reynolds-number flow passing over a twodimensional body (the wall). The wall's surface is not perfectly flat: it has a smallamplitude waviness that extends over many wavelengths.

A time-harmonic free-

stream disturbance, such as an acoustic wave, of frequency u:' is incident on the
wall, and interacts with short-scale mean-flow disturbances in the boundary layer
to generate a Tollmien-Schlichting (TS) wave. We focus on TS wave generation by
a distributed interaction in a region surrounding the lower branch neutral stability
point (LBNSP) of the boundary la\'er, x' =

The boundary layer is assumed

to remain laminar and attached throughout the region surrounding the LBNSP. We
only consider the flow field above the wall. Figure (2.1) below depicts the situation. .A.
more complete discussion of the assumptions in this model can be found in .Appendix
(B).
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Free Stream Inviscid Row

incoming
acoustic
wave
U,„v.»d (wall)=u,,p(x)

Outer Edge
of
Boundary Layer

y axis

X axis

Wavy Wall

FIGURE 2.1. Generic depiction of an external time-harmonic free-stream disturbance,
e.g. an acoustic wave, interacting with a wavj' wall in a boundary layer. The features
are not drawn to scale.

2.1.
2.1.1.

General Governing Equations
Dimensional Equations

Consider an incompressible steady attached laminar 2-D flow over a flat wall. The
viscosity of the fluid is assumed to be constant. The no-slip conditions at the surface
will produce a boundary layer in the flow field, lying between the wall and the region
of irrotational inviscid flow above it. In keeping with the language of hydrodynamic
stability theory, the flow field witiiin the boundary layer that we will be perturbing
will be referred to as the base flow; the flow outside the boundary layer will be known
as the free stream. Most of the interesting physics will occur inside the boundary
layer over a streamwise region surrounding the LBNSP. Therefore, this region will
be the focus of the model. The effects of the free stream on the boundary layer will
be manifested at the the interface between the two regions.
To the free stream we add a small-amplitude infinite-wavelength time-harmonic
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forcing. This forcing will be transmitted from the free-stream to the boundary layer
through the interface of the two regions.

It will appear in the model as a free-

stream boundary condition.VVe will later show that this harmonic forcing generates a
Stokes wave in the boundary layer. To the wall we add a small-amplitude short-scale
wall waviness. The Stokes wave will interact with this wall waviness to produce an
instability wave.
We will employ an orthogonal coordinate system with x' as the dimensional co
ordinate ruiming parallel to the wall and y' as the coordinate running normal to it.
(In this work, all dimensional quantities will have * superscripts.) The location of the
wall is x' > 0, y* = 0; the leading edge is at (x*, y') = (0.0). VVe assume that the wall
is semi-infinite. We assume that the wall is flat, since we are ultimately interested
in a laminar flow over a body (a wing, for example) on which the region of interest
has a sufficiently large radius of curvature to be regarded as flat. This region must
also be far enough from the leading edge to preclude effects from that edge, and far
enough from the trailing edge to permit us to ignore effects from regions of separated
or turbulent flow.
The dimensional governing equations are
x-momentum equation
U^.

-F U

U^.

+

U Uy.

=

—P^.

+U

+

Uy.y.),

//-momentum equation

continuity equation
U*. + U y . = 0.
The no-slip, no-penetration conditions at the wall produce the homogeneous boundary
conditions
u ' i x ' , y ' =/i*(x * ) , r ) = v'{x\, y ' = h ' { x ' ) , t ' ) = 0 .
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These conditions produce the boundary layer at the surface of the wall. In this region,
the viscous effects manifest themselves in the equations at leading order. Let the
equation y* =

describe the edge of the boundary layer. Then for y* > d*(x*).

the flow will return to the free stream. This is the boundary condition for the surface
separating the boundary layer and the region of inviscid flow:
u ' { x \ ! j' ^ S' { x' ) A' ) =

+ <(x*)e-'""'".

where y' = 0 corresponds to the mean height of the plate's surface and 6,,* is the
external velocity. The

term will be discussed below. (The subscript e denotes the

inviscid region external to the boundary layer in the free stream.)
In standard boundary-layer theory, the outer flow (the region governed by the
inviscid Euler equations) is first solved. The inviscid velocity that would be found at
the wall if there were no boundary layer present is then computed. This velocity is
known as the slip or external velocity U^{x') = L'"j*„^.jgpjj(wall). The boundary-layer
equations are then solved with the slip velocity as the free-stream boundary condition.
To obtain higher-order corrections, one solves the boundary layer equations to find
y* = ^*(x*), then uses this new boundary-layer profile to replace the wall boundary
conditions in the outer inviscid equations. The modified wall velocity and pressure
distribution is then computed and the process of iteratively solving the two sets of
equations is repeated. (See Van Dyke 1975 for more details.)
The term containing u* is an external forcing term coming from a small-amplitude
time-harmonic disturbance to the mean flow field. This disturbance could come from
a vibrating ribbon, from an acoustic wave incident on the plate, etc. The amplitude of
the disturbance will be denoted u^{x'): it may take on complex values. For example,
in the case of an incoming acoustic wave at an angle O^c between the plate and the
direction of travel, we would take
=a*(x*)u;* exp(isin0ac
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As another example, suppose we have an acoustic wave with 0ac = 0; that is, with
the propagation direction parallel to the plate. Provided that the wave length of the
acoustic wave is long compared to the region of interest along the plate, we could
take u*(x-*) to be the modulation of the amplitude of the acoustic wave as it moves
downstream under the influence of the pressure gradient.

2.1.2.

Determining the Scalings

In order to nondimensionalize the equations, we must find characteristic dimensional
quantities for velocity, time, and length scales. We need to determine whether the
flow evolves on scales related to typical values in the base flow equations, or to typical
values in the unsteady flow field coming from the small disturbance. Characteristic
values are usually taken from both the basic steady state and unsteady disturbance
flow fields, and we will do so in this case.
To keep the nondimensionalizations used in this this work applicable to many
different situations, we will not specify the characteristic length, velocity, and time
scales. We will only require that they satisfy the advective relationship L' = U ' T ' .
In order to place ourselves in the right frequency range for the instability waves
of interest, we must stretch the nondimensional frequency (Strouhal number) St.
We must also assume a relation between the streamwise and normal directions that
ensures that the equations are scaled to be order-one in the boundary layer in the
region of the LBNSP. This is discussed in greater detail in Appendix (D).
Let L * , y ' , T ' , and U ' be the characteristic scales for

and the horizontal

velocity, respectively. These should be chosen so that the resulting nondimensional
terms are 0{1). Next, we define the quantities:
• Re = U ' L ' / u *
• St = T'uj'

(Reynolds number),

(Strouhal number),
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• e=

(Triple-deck parameter).

The analysis in Appendix (D) suggests that we assume the relations:
• L' = U * T ' (advective relation),
• St =

<So , where Sq = 0 { \ ) ,

• L' =

2.1.3.

= 0 { \ / R e J*), where S' is the boundary layer thickness at L ' .

Xondimensional Equations and Expansions

The equations are nondimensionalized as follows:

x' = L'x.

(2.1a)

;y„,,

(2.1b)

=

(2.1c)

u'{x\i/,t') = U'uix.ym.t) •

(2.id)

v ' { x ' . y \ t ' ) = e'^U'v{x,

(2.1e)

t).

p ' { x \ i j \ t ' ) = p ' i U ' f p i x . i j m J ) +p'oc^

(2-10

ip'{x\y',n=U'y' iPix^Vm).

(2.1g)

U:{x')=U' L',(x),

(2.1h)

u'^{x') = u'^ U {s { x ) .

(2.1i)

where x , ?/,„, •tp{x,yjri), U^{x), and urs(x) are all order-one in the LBNSP boundary
layer region and

is the exterior pressure. Notice that v* is stretched by (/?e)~'/^.

This is necessary if the continuity equation is to remain invariant.
We are interested in surfaces that change on the order of the TS wavelength,
0{€^). This will be the short length scale
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We will nondimensionalize h ' { x ' ) about the mean wall height y' = 0. The nondimensionalization is
h*{x') = H ' e h { x . x ) .

(2.3)

where h{x, x) is assumed to be order-one. The explicit form of k ( x , x) will be given
later. At this point we need only assume that h{x, x) is smooth and bounded for
all

X,

X 6 E. VV'e have scaled the wall height so that it will enter into the lower-deck

equations at leading order. For more details on this scaling, see Appendix (E)
Substituting the scaiings into the dimensional governing equations will lead to
the nondimensional governing equations. Putting the scaiings into the x-momentum
equation and multiplying by L'/U'' yields
lit -f- HfXx + VUy,^ =

- P j:

-h

.

(2.4)

Similarly, substituting the scaiings into the ly-momentum equation and multiplying
by \/~^ L'/V' yields
Vt + llVi -h VVy^ = - - ^ P y ^ + \L.m)'^' •

(2.5)

The continuity equation becomes
"x + '^j,„=0.

(2.6)

The homogeneous no-slip, no-penetration boundary conditions at the surface of
the plate are
u{x, y ,n = €,,.eli{x, X), t ) = v{x, ym = ey,eh{x, x), t ) = 0.
.An inhomogeneous free-stream boundary condition requires the flow to return to the
free stream outside the boundary layer:
u[x,y„i ^ oo, 0 = t4(^) + e{U(s{x)ex\>{-i€~'^ S o t ) .
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The expression for v ( x , ijm
Here

= D'FJ^ +

oc, t ) must be determined from the continuity equation.
The subscript L in

indicates that X* has been

nondimensionaiized by the long length scale L*. In fact, if we set .SQ = 1 then x is
Goldstein's (1983) Xy. Notice that /y* has been nondimensionaiized by the boundarylayer thickness at the LBNSP, which corresponds to the main deck.
Notice that L* was used throughout the scalings. This does not mean that L' is
a known scale. In fact, we have not specified L*. From the advective relation,
Lr k = € —2 UT '* *^0
—.
iU'
Thus, since U' .e . and u:* are considered known. £,* can only be known if S q is. Recall
that it has been assumed that <So = C(l).
Next, the nondimensional equations are converted to a single equation in the
nondimensional stream function 0. Let
u = dy^v

and

v = —dxp.

Then when -ip is known, u and v follow immediately. Also, the continuity equation is
automatically satisfied so long as v € C'-(Rj.
It is advantageous to combine the momentum equations into a single equation in
ip alone. To do this, we must eliminate pressure terms. Provided p € C"(K), this can
be done by taking the £-component of the cross product
c)j,m(i'-niomentum equation) — c>i(?/-momentum equation).
This leads to the nondimensional governing equation:
(2.7)
Urn J

with homogeneous no-slip, no-penetration boundary conditions at the surface of the
plate
^X{,X, UJJI — CYFF(.h{^X, X), t ) — ^!/M

Vm — €.^^(.h{x^

^
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and with an inhomogeneous free-stream boundary condition that requires that the
flow return to the free-stream flow outside the boundary layer,
Vm -> oc, f) = lj\[x) + efUfs(x) exp(-i
where Cf =

^ 1 and e^v = //'/^*

So t ) ,

1-

From the governing equation and the boundary conditions, it is clear that the
solution will depend on the independent variables x,
parameters ef,

and t. as well as on the

and e. We now consider the limit Cf —> 0,

—> 0, with e small but

fixed. That is, we linearize the equation about the base flow equation corresponding
to €( = ew = 0. This amounts to expanding 0 in a double asymptotic series in
(ef, Cw). The resulting governing equations will all be linear. If we assume that all of
the transients have been washed far downstream then, since the equations are linear,
it is reasonable to search for only steady-state and time-harmonic solutions to the
governing equations.
We assume an ansatz of the form
ijm, t: ff, ew, e) =

ij^) +
+ e^^ev'^ix.

y,n: e) exp(-i
e) -h

Sq t )

/y,„; e) exp(-i

5o i)

(2.8)

+ C?(e^4).
where the

and 0' are all assumed to be 0 { 1 ) . Notice that we are ignoring

terms of order ef and ef^., but keeping terms of order efCw This may seem inconsistent.
If, for example, ef

e^, then
ef <g: efCvv «C e i ;

and we will retain terms of C?(efew) while omitting larger terms of 0(e^^.). However, the
interaction term 0' is of interest to us, since this term models the interaction between
the free-stream disturbance and the wavy wall. This solution represents the instability
wave that will become unstable, hence unbounded. On the other hand, higher-order
correction terms to e^ and ef are only higher-order corrections to the steady-state
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wavy-wall perturbation problem and the Stokes-wave problem respectively. They
remain bounded and provide only higher-order corrections.
Upon substituting (2.8) into the governing equation (2.7) and the boundary con
ditions, we arrive at the following sets of equations plus boundary conditions: base
flow, free-stream perturbation, wall perturbation, and interaction equations. Each of
these equations will be discussed in turn below. They will be taken as the model for
the interaction between a small-amplitude time-harmonic disturbance (e.g. an acous
tic wave) and a small-amplitude wave that undulates on the short-scale wavelength
of the surface.
The equations can be grouped into two categories: the equations/solutions that
are independent of the short-scale wall forcing, and those that depend on the shortscale wall forcing. The first category consists of the base and free-stream perturbation
equations, whose solutions evolve on the long scale x. Tlie second category consists
of the wall perturbation and the interaction equations. The solutions to these will
depend both on the short-scale x from the wall-forcing term and on the long scale
from the base flow field. These equations will have multiple-scale solutions.
The base flow equation is nonlinear and governs the steady flow over a flat plate in
the absence of any small perturbations to the flow field. The free-stream perturbation
flow equation is linear and governs the flow field that develops from a time-harmonic
free-stream disturbance interacting with a flat plate. The wall perturbation equa
tion is linear and governs the flow field resulting from the small-amplitude wall shape
h{x, x) in the absence of am' time-harmonic disturbance coming from the free stream.
The interaction equation is a linear inhomogeneous equation that governs the inter
action between the wall shape and the free-stream disturbance.
The solution

to the base flow equation will appear as a coefficient in the other

three equations, and the solutions

to the free-stream perturbation equation and

0"' to the wall perturbation equation will appear as forcing terms in the interaction
equation. Both

and

must be known to solve the interaction problem.
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2.1.4.

Base Flow Equation

Free stream velocity

u:

upstream
flow
Held

FIGURE 2.2. Generic depiction of the base flow field.
results from the limits
> 0 and tf —> 0.

This is the flow field that

The Base flow field is assumed to be steady. To C(e'), the base flow equation and
boundary conditions are
(2.9a)
= 0-)• OC) = U^{x) .

{2.9b)
(2.9c)

This is a nonlinear equation that will allow more general solutions than the Blasius
solution. For U^{x) 7^ 0, the Bernoulli equation can be applied to the irrotational
flow just outside the boundary layer, giving the result

= —Ucix)U^{x); from this, it

follows that the flow field has a nonzero pressure gradient. Since the boundary layer is
thin, it inherits its pressure gradient from the external irrotational flow. Thus, since
the exterior flow field is nonconstant, the base equation must have a nonconstant
pressure gradient. In general, the nonlinear base equation cannot be solved exactly.
However, we can compute certain general properties of the solutions. For example,
the viscous effects are confined to a region near the wall. Since the solution must
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make a smooth transition to the outer inviscid flow over this thin region, it must
display exponential behavior as the inner boundary-layer variable Um approaches oo.
Thus a boundary-layer solution must approach the free-stream solution exponentially
fast. That is, we require

~ U^{x) + e.s.t. as /y„, -> oc.
where e.s.t. means "exponentially small terms." .N'otice that unlike the Blasius so
lution.

and

•^utn do not tend to zero as y„, —> oc and cannot be specified as
'

boundary conditions, but nmst be determined in the course of the analysis. In fact,
from this assumption for the behavior of

both

and

can be computed using

the boundary conditions at the wall and the continuity equation. We obtain:

is known as the boundary-layer displacement thickness. The asymptotic behavior as
^ oc is given by

Integrating and applying the boundary condition at the wall yields
~ Cy'e(ar) ( y ^ - dori^-)) •
Next, we write the results in u-v-p notation. Defining

• l/rn

and

V'' =

the i-momentum equation is
dP^

•
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with continuity equation
U^
+ V^
=0
Ji/m
and no-slip, no-penetration conditions
[y*^(x,0) =

= 0.

The free-stream conditions become

V^ix. ljrn -> OC) ->• - U^{x)

^

•

where the error is exponentially small.
Using the boundary conditions, the x-momentum equation, and the equations
resulting from taking the first and second partial derivatives of the x-momentum
equation with respect to ij,n. we arrive at tlie following useful relations:
=
d^U^{x.0)=0

(2.10a)

\/neN,

(2.10b)

Ci(i,0)HAW,
dPb

(2.10c)

rV,0)=i;'.(i,0) = 0.

(2.lOe)

a;,c/"(i,o)=AA,,

(2.iof)

Using the terms found in (2.10) we can compute the Taylor series for

and

about fjjn = 0:
U ^ { X , IJm) = ^Vrn

+

1dP^ .

1
+

^(Z/m) ^

(2.11a)

fipb
1
= dT + 2^-*'''"
!/,„) = - \ K y l + 0 ( y l ) .

(2.11c)
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The accuracy of the equations is limited by tlie use of the approximation
u;{x, y,„; f) =

ij„,) + O(e').

We could, in principle, compensate for this by replacing

with a more accurate

solution -lb, obtained by solving the mean flow to a higher degree of accuracy in c.

2.1.5.

Free-Stream Perturbation Equation

Incoming acoustic wave

Stokes' wave
Free stream velocity
*-

FIGURE 2.3. Generic depiction of the free-stream perturbation flow field. This is the
flow field that results from the limit
—> 0 and Cf 7^ 0 (base flow plus time-harmonic
free-stream disturbance).

The free-stream perturbation flow is unsteady. The free-stream perturbation equation
and boundary conditions are
H
Vm)

d{x,ym)

= 0,

=0'

^ oc ) = U ( s { x ) .
The governing equation for

is the flow resulting from taking the limit as

(2.12a)
(2.12b)
(2.12c)
0.

The situation becomes one of a time-harmonic free-stream disturbance interacting
with a flat plate. The body surface is assumed to have a sufficientlj^ high impedance
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that the normal velocity component at the surface can be set to zero. The surface
then reflects the incident wave specularly. The free-stream disturbance field is a
combination of the incident and reflected waves. We will also assume that the freestream disturbance has a long wavelength. For example, at low Mach numbers, an
acoustic wave in the free stream will have a wavelength that is large compared to
the hydrodynamic length scales, so the acoustic field behaves locally incompressibly.
Within and adjacent to the mean boundary layer, the acoustic field takes the form of
a uniform streamwise pulsation with negligible transverse velocities. Viscous efi"ects
then lead to a Stokes wave adjacent to the body surface, on the length scale of the
lower deck.
This problem has been studied by many researchers, in particular by Goldstein
(1983). The solution consists of a Stokes wave plus an instability wave emanating
from the leading-edge region. Goldstein (1985) showed that because an instability
wave resulting from leading-edge receptivity decreases e.xponentialh^ until it reaches
the LBNSP, at a point Xq in the neighborhood of but upstream from the LBNSP it
will be much smaller in amplitude tlian one resulting from a local disturbance at XQ
such as a wall hump or suction slot whose width is on the order of the triple-deck
length scale. Since we are ultimately interested in TS waves formed from bumps near
the LBNSP, it is reasonable to ignore any instability waves coming from upstream of
the LBNSP and to focus on the forcing due to the Stokes wave.
From the ansatz (2.8), it is clear that we are seeking a time-harmonic solution
whose unsteady flow will have the same time-harmonic dependence as the imposed
forcing emanating from the free stream. Since we are ignoring the sliort-scale insta
bility waves generated at the leading edge, the desired solution will only have one
relevant length scale of 0{L') in the streamwise direction.
Since both
^{L,m) =

and

are 0{l) only over the long length scale, we may replace

by

in the governing equation and only incur an error of C(e®).
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After multiplying through by

we arrive at

+\Sa3l^ip' =
+

+ 0(,%

(2.13)

The Stokes wave has a two-layer structure in the direction normal to the plate.
Its viscous lower region coincides with the lower deck of triple-deck theory. However,
the outer layer of the Stokes wave is the entire inviscid region, witli no division into
main and upper decks.

Inviscid Region
Keeping the structure of the boundary conditions at J/^ ^ oc in mind, by inspection
the leading-order solution must be of the form
!Jm) = U-U^)yrn

However, this solution will not satisfy the boundary condition

(2.14)
0) = 0 at the

wall. This suggests the existence of a viscous region near the wall. This region will
have the same thickness as the lower-deck region in triple-deck theory. Note that
9"ym

= 0 for n > 1.
For future reference, we now list various derivatives of the leading-order expression

in terms of u-v-p notation:
u^{x,ym) =

= Uk{x) ,

(2.15a)

v\x,y„,) =

= -u\^{x)yrn ,

(2.15b)

u\jjx.y,n) = 0 .

(2.15c)

u[{x, yrn) = u'f^ix) ,

(2.15d)

P^{xo, ym) = Wfs(io)ym + 0 { e ^ ) .

(2.15e)
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Viscous Wall Region
In the viscous wall region, ijm = cY with Y = 0(1). Then

•

The structure of the inviscid solution suggests scaling the stream function as
Y; e ) ,
where

(2.16)

= C?(l) for Y = C?(l). Since the base solution

ues on the inner scale Y, the derivatives of

does not vary by 0(1) val

with respect to

cannot be rescaled.

The viscous region (Stokes layer) comes about because of the no-slip boundary con
ditions interacting with the harmonic motion of the free-stream disturbance, which
are physically not present in the base flow.
Using the above relations in the governing equations, we arrive at

Since

<C 1 in the lower deck, we expand the base solution in a Taylor series about

jjm = 0, replace

with eY, and apply the no-slip boundary conditions

0) = 0 at the wall, .\fter simplifying, the leading-order equations become
d:!,/j[ + iSod^p[ = 0 ( ^ %
with boundary conditions at the wall
5x0[(x,O) =

= 0.

The matching condition between the main deck and the Stokes layer is
lim dy^^l}\x,e\)
f->0+

lim
V fixed t->o+

fx, —)
\
e / t/m fixed
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This condition provides the form the solution should take outside the Stokes layer:
dyil'lix, Y

oc) = Ufs(x) + o(l),

where Ye = ?/„, is fixed as Y —> oc.e -> O"*". The structure of the equations with
boundary conditions suggests the ansatz
(/.{(x. Y:e) = Ufs(x)a(Y).

(2.17)

Substituting this expression into the preceding equation and equating coefficients
of the 0 ( 1 ) terms to zero produces the ODE for a(Y):
+iSoa" = 0, with boundary conditions a(0) = a'(0) = a'(oo) -1 = 0.
The solution is
A(Y) = Y + I--'/-5O"'^'' (I - EXP(I-''/-5O^- Y)) .
This leads to the leading-order expression for wf:
ti'lix, Y; e) = Ufs(x) Y +

(1 - exp(i''''''^ 5O''" Y)) + o(e).

For future reference, we now list various derivatives of !/>[:
u{(i-.Y)

= Ub(i)[Y + i-''''5„-'" (l-expdV^Sy" Y))

(2.18a)

U I ( X .Y) = d y i b l i x , Y )
= U{S{X) 1 - EXP(I'''/d'^:tl;l{x,Y) =

Y) ,

So^'Ufsix)

(2.18b)
Y) ,

DY^PLIX, Y) = i 5O UFS(X) exp(i^/''^ 5D''^ Y) ,

(2.18c)
(2.18d)

Vm) = «[(i% y)
= U (s{ x ) 1 - EXP(I''/"^5O^^ Y) ,
=

=

(2.18e)

EW[(:R,Y)
[y +

Sq^'- (1 - exp(i^/'''5o^^ Y))

(2.18f)
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(2.18g)
Urn)

= "'FS(^) [L - EXP(I'''/''^ 5O''" Y) ,

(2.18h)

= -eu'fs(a-)[Y+

(2.18i)

(

1- e x p ( i - ' / ' - ^ 5 o ^ " Y ) )

vljx,y„,) = ayu/ti-.Y)
= -T4(^)

2.1.6.

- EXP(I'''/'^5O^" Y)

(2.18j)

Wall Perturbation Equation

Free stream velocity
>.

FIGURE 2.4. Generic depiction of the wall perturbation flow field. This is the flow
field that results from the limit e„. ^ 0 and ef -> 0 (base flow field plus wall waviness).

The wall perturbation flow field is cissumed to be steady. The wall perturbation
equation and boundary conditions are
= » •

z^-;;„(x,o) = -A(x)/i(x,x),

(2.19b)

i/'"(x,0) = 0,

(2.19c)

ym -> OO) = 0 .

(2.19d)

where we have used (2.10) to simplify the boundary conditions at the wall. Because
the boundary conditions are time-independent, we will only seek a time-independent
solution to (2.19).
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In order for a TS wave to be generated by a local interaction of a free-stream
disturbance with the boundary layer, a short-scale mean flow perturbation is required.
The mean flow perturbation must have a streamwise length scale of the order of the
TS wavelength. High-Reynolds-number asymptotic theory shows that in the vicinity
of the lower branch neutral stability point, the TS wave has the triple-deck structure.
Thus the appropriate streamwise length scale is the triple-deck scale, which is 0{e^).
The governing equation for uj"" is the flow field resulting from taking the limit as
ef

0 with Cw / 0Since the wall forcing is a function of the short scale X, the boundary condition

suggests looking for a steady-state solution with a multiple-scale structure depending
on the long scale x and the short scale X. We expect the solution to be a standing
wave with amplitude varying on the long scale x owing to nonparallel-flow effects,
and with phase varying on the short scale x owing to the scale on which the wall
waviness varies.

2.1.7.

Interaction Equation

Incoming acoustic wave

Stokes' wave
Free stream velocity

LBNSP

FIGURE 2.5. Generic depiction of the base flow field plus wall waviness plus external
free-stream disturbance. This is the flow field that results from the limit
7^ 0 and
ff

0.
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At O(ewef), the first interaction between the two forcing terms occurs. It is at this
order that the wavy wail and the Stokes wave interact to produce a TS wave in the
flow field. For this reason, we name the equation governing this unsteady flow field
the interaction equation.
Since the Stokes wave is the only time-dependent forcing term, it is reasonable
to seek a time-harmonic solution of the form

?/f„) exp[—i e~ '5o f] in the ansatz

(2.8). This equation also has a multiple-scale structure coming from the coefficients
that evolve on both the long scale x and the short-scale wall variation X.
The interaction equation and boundary conditions are

d{x,lj,n)

(2.20a)
{2.20b)

2.2.

(/'i(.T,0) = -eyj„,^(a:,0)/i(x,x),

(2.2Gc)

^ oc) = 0.

(2.20d)

Developing Governing Equations in u-v-p Variables

Up to this point we have worked primarily with the stream function. This has the
mathematical advantage of reducing the number of equations in the Navier-Stokes
equations. Unfortunately, it also introduces extraneous solutions. Moreover, results
in terms of the stream function arc not easy to interpret unless they are restated in
terms of the variables u-v-p. There is an even more serious problem with a streamfunction approach. Consider the case where the wall forcing is a localized bump
whose width is on the order of the triple-deck length scale. The bump will divide the
streamwise direction along the plate into three parts: a region upstream of the bump,
an inner short-scale region around the bump, and a region downstream of the bump.
Furthermore, in the inner and downstream regions there is a three-layer structure in
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the direction normal to the plate. One of the key features of this triple-deck struc
ture is that the pressure terms act as a feedback mechanism between the upper and
lower layers. This is known cis interactive boundary-layer theory. It is quite unlike
the standard boundary-layer theory, wliere the pressure is prescribed and one solves
for the velocity field. In interactive boundary-layer theory, one cannot solve for the
stream function in each layer without solving for pressure; they must be solved for
simultaneously. This requires that pressure be brought back into the governing equa
tions. For this reason, we must also derive the nondimensional governing equations
in terms of the variables u-v-p. When 0 is known, u and v will follow immediately;
the resulting equations will then determine p.
From the nondimensional governing equations in terms of u-v-p and the boundary
conditions, it is clear t h a t the solution will depend on the independent variables x ,
yrn, and t as well as on the parameters Cf,

and e. We now consider the limit

ef -> 0, Cw -> 0, with e small but fixed. That is, we linearize the equations about the
base flow equations corresponding to ff =

= 0. This amounts to expanding the

dependent variables in a double asymptotic series in (cf,
We assume an ansatz of the form
u { x , y,a.. t: €(, e„.. e) = U ^ { x , ijm) + e(U^{x,

e) exp(-i

5o t ) + e,,.u'''{x. ij,n: e)

+ efew"V>2/m;e)exp(-ic"-5oO + 0(ef,

e').

(2.21)

Similarly,
v{x,

Cf, e) =

y,„) + e(V^{x, j/,„; e) exp(-i
+ efe,vy'(x,7/^;e)exp(-ie""'^5o0

Here it has been assumed that
produces

and

S q t ) + e,,v'^'{x, ?/„,; e)
0{e],el,e^).

(2.22)

are known to (9(e''). Using these scalings
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= dym
l'^ =

= dy^

= dy^

= -d^tp^,

,

u' = dy^

v'" =

,

= -3x0'.

(2.23a)
(2.23b)

For pressure to come in at leading order in the x-momentum equation in tlie
coordinates {x. ijm)- it must be scaled the same as velocity. Thus
p{x, y , n . t: fw ff. e) = P^{x. y , n ) + Cf e.\p(-i r ' ^ 5o t)p^{x, //,„)
+ e,^ep"-'{x, ij,n) + ef€,y exp(-i

So t ) p \ x . ,y„J

+ 0{er,el,e').
where it is implicitly assumed that P^ix. tjm) is only accurate to 0{e^).
Substituting these expressions into the a-momentum and ^/-momentum equations
and grouping coefficients in powers of e"e° , 6^6°,

and

will yield four govern

ing equations: base flow, free-stream perturbation, wall perturbation, and interaction
equations.

2.2.1.

Base Flow Equations

x-momentum
fipb
+ v-bf/b

ym

= _

+

ymUm

{/-momentum
=0
so
P'^ = P'^(x) -fO(C-'),
continuity equation

+ o(e«),
^

^

2.2.2.

Free-Stream Perturbation Equations

j-momentum

(/-momentum
^ *^0 ..f I /••b f I 1,'b f , I 'b,,f
^

U + V

_i_ I 'b

+

^ ,,f

- --^Pu,n

I \

,.f

continuity equation
«x +

2.2.3.

=

0•

Wall Perturbation Equations

j-momentum
r-b,,w , /•-b,,,\v , I'b,,\v

, r-b ,,w

w . A

\v

//-momentum
t'-i? + V-V +

.

continuity equation

<+ C = o 2.2.4.

Interaction Equations

3:-momentum
-I- i'^u[ +
+ ^

+ tii'uO
= ~Px + ^{L,m)U^

•
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y-momentum

+ ' " • " L + t i " ' + O ' O =

-^A.+

continuity
u[X + v[Um =0.
It will suffice to obtain the u-u-p equations for the point-source problem, since
the more general solution for the wavy shape h{x.x) is simply the integral of this
point-source solution. Since we will be using a Green's function approach to work
with a clelta-wall-forcing problem, we replace the stream function w by g. We then
write
"=

2.3.

" = -9x9-

Introducing the Point-Source Model

2.3.1.

The Quasi-Green's Function Approach

This work will only attempt to determine the evolution of the dominant TS wave.
Because of this, there will be no need to solve for the full flow field. Thus it makes
sense to pursue an approach that solves only for the component of the flow field that
is of interest. We seek an incomplete solution for the flow field that contains the
TS eigenmode corresponding to the largest growth in the region of instability. One
way to arrive at such a solution is to solve a reduced problem, obtained by replacing
h{x, x) with a point-source forcing term (delta function) that preserves the shortscale 0{e^) structure of the wavy wall. Then, using the fact that the equations are
linear, we sum up the net effect from all the source terms along the plate up to some
point

X.

Since the flow field is assumed to be laminar and attached, disturbances do

not propagate upstream. This is manifested in the fact that the equations governing
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the TS wave are parabolic. Thus at any point x on the plate, the TS eigenmode of
interest is determined by the collection of source terms up to x (i.e. the wavy wall
up to x). The TS wave at x is unaffected by anything that takes place downstream
from that point. While this approach may seem like the Green's function method, it
is not: rather, it is what we will call a quasi-Green's function method. To make this
point clearer, we will give a brief schematic outline of the two approaches and where
they differ.
In the Green's function approach, we would let

Notice that we are not integrating over a fixed interval, but over an interval that is a
function of x. By Leibniz's rule,

Only the first term is of interest to us; the other two boundary terms arc not. The
second boundary term vanishes, since we must require that h(0,0) = 0 to avoid
the wall waviness interfering with the development of the flow field at the leading
edge. The first boundary term does not contain any component of the flow field
corresponding to the instability wave: the TS wave must contain a factor of the form
exp[ia(j: — Xo)/e^], but in the first boundary term xq = x .
A straightforward Green's function approach of this sort would complicate the
equations with superfluous boundary terms, making it impossible to isolate an equa
tion for the integrand that would lead in turn to an equation for the point-source
problem. Neglecting these boundary terms is consistent with the goal of only resolv
ing the component of the flow field corresponding to the TS wave.
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In the quasi-Green's function approach, we replace h ( x . x) by J (x — XQ) , and
and

by

Notice that

and </' respectively, where

S ( x — Xq ) preserves the short-scale structure of the wavy wall. The

equations resulting from this substitution will contain the component of the flow
field corresponding to the TS wave eigenmode, which we shall denote by

Once

^'Ps(x. Xq./y„i) has been found, we will sum over all the point-source TS wave com
ponents to arrive at the component of the stream function corresponding to the TS
wave generated from the wavy wall. This sum will occur in the form of an integral
over the long scale x. Some care must be taken here: we will have a solution that
was generated with a delta function depending on tlie short scale, but will need to
integrate with respect to a delta function that depends on the long scale x. Since
5(a: — Xq )

dxo = S ( x

— Xq ) d x o ,

it must be the case that

Thus we have a natural relation between the delta function that depends on the short
scale and that of the long scale.
Thus, when we sum the solutions resulting from the point sources over the plate,
the scaling for the delta function in the inner region will be consistent with the
scaling in the outer region. Having introduced this method for handling the wavywall problem, we will now give a brief outline of the solution to the problem.

2.3.2.

Outline of the Solution to the Point-Source Problem

To solve for the TS wave resulting from a point-source wall boundary condition, we
will need to approximate the equations in several regions along the plate. These
regions will be defined by their positions with respect to the point source at xq-
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Upstream of XQ. there is no interaction between tiie free-stream disturbance and
the wall. Thus the solutions to the short-scale wall perturbation equation and the
interaction equation will be zero:

= ^' = 0.

In the local region about x q , a region whose width is on the order of the TS wave
length

O(e^). the equations have inhomogeneous wall boundary conditions. These

wall conditions arc expressed in terms of a delta function that acts like a forcing term
for both the wall perturbation equation and the interaction equation. In addition to
the boundary terms, there are inhomogeneous terms in the interaction equation itself.
These terms involve products of the Stokes wave (a result of the free-stream forcing
term) and the solution from the short-scale base flow equation (resulting from the
effects of the point source on the base flow field).
Physically, in this local region the long-scale free-stream disturbance (e.g. acoustic
wave) interacts with the point source at the wall (which we envision as a bump).
Energy from the long waves in the free stream is transferred via a rescaling to the
short-scale natural eigenmodes of the boundary layer. Through this process, known
as receptivit}', instability waves are formed. Recall that we do not need to solve
for the entire flow field; we will only solve for the component corresponding to the
largest-growing TS wave, which is most likely to trigger the onset of turbulence.
To leading order, only the parallel-flow terms in the base flow field will show up
in the equations governing this inner region. The solution will possess a triple-deck
structure in the direction normal to the plate. An e.xample of this, for the case of
a Blasius base flow profile with an external time-harmonic free-stream forcing with
constant amplitude, can be found in Goldstein (1985).
The third region is downstream from the local region and extends over many
TS wavelengths. Because of the extent of this region in the streamwise direction,
the change in the thickness of the boundary layer can no longer be ignored: the
parallel-flow assumption made in the local region is no longer valid. Since the TS
wave is located in the boundary layer, its shape is altered by the boundary layer's
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changing shape. The wave will now have a multiple-scale structure in the streamwise
direction: the short scale of the TS wavelength (C(e^)) that it inherited from the wall
hump, and the long scale on which the base flow field evolves (C?(l)). As the wave
moves out of the local region, it will keep its triple-deck structure until it moves far
enough downstream that it is in the region of the upper branch neutral stability point
(UBNSP) where the scalings for the equations (and the dispersion relation derived
from these scalings) will become invalid owing to a five-layer structure in the vicinity
of the UBXSP. For more details for the case of a base flow field with a Blasius profile,
see Healey (1995).
As the TS wave evolves in the downstream region, its amplitude and wavelength
will change. To determine the dependence of the wave number on downstream dis
tance and Reynolds number, we must solve for the dispersion relation. We will then
have to match the stream functions for the local solution (G^^ and G') with the down
stream solutions (</^^' and 5'). In this way the TS wave generated in the local region
near the bump acts as an initial condition to the downstream eigensolution. Since
the homogeneous equations corresponding to the evolution of the eigenmodes cannot
determine the amplitude, they require an initial input for the amplitude of the in
stability wave. Figure (2.6) is a schematic drawing of this situation. .\l\ neighboring
regions must be asymptotically matched together.
Once all the matching is done, we will have an approximation to the solution
resulting from a point source at XQ. Its behavior will depend on the location of the
point source with respect to the LBNSP.
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Local Region

Downstream Region
r

upper inviscid region

upper deck

gw=0
r

g' =0
main deck

main inviscid region

G ,G
r

lower deck

lower inviscid region

^W _
G
, ,G

X

0

FIGURE 2.6. Tlie matching structure for the point-source problem. The point source
is denoted by XQ. The region between the two vertical dashed lines, which contains
xo, is the local (inner) region; the region to the right (downstream) is the outer
region. The upper-case
and G' are the wall and interaction inner Green's function
solutions, respectively. The lower-case
and </' are the wall and interaction outer
Green's function solutions, respectively. The subscripts u and I denote upper- and
lower-deck solutions respectively. The main-deck solutions have no subscript.

Figure (2.7) depicts the behavior of a wave originating at x q upstream of the
LBNSP. This solution initially undergoes exponential damping. The size of the TS
wave when it reaches the LBNSP is determined by how far upstream the point source
is. If this distance is large, then the wave is significantly damped before reaching
the LBNSP. It begins to grow after passing the LBNSP; however, because of its
diminished amplitude at that point, it must grow for some time before becoming
large enough to invalidate the linear assumption. If the UBNSP is finite, then the TS
wave, which is being advected by the base flow field, may not have enough time to
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grow to a significant size before passing the UBNSP; after that point, it again decays.
Figure (2.8) shows the behavior of the instability wave when XQ is downstream
from the LBNSP. In this case, the wave immediately begins to grow.
Given the same initial amplitude and frequency, the largest wave at any given point
downstream of the LBNSP will be one that originates at the LBN'SP. Waves generated
farther downstream will spend less time in the region of exponential growth between
the LBNSP and the UBNSP: those formed farther upstream will be diminished by
their passage through the region of damping between Xq and the LBN'SP.
The remainder of this work can be divided into two principal parts. The first is the
solution of the point-source problem. This involves solving the receptivity problem
(the generation of the TS wave), then determining how the wave evolves after its
formation. These are pursued in Chapters 3 and 4, respectively. The second part of
the work is the summing up of the point-source results to obtain the solution for the
wavy wall; this is the subject of Chapter 5.

Inner Region

Disturbance
Dying

Disturbance
Growing

Initial
Disturbance
X0

LBNSP

FIGURE 2.7. .A. schematic of the generation and evolution of a TS wave when the
point source is located upstream of the LBNSP.

Inner Region

Disturbance
Growing

Initial
Disturbance
LBNSP

X

FIGURE 2.8. A scliematic of the generation and evolution of a TS wave when
point source is located downstream of the LBNSP.
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3.

GENERATION OF THE TS WAVE

In this chapter we ciiscuGS the receptivity problem. We consider the interaction of tlie
time-harmonic free-stream disturbance with a local bump, which in this case is a delta
function. This interaction takes place over the interaction region: a local region
about xq 6
scale £' =

The length of this region is on the order of the triple-deck length
L*. Since this length is small, the base flow field can be approximated

by the parallel-flow assumption via a Taylor series expansion about the point source
Xq. Replacing the wavy wall by a local bump does not alter the base and free-stream
perturbation flow fields: however, the situations described by the wall perturbation
and the interaction equations are altered. Cartoons depicting these two situations
are shown below.
Region of
Local
Disturbance-

Free stream

veliK ;iiy

FIGURE 3.1. Base flow + localized bump (point source)
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Incoming ac()u.<i(ic wave

Free stream velocity

>
FIGURE 3.2. Base flow -F- localized bump + external free-stream disturbance

3.1.
3.1.1.

The Triple-Deck Scalings
Local Streamwise Scalings in the Main Deck

In the inner streamwise region we must change variables to the local variable X.
defined b\'
X — Xq

= e^x.

(3.1)

The operators in terms of X become:
(3.2a)
(3.2b)
(3.2c)
Notice that X = X — XQ, where x = x/e^ and XQ =

(the short-scale streamwise

variable from Chapter 2).
The quantities

and their derivatives with respect to x should not be scaled

to the short scale X. There is no physical mechanism in the base flow or the freestream perturbation flow problem that would lead to a shortening of the streamwise
length scale. Any attempt to rescale
and

acting on these functions would not leave

order-one. Both solutions must be Taylor expanded about x = xq. This yields
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Vm) =
IV

(X. 2/rn)

The dependent variables

ym)X + 0(e®) ,

(3.3a)

.{/rnjX

(3.3b)

Vm) +
^

(^O

T Urn)

and

^

'/-'x(^'Oi

)•

"i"

are functions of the short-scale variable X. The

transformations for these in terms of the local variable X are
(3.4a)
(3.4b)

gH^- ym) = G'(X,y,„).
The dependent variables u^^', u"',

and u', r', p' are also functions of the local

variable X. The transformations for these in terms of the local variable X are
""(:i-. y,n) =

{X. Urn) =

(X, y^) =

y„J ,

(3.5a)
(3.5b)
(3.5c)

u \ x , yrn) =

{ x , Um) = GJ,,^ (X. y,„) = 6''(X, IJjn) •

(3.5d)

v \ x . y , n ) = -glix.ijjn) = - ^ c / x G ' ( X . y , „ ) s ^ V ' ' ( X , y , „ ) ,

(3.5c)

p'(x,y„J = eP'(X,7/,„).

(3.5f)

All the equations pertaining to the local wall perturbation equations and local
interaction equations will have a triple-deck structure. Thus the scalings for both
sets of equations are similar. For this reason we will discuss the scalings that are
common to both sets of equations once, rather than repeat an identical argument for
each set of equations. To emphasize this duality, we will use the superscript w,I in
this discussion: thus
separate subsection.

' represents either G"' or G''. We will address each deck in a
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3.1.2.

Upper-Deck Scalings

In the upper deck,
Vm = -y
e

and

dy^ - edy .

(3.6)

The Laplacian transforms as
s dl^ + e - d l
y
=

•

(3.7)

The base flow coefficients become
U^{xo, -y) ~ 6e(xo) + e.s.t.
e

(3.8a)

U^{xo.

(3.8b)

~ U',{xo) + e.s.t.

d^"dy^U^(xo. ijm
V''(:i-0:

oo) ~ e.s.t.

) ~ -UUxo)

for m, n € N,

- c^DT(xo)) .

(3.8c)
(3.8d)

where e.s.t. stands for "exponentially small terms."
From (3.23). the stream functions scale as

G"-'(X,2/„J =6T'(X.y),
where

(3.9)

is a term of order one.

The u-v-p variables scale as
t^*"-'(X, ! j r n ) = e U T ' i X y) =

where

edyG:-'iX.

y).

(3.10a)

V'^^''(X, !/,„) = V7''(X, y) = c^-G::'''(r y),

(3 .iob)

P"-'(X.2/^) = Pr'(X,y),

(3.10c)

V"'', and P„''' are of order one. Note that f/''''(X,

-)• oo) = 0, since

ifyn^{xQ,oo) = 0. In order to have a match, therefore, we must demand that the
upper-deck solution go to 0 as e goes to 0. Thus the e coefficient of C/„ •' is necessary.

((

3.1.3.

Lower-Deck Scalings

In the lower deck,
Urn —

^

(3.11)

The Laplacian transforms as

diym +rci{

Hs,m)

1
= -id^.+e'di)
(3.12)
Expanding the base flow coefficients in the lower-deck variables and using the no-slip,
no-penetration conditions yields
I '(I'O- UM) ~ F AQ Y -I- 0{€~) .
'2

(3.13a)

^ ^(^0. Um) ~

(3.13b)

+ C(e'^),

where
Ao = A(xo) — 6 j^_^(2O,0) .

(3.14)

From (3.11) and (3.23) the stream functions scale as
W.I,

G^^''(X.?A„)=eGr-'(X.y),
where

(3.15)

is of order one.

The u-v-p variables scale as
?/„.) = t/;''(x, Y) = ayGr''(x. Y).

where t//"'',

(3.16a)

I '^^-'(X, URN) = 6R;^'-'(X. Y) = EAXGR''(X, Y)

(3.16b)

p-'(ry,„) = p;'''(x.Y),

(3.16c)

W,I
and P/"'' are of order one.
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3.1.4.

Local Governing Equations

Substituting (3.1-3.4) into (2.19) yields the local wall perturbation equation in
terms of the stream function G"'"

+

(lo.

+ V { i ; ,! M } 0 ' I C '
XCJ)

+
= £'C?,',C' + C>(F').

(3.17)

where the neglected terms are of the form: dy" dyCP^' times bounded terms (provided
that X is finite).
Similarly, substituting (3.1-3.4) into (2.20a) yields the local interaction equa

tion in terms of the stream function G'
6^

+ei

= O" c^-(A(,,,„)G') + eH'''
ym-^
+ eu'^5x(

(A(,,„)G')

uftii/ni

(3.18)

) + e ^v^dy,^ (A (s.„i)G^^)

where we have used (2.23).
In u-v-p notation, the local wall perturbation equations are:

x-momentum equation
VrnM +

(^0, VrnW" +

V'^Xo, y J U J ^ -h

= -eP^ +

(Xo, Vm) V'"'

+ o(e^) ;

(3.19a)

y-momentum equation
Pl=-eU»{x„,j^)V^+0{e<)-,

(3.19b)
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continuity equation
U^ + VJ'
ym =0.

(3.19c)

-*•

Tlie local interaction equations are:

z-momentum equation
— i«Soet/' +

ym)^X +

+ e^V'^(xo,
= —cPx +

Um)^^
(xo, ?y„) V

~ f ("fs(^o)t''x +

- e«Jxo. iMn) V'' -

•

(3.20a)

y-niomentum equation
— i«Soe"V ' + e(j^{xQ, ym)^x +

xi^'O': 2/m)t^'

+«•' V •"(lo ,!/,„) v;'. + f' i;". (^0

'

= -Pi +£'A,..„|r' - £-'(<,r.(io)l?
+ e»(ayi„)V"- + i/,„4(^o)i;::);

(3-20l>)

continuity equation

o-i+ 1 = 0.

(3.20c)

Altliough Uy^ = 0 in the main and upper deck, it does not vanish in the lower deck.
Initially, therefore, we will keep it in the main-deck equations despite its zero value.

3.2.

Main Deck

The leading-order equation in the main decks of (3.17) and (3.18) is
C/"(lo,!/m)CGJ' =

(3.21)
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Since xq is fixed, we can solve this by separation of variables. Moreover, we can see
by inspection that the function that depends on tjm is U^{xq, ym). Thus we seek a
solution of the form:
IJm) =

Vm).

(3.22)

The structure of this solution was used to determine the scalings for the stream
function in the upper and lower decks. Since G^^" ' will scale the same as the coefficient
with respect to /y,„, it follows that the way
how

scales in each deck will determine

* scales. Since
Vm)

~ t-'e(^'o)

0 as y,„ -> oc ,

^^'''(^0, V m ) ~ A(xo)v/m as Ij,„

0"^.

(3.23a)
(3.23b)

it follows from equations (2.19) and (2.20a) that this solution will fail to satisfy the
boundary conditions at both the wall and the free stream. This suggests that the
equations must be rescaled in the regions near the wall (the lower deck) and outside
the boundary layer (the upper deck).
From equations (3.5) and (3.22),
(3.24a)
1 '^"'(X. /A„) = -^(X)C-^x- o , y , n ) .
The negative sign in l

(3.24b)

* is by convention. Unfortunately, following this convention

compels us to speak of negative displacement streamlines. From the ^/-momentum
equations in (3.19) and (3.20), the leading-order equation for pressure is
p;;;' = 0;

so

= P"''(X).

(3.25)

The boundary conditions in the streamwise direction depend on the whether we
are interested in the upstream or downstream direction. Both G"" and G' vanish far
upstream of the localized region. For the case of attached laminar flow, we expect
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that the perturbations G'^^' owing to the wall hump will vanish far downstream of the
disturbance (see Smith 1973. p. 810, equation 4.4). Thus we demand that .4^^ (X)

0

as X ^ ±oc. However, unlike G"', the solution G' need not go to zero as X —> cx:
with e fixed. The behavior of G' as X —> oc depends on whether the local interaction
equation supports any exponentially growing eigenmodes (instability waves). Since
we are applying a local appro.ximation to tlie interaction equation, the wavenumber
will be a constant. Thus any eigenmode instability wave that starts out damped will
remain damped. Similarly, any instability wave that starts out growing will remain a
growing wave. Let xib denote the location of the lower branch neutral stability point
(LBNSP) in terms of the nondimensional streamwise variable x. If Xq < xib, then
any instability wave generated at Xq will be damped. If ZQ > a:ib, then at least one
instability wave generated at XQ will be growing.
The goal is to solve the local wall perturbation and local interaction equations in
each of the three decks using the method of Fourier transforms. Care must be used
when applying the Fourier transform to the interaction equation. If xq > xib, then the
equation supports a solution that is unbounded at infinity (the exponentially growing
instability wave). Thus the Fourier transform of G' and its derivatives with respect
to X will not exist. However, we are not interested in the solution as X —> oc, since
the localized governing equations are not valid outside the localized region surround
ing the point source xq. The localized solution will be matched in the downstream
direction onto an eigenmode solution to the interaction equation. This nonlocalized
solution is a function of the downstream variable x. Thus we are only interested in
solving the localized interaction equation over an interval [0, X"'^"^''(e)] that contains
the overlap region between the local and the streamwise-outer regions.
One approach to this problem is to use the method of Briggs (1964) and Bers
(1975). It is based on a causality argument and requires deforming the inversion
contour. This was the method used in Goldstein (1985) that allowed him to take the
Fourier transform in the case of an exponentially growing wave.
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An alternative approach to this problem is to use a cutoff function to redefine
.4'(X).

By taking

€ R"*" so that the interval [0,

contiiins the

overlap region between the local and the streamwise-outer regions, we can define

where the indicator function Xiq ^•natci,(j)](X) is one for X € [0. X'"'''"^^(c)] and zero
otherwise. Then
G!„.(X.s,„) =

(3.2G)

is a solution to the main-deck equation over the interval [0, X'"^"^^(6)]. This solution
can be matched to the streamwise-outer solution, with the additional bonus that the
Fourier transform and the inverse Fourier transform will exist. However, this solution
will not be analytic in X at
Thus without loss of generality, we will formally assume that the Fourier transform
will always exist and that G''(X —> oc) = 0.

3.2.1.

Matching Conditions

The solution (3.22) will serve as a matching condition for the upper and lower decks.
These matching conditions will then be converted to boundary conditions to com
plete the equations for the upper and lower decks. The only variable that will be left
undetermined is .4"'''(X), because the main-deck solution had no boundary conditions
associated with it. To determine this, we will need to bring pressure back into the
equations. This is necessary because the triple-deck equations are interactive bound
ary layer equations and there is a coupling between the stream function and pressure;
it is not possible to determine one without knowing the other.
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Main-Upper Match
The main-upper matching condition is:
lim

tyrn)

= lim G"-' (x. -b') I

£—>0+ fixed

f—>0+

V

6

/ ly fixed

= .4-'(X)6'e(xo).
Notice that this can be converted to a boundary condition at y = 0 by fixing e and
letting y —)• 0:
G;:''(X.y^O) = .4"''(X)tye(xo)
provides a boundary condition for fixed e.

Main-Lower Match
We can obtain a similar result for the main and lower decks. The matching condition
is:

= mn .4--'(X)Y6,''_(I„.0).
In order for this to be a boundary condition, as opposed to an asymptotic condition,
the right side must be independent of e. If we take the derivative with respect to Y,
the right side will be independent of Y. The boundary condition at the top of the
lower deck is
G;;(X, Y ^ oo) = Ao.4^^''' (X).

(3.27)

Note that e -> 0 is what makes higher-ordered terms go away. We can get the same
effect by truncating any approximations.

Matching the Pressure .A.cross the Decks
We must require that the pressure field be continuous across each deck; otherwise,
there would be a standing shock wave parallel to the plate in a subsonic flow field.
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This leads to tiie following matching condition:
(3.28)
where

is tlie pressure in the main deck. We have used the fact that to leading

order in the lower deck, the pressure is independent of Y. This will be verified in
Subsection 3.4.
In summary, the leading-order main-deck equation was solved. Its solution was
used to produce two boundary conditions, one for the lower and one for the upper
deck. The upper and lower decks now have a full set of boundary conditions and can
in principle be solved uniquely, provided that the boundary conditions furnished by
the main deck are known uniquely. However, we still do not know .4"'''(X). so the
boundary conditions for the upper and lower decks remain unknown. The solutions
to the upper and lower decks will depend on

determining that will require

going back to the equations in terms of u , v , and p.

3.3.

Upper Deck

Substituting (3.6-3.9) into equations (3.17) and (3.18) gives the leading-order equa
tions for the stream function

in the upper deck:
(3.29a)

The free-stream boundarv condition is
G:'''(X,y->oo)=0.

(3.29b)

The lower boundary condition is
G:''(X,y->0)=ty'e(xo).4^''''(X).

(3.29c)
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The boundary conditions far upstream and downstream of the interaction region are
-> ±oc. y) = 0 V m, n > 0.

(3.29d)

Substituting (3.6-3.8) and (3.10) into equations (3.19) and (3.20) gives the lead
ing order or-momentum, ^/-momentum, and continuity equations, respectively, in the
upper deck:
L',{xo)UZi = -P:'i=
C'Zi + I o = 0 •

(3.30a)
(3.30b)
(3.30c)

Integrating the x-momentum equation with respect to X and applying the upstream
boundary condition (perturbations vanish upstream) gives
p;-'(x.y) = -6;(xo)f.-:''(x.y).
Using the match condition (3.28) for pressure gives
-6e(xo)C7''(X, 0) =
Thus

0) = P"''(X) = P;'-'(X).

(3.31)

1 pw,I
= -U4x„)ch:U:-' (X, 0).

(3.32)

We are ultimately interested in solving for the component of the stream function G'
corresponding to the largest growing TS wave. The leading-order governing equations
can be solved by using the Fourier transform. For this problem, the method will have
the additional advantage that, since we are not solving for the whole flow field, but
only for the part corresponding to the largest-growing TS wave, the transformed
solutions will not have to be inverted. We will start b\' solving for the solution to the
transformed upper-deck equations.
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Define the Fourier transform by
1
r°°
y|/(i)| =/(A) = ^ / /(X)e-"=^dX,
V
J-oc
\
r y {lc)\ = -j=
-

/(tV^dfc.

(3.33a)
(3.33b)

\/2tt J-oc

Because the boundary conditions vanish, repeated integration by parts gives the for
mula
ndxf] =

(3-34)

for all n € N.
Fourier transforming the upper equations gives
(5^ -

= 0.

(3.35a)

-)• 00) = 0 ,

(3.35b)

G::''(fc, y -> 0) = U e { x o ) . V ' \ k ) ,

(3.35c)

where the boundary conditions ^-G„''(X -> ±oc, y) = 0 were used to make the
boundar\' conditions on the Fourier transform of terms involving dx vanish.
The solution to (3.35) is
y) = a(^-)e-'"'' + 6(fc)e'--^ .
The boundary condition requires that
= c(A;)e-l'-''^.
However, |/:| is not analytic, and G„ will be in an integral that may need to be
deformed. Because of this, it is more convenient to define the initial solution as
G:-'(A, V) = c, (*:)e->^» + C2(A>>^9 ,
where \/l^ = limc_>o+ V , with the branch cuts taken along the imaginary axis
away from the origin.
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VV^ie will now show that

> 0 for A: € R — {0}. Fix e > 0 and write
=

(k + iey^-{k - ie)"- .

Define the following functions about their branch points at —ic and +ic respectively:
k + \e = p - e ' " ' .

3"
where —

n

k — ie = p+e'''^.

TT
^
3tt
wliere — — <
< —.

Notice that the reference lines for the angles 6+ and 0_ are the rays

= x ± ie},

where x : 0 -> —oo. The origin is included in both of these definitions. Then

( k + ie)"-' =

where

(k - ie)"2 =

where

STT

9—

TT

< — < —:
4
2 - 4
TT
9+
Zn
< — < —.
4
2 - 4

Therefore.
>/ k~

+= ^ p - p + exp 7^{0-+0-r)

where
0- + 0+ = tan

1 —;— I + tan

'

and where k = kr + iki. On the real axis, ki — 0. Since tan"' is an odd function,
9_+9+= 0. Thus

> 0 for

G M - {0}.

Using \/k^ > 0 when applying the boundary conditions gives the leading-order
solution to the upper deck:
G:••(A:,y) = >'(^i£/e(xo)e-^^

(3.36)

Fourier transforming (3.32) and using (3.36) \ ields
P--'(A:) = ^ r i ^ u ! i x o ) . v - \ k ) .

(3.37)

We now have all the information we need from the main and upper decks. Next, we
will focus on solving the lower-deck equations.
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3.4.
3.4.1.

Lower Deck
Continuity and ?/-Momentum Equations

The local wall perturbation and local interaction equations differ in the lower deck.
In terms of the governing equations for the stream functions, the lower-deck local wall
perturbation equation is a steady homogeneous equation. The lower-deck local inter
action equation has a term coming from a time dependency and is inhomogeneous.
If we set Sq = 0, the two equations would be equal. However, the leading-order
continuity and vy-momentum equations are identical. By construction, the continuity
equation is invariant to the lower-deck scaling:
^-67-' + dyv;"-^ = 0.
When we substitute the lower-deck scalings into the y-momentum equations (3.19)
and (3.20), the leading-order y-momentum equation equation is
ayP"-' = 0;

3.4.2.

so

P"''' = P;-'(X).

(3.38)

Leading-Order Local Wall Perturbation Equation

To leading order, the local wall perturbation x-momentum equation becomes
pw
XoYdxUr + A0I7 = --^(^) +

•

(3-39)

Fourier transforming ecjuation (3.39). setting Y = 0, and using the no-penetration
condition and (3.37) yields
0) =

0) = \k^'U'^{xo).Vik).

(3.40)

Substituting the lower-deck scalings into equation (3.17) leads to the leading-order
local base flow equations in terms of the stream function G":
d t C r = XoYdlGY,o:-

(3.41a)
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Far upstream and downstream, the boundary conditions are
^ ±00, Y) = 0:

(3.41b)

at the wall,
dyG^il. 0) = - X o S { X ) .

(3.41c)

GZxi'^,0)=0:

(3.41d)

and above the lower-deck region,
dyGYiX. Y -> oc) = Ao.4"(X).

(3.41e)

Equation (3.40) can be used as an additional boundary condition to the set of
equations resulting from the Fourier transform of (3.41). This is a complete set of
>s.

equations in the sense that we can solve for both

and .4"'. The equations are

= ikXoYGY.yy.
G'i'_yik, Y -> 3c) =

(3.42a)

.

(3.42b)

(5-.(A;,0) =-AoJ(X),

(3.42c)

G;^(it,0)=0,

(3.42d)

d^.G^^^k, 0) = ik\/^U~{xo).r{k).

(3.42e)

Notice that equation (3.40) has indirectly restored pressure back into the equation
for the stream function. This was to be expected, since the streannvise displacement
cannot be determined without knowing the perturbation pressure owing to the shortscale interaction region.
To solve equations (3.42), let z = (i/cAo)'''^Y and /(z) = Gf^yy{Y{z)). Then
5^/ = z/.
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(The reader will note that this is the Airy equation.) Therefore,
/(z) = ci(A:)Ai(z) + C2{k)Bi{z).
This gives
Y) = Ci(A:)Ai((iA:Ao)'/-V) +C2(^-)Bi((i^-Ao)'^-V).
Xow AQ. Y > 0. Requiring that

and all its derivatives be bounded will lead to

a boundary condition that will determine C2. Recall that the .A.iry function Ai(r)
is exponentially small if argr is in the interval (—7r/3,7r/3), while Bi(c) grows e.xponentially on this wedge. Thus, if we choose the branch cut for

so that

arg(i^;)^'''^ € (—7r/3,7r/3), we must set C2{k) to zero in order to avoid unbounded
solutions. Let

ik = re'® : —TT < 9 < tt .
Then [ik)^^^ =

where —7r/3 < 6/Z < 7r/3 as desired.

Thus
d^Gl,.{k,Y) = ci(A:)Ai((i/cAo)'/'Y).
Integrating with respect to Y and applying the boundary condition at the wall gives

Grv(A:, Y) = -X^6{k)

c,{k){[kXo)-'^'' / Ai (zi)dz,.
jq

where z = Y{ikXo)^^^ • Define
OOl = (iA'Ao)''^^oo.
Then Z —> cx)i as Y ^ oc, so
Ao.4"'('^--) = Gt;,.(k, Y -> oc)
fCOl

= -\oS{k) + Ci(A:)(ifcAo)-'/' /
Jo

Ai(Zi)dZi.
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Applying the residue theorem to a standard "pie-sliaped" contour in the complex
plane, and using the fact that Ai(2) is entire, it can be shown that

I

•OOl

Ai(Zi)dZi = 1/3,

wliich leads to
Y i i k X o ) i/;i

Y) = -XoS{k) + 3Ao (.4" + S { k ) ) [

.\i(Zi)dZi.

(3.43a)

Jo

d;GY{k,Y) = 3Xo{ikXoY^^{A''{k)+S{k))Xi{{ikXo)'^''Y).

(3.43b)

d^.GTik.y) = 3Ao(i^^Ao)-/••'(>'(^•) +?(A:)).\i'((iA:Ao)'/-V).

(3.43c)

Setting Y = 0 in equation (3.43c) and equating &yG''^'{k,0) with the last boundary
condition found in (3.42) gives

.V{k) = :

3Ao(iA•Ao)2/••'J(^•)Ai'(0)

ikVf^U'iixo) - 3Ao(iA;Ao)-/3Ai'(0)
Next, define
"foik) = [j~{xQ)k^{k + iO)(A; — iO) — [j~{xQ)k\/^

(3.44)

and
^ 1 _ i>°(ifcAo)S
3

(3.45)

7„35r(l)

where we liave used the relation
- 1

Ai'(0) = -

(3.46)

Using the previous definitions, we arrive at

_ zl.
170 £)(^)35r(i)

(3.47)

Let us compare this result with Goldstein's (1983) equation (3.12). From Goldstein's
(3.8) and (3.14). it follows that

1
i7o

1 Xo{ikXo)3 Fcik)

i7o

D{k)3^ra)

(3.48)
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where Goldstein's notation has been converted to ours, except that his ampHtude has
been given a subscript G. Here Goldstein's D{k) is the same as ours, except that he
defines
y=
and so

7o —

(xo)7.

Notice that these expressions agree when 6'e(-fo) = 1 (the Blasius case). Thus, taking
Fcik) = S{k)

and C/e(^'o) = 1- we see that this expression matches Goldstein's:

> = .4^.
In order to have the local interaction equation conform to the structure of the
equations found in Goldstein (1985), we now make the following scaling of the depen
dent variables for the wall perturbation equations:
= f'fs('^"o)^r '

(3.49a)

V = Ufs(xo)Vf\

(3.49b)

P = U( s {^ q )P i '-',

(3.49c)

F{k) = uUxo)S{k)

(^S{k) =

.

(3.49d)

We now express the boundary conditions found in (3.42) in terms of the new notation:

6'"(0) = i7o.4,

(3.50a)

C/(oc) = Ao.4,

(3.50b)

U{0) = - X q F ,

(3.50c)

V'(0) = 0.

(3.50d)

Notice that the fc-dependence has been suppressed. These equations match their
counterparts in Goldstein (1985). Equation (3.50a) corresponds to Goldstein's equa
tions (3.9) and (3.10), while equation (3.50b), (3.50c), and (3.50d) correspond to
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Goldstein's equations (3.8). (3.7), and (3.10), respectively. However, 70 7^ 7, so the
match is only superficial.
In order to solve the local interaction equation we will need the Fourier transform
of (3.41), the governing equation for the stream function, and (3.39), the x-niomentum
equation. In terms of the new notation, these are. respectively

3.5.

U'" = ikXoVU

(3.51a)

U" = ifcXoVU + AoV + i k P .

(3.51b)

The Local Interaction Equation

Substituting the lower-deck scalings into equation (3.18) leads to the leading-order
lower-deck equation for tlie stream function:
d^.G\ — (AQYC^X — i»So)5Y(j-{

&xd^.G''i dy(iv\{xQ, Y) — dyVjl{xo.y)&xCiJ' •

(3.52a)

The boundary conditions at the wall are
i ' l i X , 0)

= c)vG{(X. 0) = -d;.vl{xo^ 0) S{X) =

Ufe(xo) d { X ) .

V"/(X,0) = c^-G{(X.O) =0.

(3.52b)
(3.52c)

The boundarv condition above the lower deck is
U'liX, Y

00) = avG{(X, Y

oc) = Ao -4 ' ( X ) .

(3.52d)

The upstream-downstream boundary condition is
G{(X-> ±oc.Y) = 0 .

(3.52e)

Similarly, substituting the lower-deck scalings into the a-momentum equation in
(3.20) gives the leading-order x-momentum equation from the local interaction equa
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tions:
— i«So 0/ + yXoOI^X + AQV/ +

dP'

= -uUxo]il-expii'/^Sy''Y))Ul}^ + i'/''Sy\s(xo)exp(i'/-'Si^'Y)\^

(3.53)

where equations (2.16) have been used with x = xq.
Next, we take tlie Fourier transform with respect to X of equation (3.53) and use
the scalings in (3.49) to arrive at
— Sq i Ui + iXoYkC'i + Xq\'/ + ikP[ —
= -i^^(l - exp(i''/-

Y))6- + i""- S'J- exp(i^/2

Y)^ . (3.54)

Fourier transforming the boundary conditions in (3.52), taking dy of equation (3.54),
and using the fact that both the local wall perturbation equations and the local
interaction satisfy the continuity equation gives the following set of equations:
0J\ + i{So - \okY)dyUl = ik (l - exp(i'/-

Y))Uy

(3.55a)

+ i 5o exp(i'''''^ 5o''* v) V,
UliO) =

F,

(3.55b)

1/(0) = 0.
6'/(Y

OC) =

(3.55c)

AQ.? ,

(3.55d)

dylj'liO) = i 70-? + i'^"

F.

(3.55e)

Equation (3.55e) comes from setting Y = 0 in equation (3.54), using the boundary
conditions at the wall in (3.52), and equation (3.37). Notice that these are precisely
Goldstein's (1985) equations (3.27), (3.28), (3.29), (3.30), and (3.32), with IJ\{xq) set
to 1. Equations (3.55), (3.50), and (3.51), constitute a complete set of equations, in
the sense that from these we can solve for both
After solving for

and U}.

and t//, we will use the inverse Fourier transform to solve for

.4'. We will evaluate the inversion contour using the residue theorem. The poles in
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the integrand

wiU correspond to the instability wave components in .4'. These

poles correspond to the zeros of a function in the denominator of .T*. Setting this
function equal to zero will determine the dispersion relation. We will not evaluate the
entire inversion contour; we will only solve for the component of the amplitude .-1' that
corresponds to the largest-growing TS wave. This will involve determining the root
of the dispersion relation that corresponds to the largest-growing TS wave. We shall
denote this component of .4' by •"^TS- Using (3.22), we can express the stream function
corresponding to the largest-growing TS wave as G\-s(X. (/,„) = .4ips(X) U^{xo,ym)Appendix F gives a detailed derivation of -•^TS (for a brief description of this
process, tlie reader is referred to Goldstein 1985). There, it is shown that
G{siX!Jm)=%c{xo;So,Ky)U''{xo,ym)e'''^''.

(3.56)

where
^ic(-i"o;<50./^i) = ufs(^o)^(^")''\o A(

^0

n

(3.57)

= 1/v/^) and we have defined the functions:

{S{k)

77 = Co(«:i) =
./
•

^

\xY'''V

.2/3 '
I(iaciAO)2/3

(3.58a)

\/2^Ai '(7/)
"

2 nD{v)A'{r^)U:-{x,)
X

{y

[iCir + r),ri)g{T,7]) - r)^^'\\i{T)]G~''""'dT
_
V

1
52f/|(xo)32/3r(2/3) /'

oq = ('iKi Ao),
r = aoY,

f9 rou)
^
(3.58c)
(3.58d)
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Gi(c) = jBKO + / [Ai(OBi«;,) - Ai(Ci)Bi(0|dC,,
Gi '(7;) = jBi'W + Ai'W rBi(Ci)dC. -Bi'M rAi((,)dO ,

(3.58f)
(3.58g)
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(
3

\

(3.58h)

3i/3r(l/3) \ U H ^ o ) S i )

roc

/

Ai(C)clC +

(3.58i)
(3.58j)
(3.58k)

3i/-T(l/3) •
Here it is assiinieci tliat So is fixed.

Once xq is fixed. KI is determined from the

dispersion relation. Moreover, since AQ depends on XQ and r/ depends on KI. which
depends on XQ, we will suppress the Sq, Ki dependence in 2lic. Notice that the only
X-dependence in

is in the factor e""^. In the next chapter we will extend the

validity of this solution to the region downstream of the LBNSP. The solution will
be valid over a streamwise distance that is large compared to the local region.
The amplitude of the local solution is 2lic. This will serve as the initial condition
for the downstream solution found in Chapter 4. In the literature, the coupling

coefficient is defined as the ratio of the amplitude of the TS wave to the free-stream
disturbance (Tam 1971):
(^0 )

It is a measure of the boundary layer's response to the imposed disturbance coming
from the free stream. We would prefer general results that could be used for aiu*
values of e-v, provided that ef and

are small enough to justify a linearization of the

equations. Thus we shall normalize the coupling coefficient by

and refer to
(3.59)

as the normalized coupling coefficient. For all of the numerical calculations,
we will set Ufs(xo) = 1. In this case, (t(x-o) = 2lic(i'o)- VVe can then use the two
interchangeably.
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In Appendix G we compute Re[(t], Im[(i], and | C| for a Falkner-Skan base flow
field witli various values of the parameter M (see Appendix K) and with 5O = 1 for XQ
over the range

[xo/2,3xo/2].

In all cases we find that

(£(XQ)

is a slow-varying function

and that the amplitude of the normalized coupling coefficient for a point source at

^0 = i'lb (|<^(^ib)|) decreases monotonically as a function of increasing m. Thus,
the value is largest in the case of an adverse pressure gradient, and that it decreases
monotonically as m increases, i.e. as the pressure gradient becomes more favorable.
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4.

EVOLUTION OF THE TS WAVE

In this chapter, we examine the evolution of a TS wave in a nonparallel flow field.
We do not require that there be a zero pressure gradient in the biise flow field. We
assume the existence of a TS wave at the location XQ. For example, this could be the
largest growing TS wave found in chapter 3. or a TS wave formed in the linearized
unsteady boundary-layer equation (LL'BLE) region at the leading edge. Since the TS
wave is an eigenniode. we are only interested in solving the homogeneous part of the
interaction equation (2.20a):
+ i'Sb

-

+ oif"),

(4.1a)

with homogeneous no-slip and no-penetration boundary conditions
0) = 0 and

0) = 0 ,

(-t.lb)

and homogeneous free-stream boundary condition
dym (Ph ( ^ - Urn

"> DC) = 0 .

(4. Ic)

where the subscript h is used to emphasize that we are only seeking a homogeneous
solution to the interaction equation. The error term 0{€^) in the governing equation
comes from the error in the base flow solution ^

It is included to remind

the reader of the maximum number of terms that should be kept in the perturbation
expansions.
The TS wave will have a triple-deck structure. In order to solve for the evolution of
this wave, we will need the dispersion relation. To obtain this, it will be necessary to
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first solve for the stream function and then bring pressure back into the equations; thus
we will also need the u-v-p equations. The goal will then be to determine the pressure
in terms of the stream function. After that, we will use the requirement that the
pressure must match and must be a continuous function across each matching region
between adjacent decks. This match will lead to an expression for the dispersion
relation. Finally, we will match the stream-function solution

to the local TS wave

G'rg to arrive at a uniform appro.ximation for the TS wave generated from a pointsource located at ro that is valid downstream of the local region containing the point
source. We shall refer to this solution as the global TS wave. From the global
TS wave we shall determine an important region surrounding the LBNSP; TS waves
generated at point sources within this region grow much larger than waves generated
outside the region.

Outline to Determining the Dispersion Relation
One of the main results in this chapter is the derivation of the dispersion relation.
Once this is known, a{x:e) can be computed, and the evolution of the TS wave
will be known. The procedure for deriving the dispersion relation is straightforward.
Unfortunately, the reader may find it difficult to follow because of the length of the
calculations involved. To facilitate understanding of the procedure, we outline the
derivation of the dispersion relation:
1. An ansatz for the instability wave is made; it is substituted into the governing
equation and its boundary conditions. This gives an equation for eigenmode
shape (p with coefficients involving a and various derivatives of

(stream

function for base flow). To 0{e^), the governing equation for 0 is similar to
the Orr-Sommerfeld equation, except that the coefficients are functions of the
streamwise variable x .
2. Since the TS wave contains the triple-deck structure and keeps its general shape
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as it is advectecl into the region downstream of where it was generated, it follows
that the eigenmode-shape equation will have a triple-deck structure.
3. 0 is determined to leading order in each of the three regions: lower viscous
wall region, main inviscid region, and upper inviscid irrotatioiial region. These
solutions are then matched together. The wavenumber a is still undetermined
at this point, so the stream function ipl remains unknown. This is not sur
prising. since these equations (like the triple-deck equations) are interactive
boundary-layer equations. This means that the stream function, hence the ve
locity components, and the pressure nmst be solved sinmltaneously. Thus the
governing equations involving pressure must be reintroduced. The leading-order
dispersion relation will come from the matching condition for pressure between
the main and lower regions.
4. To determine the dispersion relation to higher order, the third step is repeated:
with each repetition, we begin by determining 6 to the next higher order. This
process is continued until we have obtained the dispersion relation to the desired
order.

4.1.

The Eigenmode .A.nsatz

We seek an eigenmode solution that is a natural extension of the eigenmode solutions
to the Orr-Sommerfeld equation in the region of the lower branch neutral stability
point. We will assume an ansatz of the form
(4.2)
We shall refer to 0 as the eigenmode-shape function, or eigeimiode shape for
short. For fixed x it gives the shape of the eigenmode in the direction normal to the
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wall. For a comparison between (4.2) and the ansatz of the form:

found in Goldstein (1983), see Appendix H. Notice that if

and a were independent

of the slow variable x, then the form of the ansatz would be (p{y,n) e'" where

= ft-

which is the standard form of the eigenmodes to the Orr-Sornmerfeld equations. Thus
we are pursuing a natural generalization of the parallel-flow Orr-Sommerfeld theory
applied to a nonparallel flow field. The ansatz for

is a natural generalization of

this Orr-Sommerfeld ansatz, one t h a t allows o and a to vary on the long scale x .
These are the slow-varying functions of the long scale in multiple-scale theory. Since
the equations are linear, we can express the ansatz in terms of VVKB theory with o
playing the role of the amplitude function and the exponential term playing the role
of the controlling factor (see Appendix I).
The ansatz contains two scales: the long scale x and the short scale (x — xq)/€^.
Notice that in order to determine

to leading order over streamwise distances that

are order one, a(x;e) must be determined to C(e') because of the

in the phase

factor
(4.4)
where dxd = d^dOxx = a{x:€). Since a is determined from the dispersion relation,
which comes from an equation involving o, it follows that in order to determine ipl
to leading order, we must solve for (p to C?(e'). In Section 4.3.3, we will show that to
leading order. (? = 6'''-t-o(l). It then follows that this model is limited to leading-order
accuracy by the assumption
ip{x,

e) =

for the base flow found in Section 2.1.4.

Um) +

0(6"*)

If ip{x,y,n\e) — tp^{x,ym) = C?(e'') =

0{Re~^^'^), then (p would incur an error at 0(e"'). This would lead to an error at
C?(e"') in the dispersion relation, which in turn would produce an error at C?(e') in
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a.

Finally, this would lead to an error at 0 ( e ) in e'". In general, to determine p i

to C?(e") would require knowing lA, a. and o to

Notice that this argument

is only valid over streamwise distances of 0 ( 1 } . For example, if we only wished to
resolve the dispersion relation over a streamwise distance of 0(e^}, as in the case of
the local region, then we would only need to resolve the dispersion relation to leading
order to determine the phase to leading order.
Up to 0 ( e ' ) , X could be treated as a parameter in the equations resulting from the
perturbation e.xpansion of 0. .A.t order

and higher, however, we find derivatives of

0 and Q with respect to x. Because of these derivatives, these higher-order equations
are no longer ODE's, but PDE's. We shall refer to terms containing x-derivatives of
o or Q as nonparallel-flow terms. In this work, we will not resolve beyond 0 ( e ) :
hence we will not obtain a leading-order appro.ximation to ty',.
It is worth examining how y', behaves when operated on by d^. Note that to order
of accuracy o(f'-), di i-> la/e^. For example,

Thus to an accuracy of 0((^), which is the order at which nonparallel-flow effects
come in,
^ ( 1 + C>(E-^)).

(4.5)

The neglected terms at 0(e^) will stay O(e') smaller than the leading-order terms
even when we rescale in the upper and lower decks, since the neglected terms have
the same structure in

as their respective leading-order terms (e.g. 0 and 0^ scale

the same with respect to y„, in the upper deck for u' = —(iQfj) -f e^0x)/(-^)- However,
in general the terms can differ by powers of e when we change variables between the
regions in the direction normal to the plate.
The transformation

•-> ick/e^ is equivalent to the transformation that occurs in

triple-deck theory when we let

X — XQ=

e^X. Then

DX

— (lle^)d-x', and upon applying
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the Fourier transform of X to dx, we obtain

a.

e'

= "•
e'

(-1.6)

as was done in Chapter 3. Thus we have built the triple-deck structure into the
ansatz for the TS wave, and so the equations governing the eigenmode shape 0 in the
region downstream of the lower-branch neutral stability point (LBNSP) will have the
triple-deck structure.
The local and downstream equations are similar in that both display a tripledeck structure, and in both the nonparallel-flow terms enter at 0{e^). They differ in
that the local equations are inhomogeneous, wliereas the downstream equations are
homogeneous.
Since there are no terms to o(e") that contain derivatives with respect to x in
the downstream equation, x can be treated as a parameter in this case. Thus the
stream function, velocity, and pressure should all scale identically to the way they
scale in the local region. This structural similarity is not surprising: if we only
resolve to o(e-), then the non-parallel terms never enter, and we are left with the OrrSommerfeld equation. If the eigenmode shape (p and wave number a are scaled to be
0(1) in the LBNSP region, then the Orr-Sommerfeld equations display a triple-deck
structure (Lin 1945). This region would also include the region just downstream of
the LBN'SP. In fact, this region can be quite long (Healey 1995).
In summar\', because the wavelength of the instability wave is on the order of
the triple-deck length scale, the equations for the eigenmode shape 0 will display a
triple-deck structure. If we only resolve to

then the governing equation is the

Orr-Sommerfeld governing equation with the dependent and independent variables
scaled to 0{l) in the region of the LBNSP. This equation is known to have a tripledeck structure in the region of the LBNSP.
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4.2.

Connection to the Orr-Sommerfelcl Equation

In order to conform to the notation of the Orr-Sommerfeld equation, define
D = dy^

and

c= —.
a

and recall that
i'^ = dy^v''

and

=

Substituting (4.2) into (4.1a). using the preceding expressions, e.xpanding, and rear
ranging the terms with those corresponding to the Orr-Sonmierfeld operator on the
left yields

m = [(6'"^ - ec){D'' - e W ) - U l , j 0 -

- eWfo

+ {U'D-^ - U l y j c p .

Q

(4.7)

- €-ZaU^{a0)^ - e-CY-V^Do
+

«So

+0(e'),

where the term (i/Q)e^(6'Q"'(2)) = 0{e') has been pulled into the expression from the
neglected higher-order terms. Since we have only kept terms up to but not including
those of order C?(e~). augmenting the equations with this extra term will not affect
the error estimates.
It should be pointed out that in the standard Orr-Sommerfeld notation, Cos =
'^os/oLos^ where ujos is the nondimensional frequency, i.e. uios = St = e~-5o, where St
is the Strouhal number. In the region of the LBNSP, the critical layer is contained in
the Stokes layer (the lower deck region); then '^os = St = e~"5o, Cos

0. Oo., -> 0,

and Cos = O{aos)- In fact. Cos = 0[(.). Thus, let
do5

^OS —

*

The only difference between the Orr-Sommerfeld theor>' in the region of the LBNSP
and our case is that in ours, a. and c depend on x .
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Define

= { U ^ — t c ) { D - — e-a'-) —

where the superscript R denotes the

Rayleigh operator from the Orr-Sommerfeld theory. Notice that
^3

1

Q

Qos R^S

where R e s = U ^ y / u ' , with 5* being the boundary-layer thickness and y = 0 { S ' ) .
Then the equations can be rewritten as

-

"'"1 -

+

+ -5— (ckos<?x + (oios(p)x) ~ 3ckos(o;oA<?>)it^'^] + 0 { e ' ).
Res
where
C =C -

- al,f.

Notice that if aos, Cos, U^, and (p are independent of x , then by using the continuity
equation to set 0 =

= —V^ , and the no-penetration condition at ;(y„, = 0 to get

V'' = 0, we arrive at
= 0.
Tims the right-hand side contains the nonparallel-flow terms. The variable x only
enters as a parameter on the left-hand side.
Ne.\t, we examine the right-hand side of equation (4.7) to determine which terms
stay bounded under the change of variables to upper and lower deck in y,„. The only
terms that can change in size are those with base flow coefficients or with derivatives
with respect to i/m (the operator D ) acting on them. Whatever the scaling in ijm
might be,

+ (q;0)j., 3a{a(p)x, and

are all order-one.

Main Inviscid Region Equation to 0{e^)
We will now examine how the equation scales in the upper and lower regions. We
will only be concerned with accuracy to o(e^). In the main deck, we have the
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Orr-Somrnerfeld operator
Si°' = {U^D'^ -

- ecD^ - e-a'U^ +

+ - D ' ) - 2iae^D'^ + C ? ( e ' ) .
(4.8)

Combining the expressions for tlie right-hand sides and the Orr-Sommerfeki operators
in each region leads to the final expressions for each equation. In the main region we
ha\'e

{U^D- - i ' y ^ y j o - ecD-(t> - €-a^U^0 + e-^ca' 4(4.9)
=

- K L J D o {U'D-^ - U l J

.

Lower Viscous Region Equation to 0(e"')
In the lower viscous region,
.(A„ = eY.

(4.10a)

D = -Di.

(4.10b)

€

0 = e 0i{x, Y)

.

(4.10c)

The coefficient e in the third equation comes from looking ahead to the structure of
the main inviscid solution in the matching region. Substituting the expressions (4.10),
(2.10), and the Taylor series for the coefficients

and

about ?/,„ = 0 given in
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(2.11) into (4.7) yields:

(Df + i (5O - A Q Y) ) Df = 6 i a ^ Q - L) o,
. AAiY- / 1
.
+ 6-^ lo
' —Y ~ D f - 1 1 (?,
12

- A,

(4.11)

Qy-D,^ - l)
\yDf{0ii

+ 0(6-').

Upper Inviscid Region Equation to C?(e'^)
In tlie upper inviscid region.
y = fz/m .

(4.12a)

D --- eDu ,

(4.r2b)

0 = Ou(x, y).

(4.12c)

b\{x).
V

> — — b l { x ) + ^[6e(x)(5Dr]

^umum

^

exponentially fast.

^'y,nym

®

exponentially fast.

(4.12d)
(4.12o)
(4.12f)
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Substituting these expressions into (4.7) and using the fact that Udx) — ec ^ 0, we
arrive at

U ^ i x m O l - a')D,cj>,
+ Ce(-i")^'u(0u)x - 3ai'e{x){a4)^)j:
+ e

So {O!{0u)x + {ct(})u)x)

(4.13)

Our approach will be as follows. We will first solve the upper, main, and lower
equations for the eigenmode shape 4> to leading order. Then we will perform an
asymptotic match to resolve as many unknown constants as possible. After we solve
for

(j)

to leading order, we will know

u

and

v

to leading order. From the

x-

and

tj-

momentum equations, we will obtain the governing equation for the eigenmode-shape
pressure p, and will solve for p to leading order. Demanding that pressure match and
be continuous across all the decks will give us the dispersion relation to leading order.
Next, we will expand these results in e to try to determine the structure of the next
term in the asymptotic series in the other layers. \Ve will find that logarithmic terms
show up after leading order. When we go to higher orders, we will go one order at
a time in a stair-stepping manner. We will treat terms of the forms e" In e and e" as
a single term; that is, we will not split logarithmic terms. Such splitting would be
unwise, since terms of the form e"lne usually come from the solution to the C?(e")
equation. This is discussed in Van Dyke (1975).
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4.3.

The Shape of the Eigenmode

Notice that in each region, the terms in the governing equations containing derivatives
with respect to x do not show up until O(e^), the length scale of the TS wave. Thus
to o{e^). X can be treated as a parameter in the governing equations for the eigenmode
shape. Accordingly, if we only solve the eigenmode-shape equations to o(e-), then the
governing equations can be reduced to an ODE with x as a parameter. Moreover,
since

and therefore

are considered known, only derivatives with respect to x

acting on the eigenmode shape 0(2-,
equations.

can make the equations partial differential

We shall refer to all terms containing factors involving undetermined

dependent variables, such as o. that are being operated on by one or more di. as the

non-parallel terms. This is not to be confused with non-parallel flow effects. N'onparallel effects enter at leading order through any factor that depends on x. Physically,
it is through the convergence and divergence of the base flow field

hence through

the change in boundary-layer thickness, that factors such as eigenmode shape (p vary
in the a;-direction. Thus if we only keep terms through O(e'), x can be treated as a
parameter in the eigenmode shape.
We shall refer to the equations that are accurate to o(e'^) as quasi-parallel-flowOrr-Sommerfeld equations. The leading-order triple-deck equations can be derived
by approximating the Orr-Sommerfeld equation appropriately in each region, a fact
first noted by Lin (1945). Thus it is not surprising that the quasi-parallel-flow-OrrSommerfeld equation for eigenmode shape can also be found by scaling the OrrSommerfeld equation appropriately in the region of the LBNSP. We now list the
quasi-parallel-flow-Orr-Sommerfeld equations governing the eigenmode shape in each
region; we will then briefly discuss each equation. Since the solution in the upper
inviscid region is easily found, we list that equation first. Given that, it will only
remain to find solutions in the main and lower regions. We will think of the asymp
totic structure of the expansion of the solution in the lower viscous region as driving
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the asymptotic structure of the expansion of the solution in the main region. This
approach will be useful in solving for the eigenmode shape 0; however, since our
problem involves an active boundary layer, it will not serve for anything else. In par
ticular, this approach would fail us in solving for the dispersion relation, since that
will require an interaction between pressure in the upper and lower regions, with the
pressure in the main region acting as a conductor.

4.-3.1.

Upper Region

From (4.13), the governing equation for the eigenmode shape in the upper inviscid
region is
{Dl-a')4>^=o{^).

(4.14)

The equation is homogeneous to o(e'^). The solution is
0u(i'.y) = Cui(x"e)e~'^^ +Cu2(3:;e)e'^^ ,
where \/^ = a(x) > 0 in the region of the LBN'SP. Since the perturbations must
vanish as y —> oc. we require

= 0. Thus

0u(i% y) = Cu{x: e)e~"^ + o(e-).
where c^i has been renamed

for brevity. We can only determine Cu{x:e) by match

ing with the main deck. Since the equation for the eigenmode shape in the upper
inviscid region can be solved explicitly to o(e^), all that remains is to solve the equa
tions in the main and lower regions and to use the fact that the main and upper
solutions must match. In this way, the solution in the upper region plays the role of
a "boundary condition" to the equation in the main inviscid region.
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4.3.2.

Lower Region

From (4.11), the governing equation for the eigenmocie shape in the lower viscous
region is
(Df + i(So-AaY))L>f = eia^

+ 0(6').

(4.15)

.\t leading order, botli pressure-gradient and nonparallel-fiow effects appear, through
the i-dependence of Q and A. At 0(e), the pressure gradient appears explicitly in
the lower viscous region of the quasi-parallel equations. If

.

dP^
dx ~ '

then the solution to the base flow equation is the Blasius solution. This equation is
easily solved to o(e-). This was the case in Goldstein (1983). However, if

dx
then the base flow will complicate the solution considerably, compared to the Blasius
solution.
Equation (4.15) shows that the pressure gradient plays a more important role
than the nonparallel-flow effects, which do not show up explicitly until 0{e^). More
preciselv. if

^
dx

then the pressure-gradient term in (4.15) is more important than the nonparallel-flow
term. If
'-f=
dx
the pressure-gradient term and the nonparallel-flow term are of equal importance.
Finallv, if
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the pressure-gradient term is less important than the nonparallel-flow term, and for
practical purposes we have the case of zero pressure gradient. In this case, the inhornogeneous term does not show up in tlie lower deck until C>(e') (Goldstein 1983).
Prior to this study, nonparallel-flow equations had only been computed for the case
of zero pressure gradient. For example, Healey (1995) used the symbolic manipulator
in Mathematica to compute the solution to C?(e"') for such a case. In practice, however,
it is nearly impossible to obtain a zero pressure gradient over a flat plate (Goldstein
1985). Deriving a dispersion relation for a base flow field with a nonzero pressure
gradient will therefore be useful for comparing experimental and theoretical results.
In order to solve the governing equation, we will need to change variables. We
start by writing the governing equation explicitly:

Let X be arbitrary but fi.xed, and let

c = CIY + Co

'incl /(C) = O/.vv •

Then
Di = dy = adc^.
and

Demand that

Then
a = (i Aq)''''^
and

Co = -»5o i(iAQ)

.
1
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Notice tliat

can be written:
— aY + Co — Co^l

^,

and that

c - Co = OY.
In sumniarv.
C —

+ Co — Co ^1 —^j.

(4.17)

a = (i/\a)'^'^.

(4.18)

Co = <5o/i d- •

(4.19)

L'sing these results with Df = crdj^ in equation (4.16) yields:
-

i e a dP"^ /1
0/(0 = ^

- O"' +

The form of the main inviscid solution in the matching region suggests seeking a
perturbation expansion of the form
/«) = /'°'(0 +«/"'(0 + f-/™(0 +o(«-)
= DiV!"' + fDiVi" +

+ o(f),

and
0, =

+ o(e'^).

We will now substitute these expansions into equation (4.20).
The leading-order equation is homogeneous:
ajAVl"' =

.

Notice that this equation is independent of the pressure gradient.
At order e, the pressure gradient enters for the first time as the inhomogeneous
forcing term. The equation is
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At order c", tlie equation is

The boundary conditions are
0 i { x , 0) = D(^i{x. 0) = 0 .

Since tJiese are homogeneous, eacii oj"' inherits tlie boundary conditions.

Leading-Order Lower Viscous Region Solution
The leading-order ecjuation for the lower viscous region is the .\iry equation. The
general solution is therefore

= Dio'°\x. Y) = 4°'U)Ai(0 + c™(i')Bi(C).
Since Bi((") ~

e.xp(|C2) as ( —> oc, and since the main inviscid solution

does not display e.xponential growth as ijm

0, it will not be possible to match

with the main inviscid solution unless we set

= 0. For brevity, let

=

Integrating the expression for the general solution from 0 to Y and using the
boundary condition

0) = 0 yields:
(0) /

D,4°'(x.y) =
«

\

/ Ai(C,)df, .
Jca
'Co

(4.21)

where we have changed variables to Ci = aY + (,'o in the integral. Integrating once
more from 0 to Y and using the boundary condition
,!°'(-v)=i ^

R F R A I (o)do
"

0) = 0, we obtain
dCi •

(4.22)

JCo
'Co UCo

i(0) was the solution of a fourth-order equation, there should be four unknowns.
Since (j!>J
We applied three boundary conditions to the solution: algebraic growth at oo and
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no-slip at the wall. These boundary conditions determined three of the unknowns,
leaving one undetermined. Also notice that as Y

oo,

goes as Y: -•\i(Ci) dies

exponentially at oc, so the inner integral goes as a constant; and the integral of a
constant grows linearly in Y.
Next, integration by parts will be used to simplify equation (4.22).

o!°'(X-,Y)
Y) =

[< j"' Ai(C,)dC, + Ai'(c„)
(4.23)

-[<f

.\i(Ci)dCi + Ai'(C)

where we have defined
oci = (i Aq)'''^oc ,
and used the fact that Ai(C) satisfies the Airy equation. Notice that
Ai(Ci)dCi

and

.\i'(C)

go to zero e.xponentially fast as C —oc, i.e. as Y —> oc.
Next, we must compute the C9(e) term for the lower viscous region. Since the lower
region drives the main region, the structure of the leading-order and 0{e) terms in
the matching region will determine the structure of the expansion for the main region.
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0(e) Lower Viscous Region Solution
Ji)
the forcing term for tlie cpy solution. Since

We now compute
= cj'"(a,-)Ai(C).

^Y-Ai(C) - [[(, + Ai'(Co)

+ |C^"'Ai(Ci)clCi+Ai'(C)
where

ll(Co)H I 'Ai(Ci)clCi.

(4.24)

Jco
Using the identity

= iaA to simplify tiie expression, we now define the inhomoge-

neous forcing term F in terms of C :

[iC + Ai'(Co)
(4.25)

+ |^C^ '.\i(G)dC,+.\i'(C)

Next, we wish to solve the equation

(a? - c)/"|(c) =

fk

)

Using the method of variation of parameters, we find the particular solution
rOCi
F(Ci)Bi(C,)dC, + Bi(C) /
F(Ci)Ai(Ci)dCt

)

/''Ho
The general solution is then

/'"(O = c!]|(i)Ai(o+cj.i'(i)Bi(c)+4"(0.

.

(4.26)
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In order to match with the main inviscid region, we must eliminate any exponentially
growing terms. This necessitates setting c|.['(a:) = 0. For brevity, we will let c|''(x) =
c|3'(a:). Then
/(^)(C) = cP'WAi(C) + /'^HC).
Recalling that /'^'(C) =

(4.27)

integrating the preceding equation from 0 to

using the boundary condition

Y.

and

0) = 0 yields

D,oi"(x.Y) = i ^ l\M{Q)dQ + - / V ( ; i ) \ V i ( C , ) d C , ( 4 . 2 8 )

"

-/Co

«./<o

«

where we liave used integration by parts and defined the functions:

- (i

F (C ,)Bi (G )dC

'Co

){0

••^i(Ci)dCi

- ( / f(Ci)Ai(Ci)dC,)^

Bi(Ci)dC,).

\«/OCl

\Vi(C) = -- Ai(C) /'^BiK,)dC,-Bi(C) / ' Aifc-.jdC,
J Co

•' ^ 1

The function B{Q is the collection of the boundary terms from the integrations by
parts; the function Wi(C) is the same function that was used in Orr-Sommerfeld
theory.
In order to match with the main deck, the integral of F(C)Wi((^) must be examined
in the limit as C —> oc. We start by examining the behavior of F((;")\Vi((,") for large
this allows us to subtract the part of the integrand that causes the integral to diverge.
In Appendix J it is shown that as
^(C) ~ -7

dx

c+

> oc,
Ai'(Co)

+ O(C'Ai(0)

and
WiK)~-i + o('i
Thus as C —> oc,
F(C)VVi(C)

f

dP^
Ai^(Co) 1
1+
+0
dz
h Cj

(?) + e.s.t.

(4.29)
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Define
(4.30)
The integral of F(C)VVi((^) can then be written:
r<
I F(G)VVi(Ci)dCi = l2(Co)- I
J Co

F(Ci)VVi(Ci) -

dx

Jc.

1+

Ai'(Co) 1
li

Ci

clCi

(0]
(4.31)
From the asymptotic relationship in equation (4.29). it follows that

c ( 0 . R [ rl^(Ci)vvi(Ci]-1
( c , ) v v i ( c , ) - 7 ^ ( i + ^ i ) ; dCi
= ^ ^)

as C

OC .

Thus the derivative of the particular solution of the equation (3^ — QOfpCp]

= F((,")

is

^

a

a

a

d:f

Y+

-•^i'(Co) , ( C
In
all

(01

The general solution is then

D, 4 ' ^ { X . Y ) =

a

^ A K C i j c i C i + l --e(c)
./Co
ya
a
a
dP"^
oil

Next, we must compute

\Co/.

(4.32)

Integrating equation (4.32) with respect to Y and
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using the boundary condition
Y) =

0) = 0, we obtain
Y+ ^
a

all

1 dP^

-

r ' AKCOdC, + Ai'(C) - ^

Jcn
where we have used the rehitions ^ = Co(l ~
constant

and

= ciY + Co- 'i^nd defined the

/•oci

l3(Co) =

I

[~^(Ci) + ^^(Ci)] flCi •

ho
Notice that

oci
-•^i(Ci)t'Ci + Ai'(C)

0

/

exponentially fast as

0: and that

OCl

[-^(Ci) +C(Ci)]dCi = 0(1/C) = 0(1/Y)

as
c

Y —> DC .

/

We are interested in the approximation for
OJ"(X,Y) =cj"(x)-

Y) for large Y. For large Y.

^ Co ^ Ai'(Co)
a
all

2 dx
dP^•\i'(Co)
da: all

+

dP^\i'(Co)
dx
all

+
+7

dP^\i'(Co)

dx
1
+ 0{

-

all

Yin Y

QA

l:j

In Y

(4.33)
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Expanding the Solution in the Matching Region
Next, we prepare for a match witli the main deck by replacing Y by

\vith

fixed. Ours will be a two-term match, carried out to 0(e) for D(pi and to 0{e-) for (pi
with respect to the variable

In matching the Dep. it will be a two-term lower to

two-term main match, whereas the match of 0 will be a two-term lower to three-term
main match.
Let us start by constructing an expression for Dcpi accurate to o(c). Using (4.21),
(4.32), and

= aY -t- Co = aj/rn/f + Cor

ijm fixed

ym fixed, we arrive at

(4.34)

Now we write the expression for 0i{x. Y) in the matching region. Using (4.23),

(4.33), Y = (/m /f with y,n fixed, and dropping e.vponentially small terms, we arrive at
(4.35)

eoi —•m = e(pi{x.y,ri/^)\y m fixed
f
= 1''

2\

I

a \a

a
+ rUy>ix)

+

A

all

\a

/

\ \ (-' /

J

dx

all

Urn

\o , Ai'(Co)\
.«
all /

5o

(

dP^\i'(Co)
c J J ' dx
all

I:

dP"^ Ai'(Co)
cyrn In y,n " Um^ In e - e'-^- In (/,„ +
a A ft
d.r
all
+ o(6'^).

+7

}
A

In e
(4.36)

This completes our study of the lower-deck solution. The structure of D(pi^,n and
di-^,n will influence the structure of the expansion for the main inviscid region.

4.3.3.

Main Region

From equation (4.9). the governing equation for the main inviscid region becomes
£"'<? = e c D '-0 + e-a~U^0 + o(e-).
where the operator is
= U^D-

-

YRRIL/M

= DW(L'^ •).
with
W(C/^•) =
ym

1
D

(4.37)

representing the linear VVronskian operator. Expanding <3 in a perturbation series in
the governing equation for the main inviscid region will always result in an equation
of the form:

^

!Jm)0ym!jmi^-! Um)

!Jrn)o{x.

where x is arbitrary but fixed. Thus we will solve this general equation using variation
of parameters, then use our general formula to solve each equation resulting from the
perturbation expansion. We start by solving for the two homogeneous solutions.

The Homogeneous Solutions
By inspection, it can be seen that one solution to the homogeneous equation is
It is defined as the first homogeneous solution:
^hli^ ^ Um) — ^

Um) •

(4.38)

We expect to find a second homogeneous solution with the form:
Qh-,{x.yrn) = U^{x. yrn)u{x. IJ,n)Substituting this expression into the homogeneous equation leads

as the second homogeneous solution.

E.xamining Oh-ii^-. Um), Ddhoi^. tjm)- and D-(?h2{^- ym) for Large

Notice that as //,„ —> oc
!/rii) ~
D(ph2{^\ y,n) ~ Ij'cix),
D~(l)li2i^i Um) — e.s.t

•

(4.40a)
(4.40b)
(4.40c)
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Examining

D0/,2{^-ym), and,

.Vm) for Small

In order to match the lower- and main-region solutions, we must examine the second
homogeneous solution in the limit as y„, -> O"*". Since the solution for o will contain
0ii2, it is clear that the behavior of (2)/j2 as

—)• 0"^ must be known in order to

understand the behavior of (?(x. ;(/,„) as y,„ —> 0"^.
It will later be shown that I{r,tj,n) diverges as ym —> 0"^. Thus we must examine
the integrand as v/,„

0"*" and subtract the divergent terms.

We start by examining the second homogeneous solution of £'"o = 0:

i-cm

0/i2 —
in the limit as y,„ —> 0"^.

If dP''/di- = 0, then Taylor expanding
n-zViix)
Joe

N,,

about ym = 0 yields

_ f-zU-iix)
V((y'b)2

^

IN,

1

This converges as j/m —> 0"*": therefore 0/,2 is well-defined at //,„ = 0. This was the
case for the inviscid solution in Goldstein (1983).
Let r G E"*" be arbitrary. For dP^/dx ^ 0. the integral can be expressed as

L Wr

V

y«
-mi -

U'iix)
^'Vm

-Vvl
A-' dx rj„
f/^(x)dP^
In y„.,
A3 dx

'""V

where
mi

_

r ( ^ _ . _

« ( £ ) ,

_L^,

,, ,v

(4.41)

and where X[oj] is the indicator function, which has the value 1 on [0,1] and 0 else
where.
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Next, notice tliat as ijm —>^0"*",
f"fU-i{x)
i

,

1

A'^S,

A'

, - A , -

d i s,„

3 fdP'-\' 4A2 (, dx )

•

since r is positive and fixed. Tims

[w"?

xh,,„

A-i

Ax

3 /dP^X"
"^4^(dr)
as Um —> 0"^. Notice tliat this result is independent of r.
Next, we e.xaniine the structure of the homogeneous solution as //,„
, . ^

Ulix)

O"*":

L^(x)dP\

(

, , it?(i)dP'>\
,
- ( m, A + - —^ — I !/,„ + 0{s,„ In i/,„).
Thus we can also derive an expression for the derivative of
D0I,i{x,y,.) =

for small

(1 + I"»...) - (m,A + 5 ^ ^ ) + 0(»™ 1"!/™) •

Notice that Dcphoix, y,n) diverges as 7/„,

0"^.

For ijrn = cY with Y fixed, the second homogeneous solution at 0{e) and 0{e^)
becomes
•n,

M<v|

2
e"0/.2 = - \ u ' ^ { x ) + 0{€^ Ine).
A

When we solve for the particular solution, it is advantageous to normalize the
two fundamental homogeneous solutions so that their form resembles the solutions
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to the flat-plate zero-pressure-gradient case found in classical Orr-Sommerfeld theor}', in Smith (1979), and in Goldstein (1983). The two normalized fundamental
homogeneous solutions are defined as
Urn)
= i' i x .Um)
Lc{x)

Urn) —
and
0li2{x, Urn) =

dyr,

Um

where U^{x,Urn) 'las been normalized by U^x) so that U{x.Um

= 1-

The Particular Solution
We will use variation of parameters to find a particular solution to the equation
U^{x. Urn)d'y^(l> -

Um)(p =

Um) •

(4.42)

It is advantageous to first normalize the equation by multiplying by l/Ueix):
^{X-Um)9y,^0

^

(^': .!/m)® — f{ x ,Urn) —

/ { X - Urn)
rU^{x)

(4.43)

.\ particular solution is found to be
- rljm

_

_

_

_

^^)Um U
J oo
• /"f'"
+ / (/(-t'- i),n)lj{x, J/m) - f{x, cxo)) d;(/,„ -f- f i x , Oc)u,n Qh-l •
J oc

0p = - I

Um)0h'2

•^)Um) ^Um "t~

The general solution to (4.42) is then
(j)

—

Cjfil{x)U

+

(^m'l{.x)(ph'l

Notice that (pp satisfies the unnormalized equation (4.42).

•

(4.44)
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Expanding the Equations
Next, we solve the main inviscid governing equation to o(e^). To solve for the disper
sion relation to o(e) only requires solving the main inviscid equation to order o(e).
However, we have a formula for the particular solution and we know the upper-region
solution to o(e~). We can easily generate the next-order term, which we will do now
for future use.
Recall that the governing equation for the main deck is
= ceD~o + e^a-U^0 + o(e-).
From the structure of the solution to the lower viscous region, we assume an expansion
ansatz of the form
(f) =

4- f

-i-

o''') + e" (ineip'"^'' +

+ o(e"),

where the e" In e and c" terms have been grouped together to emphasize the fact that
these terms should not be separated in the expansion. If we are to solve for
then we should also solve for

The leading-order solution is:
^(0) _ ..(0) r rb

From the match, we shall see that

,

(0)

= 0. For brevity, let

leading-order solution becomes

.\t C>(elne).

=0.
The general solution is

-

+(-m2^2h= Cm'; then the

At 0{e),
= CD20(«) =

.

Notice that
£'»(-c™(x)c) =

.

Thus, take oj,'' = — c as the particular solution. Then the general solution is
0'" = cl\\U^ + iWw - c[°'c.
At O(e'lne).
C'n^C'ei) ^
n'l f (l^Ur-b , (Ifl) - \
= cD
L +c„,/on->j •
Lcistly, at C?(e-),
= cDV + a-(f7'^)0('"

= " - l " , + "So-O,.-. +
Since the inlioniogeneous equations for

.

and G'-' are linear, it suffices to find

particular solutions for the three equations:

•

£'"0p2 — D'Oh'i •

Notice that pp, = — 1 solves the first equation. To solve for (ppo and (ppi, we use
(4.44), with
/o = D'^Oh-i .

so

/2(a:. oc) = 0;

/3 = b\{x)U'^ ,

so

h { x . 00) = Uc(x).
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The solutions are then:
roc

/•oo

0p'2 ~ ^ I ^h'lD 0/i2
0/i2 I ^ D 0h2 flym t
Jym
•''Jm
I f°°
. Ue •
=
- Uefjm) d'Jm
Uym
~
.
"

0/12
The particular solutions

I (^'e^
' ym
and

^e) ^ijm

^eym

can now be determined in terms of linear

combinations of 4>pi.0p2- and (?p3.
4.3.4.

Matching the Eigenmode Shape

Leading-Order Accuracy
Recall that from (4.24),

»0Ci
^i(Co) = [ -•^i(Ci)dCi•/Co

Then the leading-order solutions in the upper, main, and lower regions are
4°)(x.y) = cW(x)e-"^
= C^°\{X)U^{X, y„,) + c!^i(x)0/.2(:I-,(/M) R
Y) = cj°'(a;)^| Y + ^

a

all

[H-!)/•«•«••¥]
We seek a one-term match to C7(I) of the tiiree solutions in order to determine the
unknown constants c{"'(x),Cm'(x), and cif'(x). Let us start by performing a match
between the main and upper decks, since these have the simplest form. In the upper
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deck, let y =

with y,„ fixed. Then
^!JTn)\ym fixed

= 4"l(x)+o(l).
In the main inviscid region, let y,„ = y/c with y fixed: and expand in e through 0{l).
oL°L. = ®l.°'U'-«A)l9r»d
= 4°lto(i) + c'S.UA-r)^ + 0(1)
=

+ C^"^!iU^{x)yrn + o(l) :

in the second equality, we converted back to ;y,„ in order to have a common matching
variable between the two regions. Notice that we first expand the term 0'°' in e, not
in small y,„; we then convert back to f/^. Matching to leading order with respect to
the matching variable ijm requires
(2,(0)

do)
=0(0)

+o(l).

Upon comparing the structure of the two solutions, we see that we must demand that
c'"' - 0
and
cf'(x) = c[°\x)U^{x),
where we have set Cm' =

(4.45)

for brevity.

Next, we match the main and lower regions. In the lower region, let Y = v/,„/e
with 2/rn fixed. Then
— ^'^l

( ^ ' . ' y m / f l l a m fixed

a

\ e

= cj°'(x)-?/;„ + o(l).

a

ah

/

)
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Thus
(4.46)

+0{I) .

Notice that if we had not yet matched the upper and main deck, we could still conclude
from the structure of

that c„i2{x) = 0, since cj/,2 displays logarithmic behavior

as ijm —> O"*". Hence 0^°^ has tlie wrong structure to match with
Letting ijm = eY. with Y fixed, in the main inviscid region solution gives
' P n L l = < p [ ° ' ( ^ . e Y ) | v fixed

= cW(x)cYA + o(e)
= c[°>(x)A//,„ + o(e).
Notice that we did not truncate until order e. This is because Oi is multiplied by c.
Thus
~

+0(e) . '

An equivalent approach would be to match Dicp}

(4.47)

to Do^'^K Then

D l 4 ' ^ \ x . y , n / e ) \ y ^ ^ fixed = c [ ° ' - + 0

(1),

so that
A«.=cr^+o(i).
The main-region solution would become

SO that
D(i)m-yi{x.eY)\y

fixed =

+

o(l) .

This demonstrates that in order to avoid confusion for higher-order matches, it will
be better to first match the horizontal velocities u (i.e. D<p) between the main and
lower regions, then to match the vertical velocities v (i.e. 0) between the main and
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lower regions. We must take care to avoid introducing any terms in the match of the
(l)'s that were not used when matching the Do's. It should be pointed out that the
proper procedure to match Oi and <p to 0{e") would be to expand 0; to C9(e"). then
to take e0i and combine eY =

and finally to truncate all terms higher than order

Matching the Do's in the main and lower decks gives
(4.48)
Using this result, we have
7 S CR(L)^ = CI«(X) .
Cly\

In summary, the leading-order solutions for o are
C)„(.r.y)=c|°)(-i:)t^e(:r)e-"^

(4.49A)

0(-l'. y ,n) = c[°'(x)C'''(x-,

(4.49B)

IJrn)

,

0,(x. Y) = C|°)(X)A| (Y + ^

+

Ai'(C)
all

(4.49C)

Notice that we have one free parameter. This is to be expected, since we are solving
an eigenvalue problem. The undetermined constant can only be determined by an
initial condition, which comes from matching with the inner triple-deck solution as
X —^ i ' g .

Matching the Lower and Main Regions to o(c) Accuracy
The main-deck solution is given by
D(r){x,y,„-,e) =

+ elne
+f

'(x)(/y^„^ +
+ o(e)
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and
0{x.

e) =

{x)U^ + e In e
+f

{x)U^ +

(x)(?/.2)

+ c[j^2i^)dn2 - c|°'(x) c) + o(e).

It is best to solve for as many unknowns as possible before matching to a higher
order; that is, at each step the available information should be maximized in order to
simplify the equations at each order before proceeding to the next. First, therefore,
we will match Do and DiOi to 0{e). This will determine

and

thus (p will also be known to 0{e). Since the elne term arises from the e-equation.
we can treat the e In e and the e terms as a single term.
In the matching region we expand the terms in e with Y fixed and truncate the
series at o(e):
DOm-ti — D0{x. eY)\y
=

( A + ^-f-yrn
dx
+e

1

+ e Ine

+ ci:,Ux) I

(X -)A

—{j'~

dP'^

A-2

d.r

+ c\l!,^\x)D(l)u-2{x,yrn)

(1 + In !/,„) - I ra,

2 A-^ d.r /)

+ o(e).
At C?(clne), D(?/,2 was left unexpanded because it contains the divergent term lny,„;
this gives it the wrong asymptotic structure in y,„ to match with the lower deck.
From (4.34), we see that the lower-region solution in the matching region becomes
D0i^,n =

^A +

Ai'(Co) dP''
- clnec|°'(:r)^^^
dx

/
\
( 0 ) /
^
,
'
+ e c,( 1 ) (x)
-p
+ c\J{x)
-+
c( 0 ) /(x)
— — — In
a
a
all
+ o{e).

The matching condition is
D(pl—ym — D<p{ri—tl

0(f).

-A

In y,n
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Notice that this is already satisfied at leading order. At C?(elne), it is necessary that
= - •c|^'(x)Ai'(Co)ciP''

A

all

dx

and that

since the DOh-^ term contains an occurrence of ln.(/m at C9(chie), which is not present
at (!?(elne) in tiie lower viscous solution. .A.t 0(e). we require
(1),

(I). ^

=c

i

"
a

1 ~-r~ + I "^1-^ + «2A2 dx
A- dx
w

^

a

i

+

c

™
all

( x ) | ,
dx
\ c /

and
(x).

Ui
Denoting c|^|(x) by

Cm

all

"

'{x) for brevity and leaving

.(0)/
ii r-(l)
ci''(x)= c5/.'(x)A
+ c^;^'(x)

A- Ai'(Co)
«ii
lo
a

.(!)<

Cm

'{x) undetermined produces

UidP\(
luidP^
+ I miA + 2A2 dx
A- dx

Ai'CCojdP'In
all tlx

-A
—
c

In summary, the matching condition has determined
c[^'(x) Ai'(Co)clP'^
A
all
=0.

(4.50a)

=

=

-A--^ Ai'(Co)
al,

.(0)

(4.50b)
(4.50c)

(a:),

lU'jdP^
+ |ni.A + j^-5;^l
A^ dx
1, _ Ai'KojdP"
In
a
all dx

(^)!

(4.50d)

The coefficients Cm\x) and Cm'(x) must be left undetermined, since this is an eigen
value problem. They can only be determined through an upstream match with the
inner solution.
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Matching the Main and Upper Inviscid Regions to o(e) Accuracy
The main inviscid region solution is
=cm(i) (l

""

+c
Letting

-

cS'c) + o(0.

= y/e with y fixed, and using the fact that o-ih —> Ue[x)y,n, we obtain

i
(0),- \ (^
o,„„ =
(^1

1

1-"^i'lCo)

rw ^
—j t„(.)

+f

- c|°'(i-)cj + o(e),

in which we liave converted back to the variable
Next, we examine the upper inviscid solution in the matching region. Let y = ey,„
with ijrn fixed. Then as c —> 0"*". the "inner" expansion of the "outer" solution is

+e

- ac[°'(x)Le(j--)ym) + o(e).

Matching the two expressions to 0 { t ) requires
0rn~*u

0u~-*m

*

This gives
(ui)/ \

(o)c ^ 1(Co) dP^

(p is now determined in the main, upper and lower decks. It only remains to determine
the dispersion relation to 0{e). Xotice that if we had first matched with the upper
deck, we would also have concluded that c|^2''(x) = 0.

now know the eigenmode

shape 0 to 0[e). Tlie next step is to determine the dispersion relation. This will
require bringing pressure back into the equations.
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4.4.

The Pressure-Eigenmode Shape

In order to determine the dispersion relation, an equation for pressure from the down
stream governing equations in terms of u-v-p variables must be developed. The homo
geneous components of the x- and 7/-momentum equations governing the interaction
equation and the continuity equation reduce to
-h

-f

+V

= -p\ -h A(C.rn)u' •

^

= -^pL+

•

"L + i . =0-

(-1-51)

Since

it follows that
•

(•i-52a}

t'' = -i[ia0 + e'(3je'®^^=".

(4.52b)

Since the pressure must be structurally similar to ipj^, it is reasonable to let
p'=eV(x,2/^;e)e"'(^='^

(4.52c)

where the parameter cr must be determined from the scaling. The pressure p' is
created from the TS wave (the disturbance wave). To be consistent with the streamfunction naming scheme, we shall refer to p as the eigenmode-shape pressure.
We now substitute the expressions (4.52) into the governing equations and use
linearity to divide out e'". The resulting equations are
j-momentum
- i5oe0y„, -I-

[i«:0y„. + c'Viy,..] +
-

[ia(? -i-

^^y,nym
= - e " [rap + e^p^]
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/y-momentum
i5oe" [ia(j> +

[—+ e^\oLx(t> + e^2\a(px + e®0ix]

+ f"^

- e"*V''' [ia0j,^ + eVx2,„.] -

[ia0 + e'Vx]

= -—/•'!/M - f"' [ici0!/M!/M - e-iaV + e'Vxy^J,,,.
— e'^SQQj.^ — c'^3a"(2)x + c'^iQuO
+
The next step is to determine a. We know tliat

+ c®i3ft(pxx + e'Vxix] •
must enter the upper and lower

decks at leading order and must be subdominant in the uiain deck. Thus cr > 1. Since
pressure in the upper and lower regions must match structurally with the main deck
(i.e. PU(I', ^ym)\y,n fixed —

Pi^'r

Y/^)|Y fixed «ind

Pl{x.

jjm

^Y)|V fi.\ed

P{-^-

.{/M/F)| ym fi.\ed)

to an\' order of accuracy in e. it must be the case that pressure in the upper and lower
decks will not be rescaled. Also, notice that we cannot relate the upper pressure to
t h e lower pressure unless pix,€Y)\y a^cd =

yAlly fixed. \Wiich in general will not

be true unless dy,,,p = 0.

4.4.1.

Upper Region

The upper-deck scalings are given in (4.12). Using these the .r-momentum equation
becomes
- i S o c'fpu.y + ei'oix) [ia0„,y + e^(?u,xy] + e'i^ e(-^")0u,y
+

^
+

0u,yy = -c'' [iaPu + e'VuJ

[e^d^qiu -

+ e'^i^x^u.y + €^\2a(f)u,x\i + e^<?u,xxy] •

In order for the pressure to enter at leading order, we require that
(7=

1.
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The //-niomentum equation becomes
i So e~ [ittOu +

- elJ\{x) [ - a ' V u + e'^iai^u +
(7 ~ ^

+
-e'' ^-fyp(x)

j ®u,b

^ (Le(x)d'DT(-i"))^^ [ioOu.y +
+ e^U^(x) [iaOu + e''<2>u,x]
= -f'^Pu,9 ~ f ' [f"i"®u.9a - e'la-^Ou + e''OU,JRI(y
- e^SoaiOu - e^3a-0u.i + e®iaxi0u
~i~ 6 i3ft2:'^(i,x

^ i3o;(pu^xx

^ 'Pu.xxx] •

Notice that the pressure enters at leading order.
Solving for Pu in the x-momentum equation yields
iQPu(x\y:e) = i a { e c - re(x))(?u.y(x% y; e)
C'e (2 )

+ e"

'r ,.\A(0)

(.ApL'")

(4.53)
+ Oie').

This is all the information that is needed from the upper-inviscid-region equations.

4.4.2.

Main Region

Solving for the pressure in the main deck we find
\a{U^(p,j„, - U^j„o) = ci5o0„,„ - € i a p + ^ - K„(.4(?)x - i'^iAcPyJ^]

+ 0{e')

and
Py^ = —eU^a^cp -h e'So acp + C?(e').
Thus

but

7^ 0 for n > 0. Notice that in the x-momentum

equation the pressure shows up as a forcing term for o, while in the y-momentum
equation it is 0 that is the forcing term for p.
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4.4.3.

Lower Region

Substituting the lower viscous region scalings given in (4.10) and (2.11) together with
tlie pressure scaling
p = piix.Y),
into the x-momentum equation yields
/
f fl pb
— i«SO OZ.V + F YA 4- Y" -F

\
[ia<?/,v -I- C'^OI^XY]

+ r (t^„.(x,0)£V + Y^O(£^))c>,., +£•'

= - [iapi + e'^pia] + e" ^ d y 0 i - e'a'ot^y + 0 ( c ' ' )
The y-momentuni equation becomes
P/.V = 0{e').
so
Pi = p/(x) +0(e').
Pi is independent of Y to O(e'), and the x-nionientum equation is valid for all Y >
0. T h i s allows us t o set Y = 0 in t h e x-moinentum equation and use (pi{x,Q) =
0) = 0 and 0;,x(a-", 0) = 0 (a consequence of the no-slip no-penetration boundary
conditions at the wall) to arrive at
iapi = dy(f)i{x,0) ~

(4.54)

We have now developed equations for pressure in terms of o in each region. Next,
we must match pressure in order to develop an equation for the dispersion relation.
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4.4.4.

Matcliing the Pressure

The dispersion relation will come from a match between the pressure in the main
inviscid region and the lower viscous region. The pressure is required to match struc
turally across the region in which the decks overlap: for fixed e. pressure must be
continuous across this region. If this condition were not met, then there would be
a stationary pressure gradient perpendicular to the plate, i.e. a standing shock wave
parallel to the plate. This cannot be the case, since flow in the v/-direction is subsonic.
Pressure must therefore be scaled t h e s a m e across each region: p = Pu a n d p = piFrom the structure of the perturbation series for the main inviscid solution o. we
expect that in the main region the pressure will have a perturbation expansion of the
form
p=

f/,„)
+ e- In ep^-^^Hx. ij,n) +

!Jm) + o(c-).

In the lower inviscid region.
p = p/(.f, Y)

and

dypi = O(C').

so that
p = pi{x) -f O(e').
From (4.54),
\api{x) = dl(pi{x,Q) -t-o(c-).
Matching pressure between the main and lower regions to o(e^) and using the previous
expression leads to the dispersion relation to o(6-):

+

IQ P^^^X) +CLNEP^'^^'(X, EY)

EY)

V fixed

+

In

CY)

V fixed

(4.55)

-f- e~p^^\x, eY)
vfixed

Y fixed

= d^.(i)\°^(x, 0) + €d^.<i>\^\x, 0) + e^^.(f)\^\x, 0) + o{e*).
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All that remains is to determine

4.5.

The Dispersion Relation

Computing the Dispersion Relation to Leading-Order
Using (4.55), the fact that

0) = —Oe(x)0„'^y(x.0), and equation

(4.49). the leading-order dispersion relation can be written as
ajoj '(i,0) = c™(x)ia-t/';(i).
We also have
D,V™(i.Y)

= cj'»(i)Ai(C)

so
\n^
D j o f \ x , Y) = c™(i )-i -Ai'(C),
n

(4.56)

where cj°'(a;) = Cm'(.r)Aa/li. Setting Y = 0 gives
=

c^'(^)^Ai'(Co) •
U

Equating the two previous expressions for D ^ o f \ x . Q ) produces the leading-order
dispersion relation:
=S'(i)^Ai'(Co) =

= tSI(x) ia^ U i ( z ) .

Simplifying leads to
Ai'(Co)
all

Oi[x)

(^J
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Notice that the undetermined constant Cm'(x) was divided out of the ec[uation. It
can only be determined by an upstream match with the irmer region. The dispersion
relation can be rewritten as
(4.57)

/"' AiK,)d<, + ^^Ai'(Co) = 0,
ico
(^•) ^0

using Co = So/ia~ and a' = iAa. This is the dispersion relation of the inner region if
we let x = xq and q = Co(" = (^ib)- That is, in the inner region our dispersion relation
was
0 = dK.

= n) = I

+ i ( 5 ^ ^ ) Ai'(,),

which is the dispersion relation (4.57) with x = xq. If O'eixo) = 1, then this is the
same as equation (4.5) in Goldstein (1985). This also agrees with the dispersion
relation found in Goldstein (1983), provided that i'e(x) = So = I (Blasius solution).
Notice that at leading order, we never solve for p'"' in the main inviscid region.

Computing the Dispersion Relation to o(e)
From (4.26) and (4.27) ,
a;<l>!"{x.Y) = -ir|Ai(C) / F(C,)Bi(C,)<i<, +BiK)

F«,)Ai(Ci)rfCi}

-fcf'(x)Ai(C).
Therefore
aJ,A;"{x, Y) = - K a d i |Ai(C) f F(Ci)Bi(Ci)<iCi + Bi(<;) j " ' F(<;,)Ai(Ci)rfCi}
+ cj"(.T)a.A.i'(C).
Evaluating this at Y = 0 yields
™0C 1
d^4'\x,0) = -7raBi'(Co) H F(Ci)Ai(C,)rfCi + c!'\:r)aAi'(Co) •
JCn
'Co

(4.58)
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It remains only to find

and

This requires solving for p in the main inviscid

region. In this region, the x- and y-momentum equations become
W { U ^ . 0 ) - ecOy^ = - e p + o(e^),
Pvm =
where 'W{U^.o) is the Wronskian. which is linear in 6.
Notice that e.xpansion in o and p reveals 0 to be the forcing term in the ymomentum equation (since 0^°' determines p''', etc.) This relationship is reversed in
the x-momentum equation, where it is p that acts as the forcing term for generating
Cf) when the equation is expanded in p and (?. In order to solve for p. therefore, it is
necessar}- to use the y- rather than the x-momentum equation.
Setting
p = p'°' + e Inep''^'' + ep''* + o(e)
and
O = <9^°* + 0(1)

in the //-momentum equation yields
*p|°'
ym +elnep|'^''
' ym + * J/m
Equating powers of c gives:
At leading order.

p^^j = 0,
p{0) _ pW^j.y^

atO(eln6),

piU" = 0.
p(in)^p(Ui)(^.).

and at 0(c),

pj^'j(x,= -a-U^(p^°\x,ym) -

A match with the upper or lower deck can be used to determine p^°\x) and p^^^^^x).
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To determine

we must integrate from some point t/o to tj,n. It will prove

easiest to choose r/O = 0 or WQ = oc. Since

is infinite for all

*' ym

choose 2/0 = 0. The integral will then have to be modified to let

we

o c i n order to

match the pressure in the main region with that in the upper region.
Integrating the 0 { e ) equation from 0 to y„i leads to
rVtn

0) = -a-c[°'(x) /
Jo

Ihn) -

Since Ll^ix.ym) ~ C d x ) + e.s.t. as ym

{U^fdy,,,.

oc, and since U(;{x) ^ 0. we see that the

integral will diverge as ?/,„ —> oc. By subtracting the divergent part, we can isolate
the diverging component of p^^^x.y^), which will have to match the pressure in the
upper region. This match will also determine //''(x.0).
Write
Pyrn

/
Jo

/'OC

/"OC

(C-')'cl2/,„ = /
Jo

- [/^{x)] d?y,„ +

- 6'^] dy„,,
Jym

where the last term is exponentialh' small as ym —> oc. Then
.-A..)

0) -

/" [(f)' - tg'(i)] dim
Jo

+"'4?

R [(t-'r'-

J
In the matching region, let

c.?] d!/,„.

>Jm

= H/e with y fixed. Then

(x, y/e)|y

0) - a-ci°\x)U'i{x) ym
poo

-

dy„. + e.s.t.,
Jo

where we have returned to the common matching variable ym- The pressure in the
main inviscid region is
Urn) = p ^ ° \ x )

+ elnep^^^^^(x) + ep^^'(x,

+o(6).
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In the matching region between the main and upper inviscici regions,
Pm-tu

= P(i": y/f)ly fixed
= p ^ ° \ x ) + € lnep'^^''(x)
+e

0) - a-c[°^{x)[j^{x)

- Q-c|°'(x) f

[(L-'')- - U;{x)] dijn

Jo
+ 0(6).

The upper deck x-momentum equation is
iapu(j:. y:e) = itt(6e(:i") - ec)acu(x-; e)e~"'' +o(e").
where

= —QCu(a;; e)e~°''. Thus
Pu = {at/e(x-)c[f'(2:) + elncQ;C/'e(x)c|/"^(x)
+ e [Q^'e(x)cL"(x) -5 O4°'(x)] je""'-' +o(e).

Let y = ey,n with y,„ fixed, and expand this expression in c to o(e) witli respect to
the common matching variable

The solution in the matching region becomes

Pu-vm = Pu(-i'! ^Z/m) |j,,„ fixed
=

- e Ine^^'a-^^ + e [Q6;C'„" - Sq i'o c[°' - a-i"^c[°Jyrn]
+ o(e).

which employed the identities
=

"

4°^(x)&l(x) ,
^ a I,

clx

r/3 ,1 p b

= -cl°iWQ^^+0(dn6),
4" = -£'M'C+D;'(I)(7,(I).
and the leading-order dispersion relation. Notice that using the leading-order disper
sion relation as an identity introduces errors.
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Demanding that
Pu—ymi^'! Urn) — Pm—*ui^- Urn)
requires that

A '"' d P ^
A-'' dx
OC

p<"(i.O) =

f

[([/•'•)^ - 6?] dfc + qC?cI;I - So t.;cl,«l -

.

Next, we matcli the pressure in the main region with that in the lower region. In
the main-region pressure, let

= eV with Y fixed, and expand the expression in e.

truncating at o(e). Then convert back to the common matching variable y,„:
Prn^i =//°'(x) +clnc7J<'^''(a;) +c/>^"(x.O) +o(e).
In the lower viscous region, using (4.56) and (4.58) yields
Pi-*m = Pi{j^) = :^5 V(?/(j:.0)
la
itt
+ e^c!'^(x)aAi'(Co) - 7raBi'(Co)

J

F(Ci)Ai(Ci)f/Ci^

+ o(e).

Requiring that the pressures match in the main and lower regions yields the dispersion
relation to o(e).
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Demanding that pi^m{x) =Pm-^i{^) +o(f) leads to
rr2 , c \
I
a2L'c
+ tSo A ^— II - e In
e a

A"' do;

Co

+e

{ - [ [(L''')2-/:;'^(x)]dj/„,-25oa6/e
+ I n ' L ^ + Sq A

Ai'(Co)l
Co ^

, ^ Ai'(Co)A3Ai'(Co)dP'^ , A-^\i'{Co)
+ 00——— -—
j— +
—•—mi
Coll VL'o oil
I
(,
Ai'(Co)dP''
c|"'(x-) a
- i 7 r a B i '(Co)

all
/
J Co

tlx

m

1

^ F(Ci)Ai(Ci)f/CL
d/(x
J

= o(c)

where the relations (4.50) have been used. Observe that the term in front of tlie ratio
Cm (

(or) is just the leading-order dispersion relation (4.57). Since
a"C J" + «So A

Ai'(Co)'

= o(l)-

Co

it follows that the term containing the unknown parameters is 0(6). Thus the disper
sion relation will be independent of the unknowns C.TO'(X) and c\n{x) to o(f). This
is to be expected: we would not want the dispersion relation to depend on how we
normalized the solutions.
Using the external flow pressure relationship
dP^
= -mx)uux).
dz

(4.59)

the leading-order dispersion relation
= -So A

+ 0{e Ine),
Co '1

and the identities and expressions ia^ = S o / Q , a = (iAa)'/^, ia^ = —Q A, and (4.41)
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vielcls
2tt1 , X

a L„ + X

(Co)
Co

Q
+ e In c - ^ u : i x ) i 2 x )
3

+ e I -25o a 6 e —

f

Ao

C
roci
1
1
+ a'C'';(i) 3iU) - -72Bi'(C„) /
-^f(C,)Ai(C,)dCi [ = o(f).
so
JCq Cm J
)

(4.60)

where
i31 (^')

"F(

•^)2
S(x)

t;;?(x) , u^x)
+ 2.r.2
(6rb)2
A2J/;rn

u-iix)dP^ 1
-—\[o.ii(ym) Kly„..
clx ij„,

(4.61)

If C'cix) = 1 (Blasius case), then Oi(x) = /"(0)./i, where / is the Blasius solution and
Ji is the value of an integral found in Goldstein (1983).
Next, we will simplify

/••XI1
/
F(C,)Ai(C,)dCi
•/Co

and
,,(C„) H £ [f(0vvi(0 -cS'c)!^ (i + ^ i ) dc.

where from (4.25), (4.59) and the identity (4.48), we have
Cm'(x)
F(C) = Le(x)6:(x)^-(C-Co)^MC)liC + Ai'(Co)
';w {I
ll
r-OOl
+ IC

Ai(Ci)dCi+Ai'(C)

We now consider simplifying the integral:
/•OCl
/

JCa

F(C)AiK)d< =

u.[x) K{x)
Il(Co)

r>OCl
^(C-Co)'Ai'^(C)clC
'Co

~ [
Jc.0

[li(Co) C +-•^i'(Co)] Ai(C) dC

+ J " ' c A i ( 0 ( y A i ( ( , ) t k ' i ) tic

+

Y Ai(C) Ai '(c) dC I .
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Using the definition of li(Co); the fact that Ai(C) satisfies the Airy equation, and
Ai'(ooi) = 0, we can evaluate the last three integrals on the right side of this equation.
The second integral vanishes. Using integration by parts, the third integral becomes
I

CAi(C)

Ai(Ci)dCi^ d(^ = —Ii(Co) Ai'((,'o) — :^Ai"(Co) •

Thus
/•oci

f
F(C)Ai(C)dC =

1
_((;_(;o)^Ai2(OdC

— 'i(Co) Ai'(c,o) — Ai"(Co) f •

(-1-62)

Next, we simplify ^(Co):
I-2(Co) = -

CRN'U")
.•(Co)

I 7.

i(C - <o)'Ai(C)VVi(c)dC
2

pvi(0 + i dC - Ai'(Co)

+

J

|^^Vi(C)

+ - dC

CVVi(C) ( y Ai(C,)dC,) dc + y Ai'(C)VVi(C)dC I

Note tliat VVi(C) + 1/C = C?(C~'') as C —>
Using integration by parts and the relation (.1.3), the third and fourth integrals
on the right-hand side of this e.xpression can be simplified, yielding
/"' CVVi(C) f
^Co
\J(:

Ai(Ci)dCi) dC + /"' .Ai'(C)VVi(C)dC
/
•'Co

= ~ fi(Co)^Vi'(^o) + Ai(Co)Wi(Co)j + Co 'i(Co) + Ai'((,"o).
Lastly, using (.J.3) we can write
r-oci
-li(Co) I
iCVVi(C) + l dC = l,(Co)VVi'(Co).
Jc.0

(4.63)
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Therefore.
i2(Co) =

j J

-(c - Co)-Ai(c)vvi(c)dc

4)dC

!

Coh(Co) + -•^i'(Co) - Ai(Co)VVi(Co)

(4.64)

Substituting (4.62) and (4.64) into tlie dispersion relation (4.60) yields

a^{x)U'^{x) + A(x)

Ai'(Co)
CoIi(Co)J

+ e In e

XHX)

rro
u
:[x)uux)

-h e - 25o a(x)U^x) + Q'-\X) I'llx) Ji(.r)

+
+

\\x)

U:[x)Ll{x)

S q CI (^)
r r .3 /
CoA-'(x) U(C.,)

3_

/

A(X)Q(J)

2

\

.So

\T'i f

\

(4.65)
- Ai'Ko) /"' (^Wi(c) + i^dc

!

+ Co li(Co) + A.i'(Co) - Ai(Co)VVi(Co)
Bi'(Co) "So . ^
^
+ TT .
, — i i c i x ) U^[x)
li(Co) Co
|y

^ (C - Co)^ Ai"(c,') dC - li (Co) Ai'(Co) — Ai'^(Co)

= o(c).

Notice that the dispersion relation (4.65) is of the form:
S)^°^(x,q) 4- elne D-^^''(x,q) + e 2)^'^(a:,a;) = o(c).

(4.66)

In writing this, we have made the X-dependence explicit. In order to determine Q(X; C),
we need to know X{x) and Ue{x). These are the only remaining manifestations of the
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base flow in the dispersion relation: A(x) is the wall shear, and t/e(x) is the free-stream
slip velocity.
The dispersion relation is a function of x, a. and the parameters So and e. In
function notation,
S) = S)(x, a; «So, f) •

We will assume that e is small and fixed. W'e will then fix values for two of the other
three arguments and solve for the one remaining. For example, if we demand that
Q € R and a = C9(l). then we must conclude that x = xit,: a is only real at the
upper- and lower-branch neutral stability points, and since a is scaled to the LBNSP,
it would only be C?(l) in this region. We could then use the freedom of the parameter
5o to set xit, = 1. This corresponds to the case where we know the nondimensional
position of the LBNSP and must determine the frequency. However, to be consistent
with the zero-pressure-gradient case found in Chapter 5, we will set

in all the numerical calculations.

The Eigenmode Solution
For completeness' sake we now write down the leading-order eigenmode solution
From equation (4.49) we have (ij(x,

?/„,) +o(l). Combining this

with the ansatz (4.2), we have
pl(x,7/r„:€) = c(°^(x)l/^(x,i/rn)exp

/ a(xi;€)dzi
•/lo

,

(4.67)

where a(x; e) satisfies the dispersion relation (4.65). The solution is almost complete.
All that remains is to determine Cm\x). This will require a match with the local
solution across the main deck region.
In Appendix L we plot Im [Q:(x;e)], Re [Q:(a:; c)], the curve

Q:(x;e)

in the complex

plane parameterized by the variable x, and the exponential component of the TS
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wave togetlier with its amplitude over various intervals [xo.xend], where Xend depends
on the context. All these plots are for base flow fields with Falkner-Skan profiles
{U^ = x'"). In all plots we vary the Falkner-Skan parameter m from the weakadverse case m = —.05, to the strong-favorable case m = .4. We also compute several
tables illustrating the fact that the more favorable the pressure gradient, the more
stable the flow field. In particular, it follows that adverse flow fields are more unstable
than favorable flow fields.

4.6.

The Global TS Wave Evolution

In this section we derive the uniform matched asymptotic appro.\imation for the TS
wave generated at a point source at .ZQ. We will then use this solution to determine
the location for point sources in the vicinity of the LBN'SP that will lead to the
largest-growing TS waves.

4.6.1.

Matching of Local and Downstream TS waves

We will match the stream function components of the TS waves across the main
deck region. Since both the local and downstream solutions have the same timeharmonic components, these will not be included in the match. From (3.56) and

(4.67) the leading-order local TS wave and downstream TS wave (homogeneous
eigenmode) are given by

^ T s ( ^ ' Z/m) — 5 l [ c ( : l ' 0 ) f ^ ' ^ ( ^ ' 0 . f j m ) g " ' ' ^

(4.68a)
(4.68b)

respectively. We will start by matching the exponents. Throughout the entire match
ing process we will assume that «So is arbitrary but fixed.
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Matching the Exponents
The exponent in the leaciing-orcier outer/downstream solution can be written as
e x p j ^^Y a{2-i:e)da:i

= exp [ia(xo; e) X] {l +

•

Expanding Q(xo;e) = q^''^(xo) +o(1), we find that to leading order,
exp |"4j- / Q;(xi;6)da-t
J'Xo
xa

=

{1 + o(I)} .

If we set
a'^'Cxo) = Ki

(4.69)

then the exponential terms will match to leading order.

Matching the Dispersion Relations
The local dispersion relation depends on three fundamental variables XQ. Sq, and Ky.
These variables are not independent, since they nmst satisfy the dispersion relation
_i(2o; 5o, Ki) = f

Ai(C)dC +

~

where q is a function of Xq and KI.
The dispersion relation governing the evolution of a{x: e) is given by (4.65). Taking
the leading-order term, setting x = xq and A(XO;E) = Q'°'(XO) = KI, we find that
(4.65) reduces to the local dispersion relation (4.70):
S)^°'(xo; 5o, til) = J(xo; 5o, fci) = 0.
Thus (4.70) is the natural extension of the local dispersion relation into the region
downstream of the LBNSP over order-one streamwise distances.
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Matching the Base Mean Flow Components
To match the outer solution to the inner solution, let a: = XQ +

X with X fixed.

Then as e ^ 0"^,
= U^'ixo. iM-.e) + O ( e ' ) .
Thus we assume that U^{x,ij,n) is the natural extension of U^ixQ. ijjji) in the down
stream region.

Matching the Coefficients
Since the rest of tlie terms are independent of x and e, we take Cm'(x) = Ql[c(^"o) to
arrive at a complete leading-order solution; it is not a composite function, but rather
a complete uniform solution that is known explicitly throughout the entire local and
downstream region. In fact, it is the natural extension of the local solution to the
region downstream of the LBNSP.

Uniform Global Solution
The component of the stream function corresponding to the TS wave generated at a
point source located at XQ and valid downstream of the local region is
g \ x . yrni XQ, e) =

XQ, e) U ^ { x .Y,n) .

(4.71)

where
A\^[x\ xo, e) = 2l[c(i-o) exp ^ / Q;(a-: e)d3:
JxQ

(4.72)

is the amplitude of the global TS wave generated at the point source xq. The subscript
Xq is used to emphasize the dependence of the amplitude on the location of the point
source. Notice that this amplitude is independent of

and will typically be complex.

Also notice the similarity between the expression (4.71) for the global TS wave and
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the solution

for the local TS wave (see (3.22)). The structure of (4.71) has the

same structure as the dimensional form for the stream function ID' = L'U'.
In order to give the reader some examples of how the amplitude grows, we plot the
magnitude of the largest TS wave amplitude \Al.g{x:xQ,€}\ versus the downstream
distance x for base flow fields with Falkner-Skan profiles in figures (L.19-L.25). in
.Appendix L.

4.6.2.

The Region of Maxinmm Growth

From (4.71) with
|gJrs(j.\a-Q,?/,„;e)|

^ ^[c(^'o)
1 /"•'"'
exp —Im[Q(x-i)]dxi
|^^s(x.xib(e),yr«;e)|
^ic(^lb)
^ J xn

(4.73)

By the property of the LBNSP X|b,
'•^ib
I
Im[a(xi)|da;i > 0
J Jo
since if xq < xib- then Im[a(;f)] > 0; if xq > xib, then Im[a(x)] < 0.
It follows that if
X'lb - X'o »

/n/ 3/2\
0{e ' )

-i'lb — i'o =

then

|i/Ts(^'-^'o-ym: f) I
rnr"7
r\
IT
\ ( j \ ^ { x . x M , i j ,n, t ) \

then

|gTs(^'^^o-j/m;g)| _
= C?(1)
|(/^s(i-,.rib(e), (/,„;e)

^

(4.74a)
(4.74b)

as e —> O"*". Moreover, from (4.74a) we see that the Green's function corresponding to
a point source :ro that is at a distance greater than

from xib is exponentially

smaller than the Green's function corresponding to a point source at xib- VVe shall
refer to any region surrounding the LBNSP (xib) with a streannvise width on the
order of

as a lower-branch region of maximal growth.

Since i/;^s is the sum of the

over all Xq in a certain region surrounding the

LBNSP, this result suggests that we should expect that distributed receptivity itself
will be somewhat localized about a region of

surrounding the LBNSP. Indeed,
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the method of steepest descents used in Chapter 5 will verify this. This result strongly
affects the accuracy that will be needed in the dispersion relation in order to resolve
the TS wave to leading order over the region of interest.
In terms of our understanding of the physical problem, no new information is
gained by solving for the dispersion relation to 0(e"). However, solving the equations
to 0{e-) would give leading-order accuracy for the TS wave over greater streamwise
distances than our present solution. To compute this increased distance, start by
noticing that the solution to the TS wave will be accurate to leading order over regions
where the derivative of the phase with respect to the streamwise variable is accurate
to leading order. For example. Ox — laje^ is accurate to leading order provided that
a is known to order

Let x = e"X, where X = 0{l) and write a — Q = o(e'"), as

e ^ 0"*". Then dxO =

and so dxd —

To have

leading-order accuracy we must require that dx,d —

= o(l). which requires

that n + m > 3. For the case of the lower-branch region of maximal growth, we would
take n — 3/2. In order to have leading-order results we would have to solve for Q to
at least order
to

Since e* Ine <C

it would suffice to solve the dispersion relation

In e. Our solution will only be leading-order accurate over streamwise distances

of order

Thus a natural next step would be to solve for the dispersion relation to

0[i- Ine) accuracy.
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5.

5.1.
5.1.1.

DISTRIBUTED RECEPTIVITY

The TS Wave Generated from the Wavy Wall
Summation of the Point-Source Generated TS Waves

Recall from (4.71) that the global TS wave generated at the point-source Xo was

Since the dispersion relation is not solved to O(e'), this solution will not be leadingorder accurate. This means that a, and therefore the exponential factor in the ex
pression. are not resolved to leading order over 0{\) distances. (In the language of
VMvB theory, the exponential expression is known ivs the controlling factor.)
The TS wave produced by the general wall forcing h { x , x) is the sum of the waves
resulting from each of the point sources from 0 to some x > 0. We define t'-pg as
the sum of the source solutions
/t(xo,Xo);

each multiplied by the associated wall forcing

thus

Up to this point in the analysis, h { x . x ) has been arbitrary. Since our equations
are linear, we could Fourier decompose any smooth wall shape into its sinusoidal
components. We will therefore focus specifically on a sinusoidal wall:
h { x , X) = E'""-'' ^[:RL,IRL(^")I

E

,

(5.3)

where 0 < xl < xib < x^ < oc.
Substituting (5.3) into (5.2) yields the distributed TS wave resulting from a
sinusoidal wall:
i/;irs(^" 0 =

Vm)

0

(5.4)
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where
(5.5a)
is the amplitude of the distributed TS wave, and
Xq\e) = i

a(c: e)d:: + Qw-i'o^

(5.5b)

is the phase. The subscript on the amplitude indicates the region of the plate corre
sponding to the wavy wall, .\otice that the amplitude is independent of y,„- Recall
from equation (4.71) that we defined the amplitude for r/pg in the same way. Here
Q(c;e) satisfies a dispersion relation of the form 2)(~.a:e) = 0. whose details will be
given later. The argument of a{z: e) was denoted r in order to emphasize that it may
be cornple.\. We wish to evaluate (5.5) in the limit as e -> 0"^.

5.1.2.

Discussion of the Effects of Resonance

We are interested in the behavior of the stream function many TS wavelengths down
stream from the lower-branch neutral stability point (LBNSP). Beginning at the
LBNSP. the instability wave is in resonance and grows e.xponentially as it moves
downstream. The changing boundary layer thickness causes the wavelengtii to change
as well. Since the wall shape is sinusoidal, the wave eventually moves out of resonance
with the wall. Of course, if the amplitude grows too large downstream of the LBNSP.
the linearization of the disturbance ceases to be valid. In that case, our model cannot
predict the wave's subsec[uent behavior. We also cannot expect our model to remain
valid far downstream from the LBNSP. since x' was nondimensionalized by a length
scale on the order of the distance to the LBNSP. In particular, our dispersion rela
tion will likely fail to be accurate in the vicinity of the upper-branch neutral-stability
point (UBNSP; see Healey 1995). Moreover, for a sufficiently strong adverse pressure
gradient in the base flow, it is also possible for the UBNSP to be at infinity for all
nonzero values of e.
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Let us pause to consider the effect of pressure gradient in the base flow on tlie
interaction between a wavy wail and an instability wave. We will assume that the
instability wave is initially in resonance with the wall waviness. As it is advected
downstream with the mean flow its shape, and accordingly its wavelength, are altered
by the changing thickness of the boundary' layer. The more quickly the boundary
layer's thickness increases, the more rapidly the instability wav^e shifts out of resonance
with the wall waviness.
If there is a zero pressure gradient, the boundary-layer thickness increases as

0{\/x). It grows more slowly, and the streamlines are closer to parallel, if the pres
sure gradient is favorable; if it is adverse, the thickness increases more rapidh'. We
would therefore expect the instability wave to shift out of resonance quickly when the
pressure gradient is adverse; slowly, when it is favorable.
In fact, however, it is well known that in the absence of a wavy wall, flow fields
with adverse pressure gradients become turbulent far more readily than those with
favorable ones. Clearly the instability wave grows more rapidly when the pressure
gradient is adverse and more slowly when it is favorable. If the adverse pressure
gradient is strong enough, then the resonance of the instability wave with the wall
waviness becomes of secondary importance in governing the wave's growth, since the
wave would detune so quickly.

5.1.3.

Approximation of the Governing Integral

While the integral

found in (5.4) is too complicated to solve in closed form, we can apply the method of
steepest descents (the saddle-point method) to approximate it with only exponentially
small error as c —> 0"*". This method involves expanding the integral about the saddle
point of the function in the exponent which is multiplied by the large parameter. In
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this case, the desired function is •pf)(x,xo; e); the large parameter is 1/e^. The saddle
points are defined as the solutions of
^'P\){X.xq,^) = 0.
dxo
so
a(i'o..,(e);e) = cvw
Each solution

.-=

xq a

(5.6)

can be regarded as a level curve parameterized by

e fixed, xo,.s need not be real. Indeed, it will only be real when

6.

For

= Qib, the value of

a at the LBXSP.
Assuming that there is only one saddle point for a given e and a„.. we must expand
Xo;e) in a Taylor series about XQ.^. Provided 'Pi)"{xo,s) ^ 0, only terms of
0[[xq —

and larger are kept in the exponent, while the exponent containing

the smaller terms is expanded. From this formal argument we expect that the largest
contribution to the integral will come from a region of width

surrounding the

Sciddle point. We will refer to this region as the saddle point region (SPR).
Consider the case of perfect resonance (q^ = ciib). Then xo.^ = xib- The amplitude
of the TS wave becomes
Q(XI; e)dxi + Q|bXo 1 dxo
For i-(e) < i'lb, the integrand will not have a saddle point: it can be shown tiiat the
integral from Xl to x is subdominant to the integral from xl to xa, since the latter
contains a saddle point. For .T(e) > xib, we rewrite the integral as

The second integral, which does not contain the saddle point, is subdominant to
the first integral in this expression. Thus, as e —> 0 the integral from XL to x(e) is
asymptotic to the integral from XL to x^. This shows that the effects of resonance arc
more important downstream than upstream of the LBNSP. However, as we approach
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the LBNSP from the upstream side, the phase approaches the saddle point and the
integral begins to pick up more and more of the contributions from the saddle point.
The effects of resonance thus become stronger. This special case shows that xo,s
will be independent of x (the endpoint of the integral), so long as x is far enough
downstream of the saddle point that it does not violate the local analysis used in the
method of steepest descents. Thus we will evaluate the TS wave amplitude (5.5) at
a point x{e) downstream of the saddle point region.
The previous argument was only formal. Our integral does not fit the classical
saddle-point method because our maximum (saddle point) depends on e, the parame
ter whose limit we are taking. This situation is known as a moving-maxima problem.
Unfortunately, there is no simple transformation with respect to Xo,i that removes
c from the function in the argument of the exponent. From the complexity of our
exponential function V^{x,xi^\e), it is clear that a more general transformation is
required.
To gain insight into the transformation needed for this problem, rewrite (5.5) as

(5.7)
Notice that for every fixed e, the integral is finite.

If we were able to deform the

contour over which we are integrating into a steepest-descent contour Co, '• i = 1,2,
on which Vi){x,Xo;e) had constant phase, then the two phases would cancel in the
expression in the exponent, and we would obtain Vi){x,XQy,e) — Vi)ix.X(,;e) > 0 on
Co.. However, in general Co, cannot be expected to cross the real axis, so we cannot
rely on this to obtain a closed contour. Instead, we will take advantage of the rapid
decrease of the integrand away from the saddle point. By truncating the integral
at a distance no more than (9(1) on either side of the saddle point, we incur only
exponentially small error. Provided that we can connect these endpoints with their
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respective targets XL and x{e) by continuous patlis of finite length that do not cross
steepest-ascent curves, these connection paths will be descent paths (not steepestdescent paths); and their contribution to the integral will be subdominant to the
local region about the saddle point. We will obtain new contours Co, by following
the steepest-descent contour outside of the SPR for a distance not more than 0[l)
from the saddle point, then following these connection paths to the desired endpoints.
By not following Co, beyond the itxis Re[a'o] = 0. we will keep the new contours in
the right half of the complex plane. The Co,, togetiier with the portion of the real
line [xL,x(e)]. give us a closed contour, allowing us to apply the residue theorem.
W'e will simplify it further, however. Since the connection paths are at a distance no
more than 0{\) from the saddle point, and since they are of finite length, we can
ignore them and incur only exponentially small error. We will assume that any terms
resulting from poles in the integrand inside the closed region are subdominant to the
contribution from the saddle point region.
The structure of the exponential term in (5.7) suggests the following transforma
tion. Let

i r = 'Pf)(x,

e) - 'Py ) { x , xq; e).

.N'otice that u has two branches and that u —>• 0 as Xq —>

(5.8)
Let

u i = y/pii(x,Xo.5:e) - •Pfi(x. XQ; e)
denote the branch corresponding to the direction Di (Re[ZPi] > 0) of the steepestdescent contour Coi emanating from the saddle point; and let
Uo = -yJv\){x.XQy,e) -'Pf)(x,xo;e)
denote the branch corresponding to direction Do (RefZ?^] < 0) on

where Re de

notes the real part of the complex expression. (If Re[£>i] = 0, then similar definitions
could be made using the imaginary part of the curve's direction.)
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For fixed e as XQ —> XL and xq —> x(e) along the curves Cdi and Co-, respectively,
we have
7'h(x.xo, 5 ;e) - V i ) { x . X o ; e ) -)• V i ) { x , X Q y , e ) - V i ) { x , x { € ) : e ) = .\/i > 0
and
7'[i(x, xo.A-; c) — V i ) { x . x o : e ) —>

^o,^; f) — V i f i x - x ^ : e) = M 2 > 0 .

Then Ui : 0 — o n C'd, and Uo : 0 -)• — y / M y on C d ^-

and M ) are positive.

since V\^{x. XQ: e) is always decreasing away from the saddle point unless the steepestdescent contour passes through another saddle point.
Even if there were such a crossing point, we could continue along a new steepestdescent path of different phase value. The key point is that the value of the integral
over the new descent path is e.xponentially smaller than the localized integral about
the original saddle point. Because this case is rather special and will not affect the
outcome of the local analysis we are about to conduct, we will not consider it. This
argument would fail only if the original saddle point were a limit point of an infinite
sequence of other saddle points. However, in that case VI)' = 0 would have a root
that was a limit point. It would then follow that for analytic 'P\]{X,XQ), V\)' = 0 and
thus •pf) = constant.
We are now ready to transform (5.7). Taking d/dw of the relation (5.8) gives
dxo, ,

=

2u

=

\ / ' P \ ) { x . xo,,.; e ) —

I'o; e )

.

( 0 .9)

For fixed Q^, V[)' ^ 0 on the steepest-descent contour, except at XQ = XO,^, i.e. u = 0.
The ratio is thus well-behaved along the curve, except possibly at XQ = XQ. j . VV^e must
therefore e.xamine •Pf)(x, Xo;e) and dxo/dif for Xq near Xq,.,. Expanding "Pf) and V^'
in a Taylor series about xo,i- and using 7^f)'(xo,s) = 0 and 7'f}"(xo,.,) = —ida/dxo, we
arrive at:
clUj

VCIXQ'
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where the + term corresponds to the path Cqx { j = 1). and the — term to the path
Con 0 = 2). Thus dxo/dui = —dxo/duo at u = 0.
Up to this point, e has been fixed. Next, we combine all of the above results into
the integral and take the limit as e —> 0"*". We will assume that the closed contour
+Cd-> —Coi contains n singularities c, in the complex Xo-plane. From the residue
theorem.

r rVMl
2lic(^o(«i))exp (

[I

'

^

Di

^ '^a,c(ioW)exp(-^)^

dui

D'

da-i

n

+ ^res[/, c,],
1=1
wiiere / denotes the integrand and res[/, Zi\ is its value at the singularity 2,. Notice
that we have not combined the last two integrals. This is because there is no simple
relationship between

and u-i-

Both of them depend implicitly on the value of

Vi){x.XQ:e), with xq on CD, and Cp-, respectively.
Next, we approximate the integrals using Watson's lemma. We assume that any
residues are subdominant to the leading-order behavior of the integral in the limit as
e —> 0"*". This vields
27rc'^
1
2lic(^o,5)exp —7'f)(x(e),xo,.,(e);e) - -i
Q'(xo„,(e))
€'
4
2-63
a'(xo,,.(e))

exp [i

Both forms of the approximation for

^^Jx-(e).i-o,.-;e).

(5.10a)

(5.10b)

will prove useful. It should be noted

that in order for this result to be of any use, both ZQ.S and Q { z ; e ) must be known for
a given c. V^arious strategies for computing these values will be discussed in Section
5.3.
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5.2.

Comparing Local with Distributed Receptivit\^

From the second expression in (5.10), it follows that
k'TsU':ym;e)|
|^Jps(j,-.Xo..,,y^;e)|

I

Oire^
y |Q'(xo,Ji

T
L

r

il

This result only holds along the saddle curve (see Section 5.3) in the comple.\
plane. This curve crosses the real axis at a-o,^(0) = xib- At any other point, it is
difficult to assign a physical meaning to

^o.sr .(/m: f)- because the point source

Xo ,s of the wave is not on the real line. When xo,a(0) = xit,. a^. =
QibX'ib €

for J:(e) downstream of the SPR as e

|r/^s(x(c).xib,y„.;e)|

and because

O"*".

y |a'(xib)|

This will be our measure of distributed receptivity downstream from the LBNSP. It is
the ratio of the amplitude of the stream function produced by distributed receptivity
in the region about the LBNSP to the amplitude of the TS wave component of the
stream function produced by a point source at xib- In the numerator,

is the sum of

TS waves, each coming from a point source XQ. This sum can be viewed as a spatial
(as opposed to a temporal) wave packet. In the denominator, </xs(^'(^)i^'ib^ i/mif)
corresponds to the TS wave coming from a point source at xib- From Chapter 4, we
know that for x > max{x-o,a:ib},
|5xs(^.^0-.'ym;e)| < |5Ts(^%^lb:ym;e)|

(5.13)

provided that the receptivity coefficients are set equal to one(i.e. 2l[c(i'o) = 2l[c(xib)
= 1).

The latter wave has a property that merits further discussion. The receptiv
ity coefficient is slow-varying—indeed, nearly constant—in the neighborhood of the
LBNSP. It is therefore a minor factor in determining the relative amplitudes of TS
waves over regions of 0(1). The principal contribution comes from exponential growth
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and decay, since the exponent grows or decays at a much faster rate than the recep
tivity coefficient. A TS wave formed upstream of the LBNSP decays as it is advected
from its point of origin to the LBNSP; at that point, tlierefore, it is much smaller
than a wave originating at xib- A wave formed at some point xq downstream of the
LB.N'SP has 0(1) amplitude at its origin; however, a wave originating at xib undergoes
exponential growth between xib and xq. By the time it reaches the latter point, its
amplitude is significantly greater than that of the wave originating at

XQ.

Thus at any

point downstream of the LBNSP. the largest TS wave will be the one that originated
at the LBNSP: given x > xib, for all XQ < x,

< |f/Ts(-^-^"ibr.(/m;e)!;

provided that the receptivity coefficient grows or decays at a rate much slower than
the exponential term. In terms of our measure of distributed receptivity, if x(e) 3> Xib,
then for any XQ ^ X|B such that XQ < x(e),

|</^s(x(e), Xib, i/m; e)|

|5ts(^(^)'

(5.14)
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FIGURE 5.1. A plot of the ratio

versus the Falkner-Skan parameter M for

the leading-order appro.ximation to the wave number a(x). (e = 1/10)
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FIGURE 5.2. A plot of the ratio

versus the Falkner-Skan parameter m

corresponding to the wave number a accurate to o(elne). (e = 1/10)
As shown in figures (5.1) and (5.2), the ratio (5.12) will be less than one for
base flow fields with adverse, zero, or small favorable pressure gradients. The value
increases monotonically as the pressure gradient decreases from positive values (ad
verse) to negative values (favorable). To see how much this ratio can vary, consider a
Falkner-Skan flow with Uc{x) = x"'. For small adverse pressure gradients (m = —.05),
the ratio is approximately 1/5 for c = 1/10 (for larger values of e, the ratio will be
larger). For very favorable pressure gradients, e.g. flows over a wedge with a half-angle
of tt/Z (m = 1/2), it can be on the order of 10. Thus the ratio is strongly affected by
the boundary-layer growth rate. In the case of fast-growing boundary la\'ers (adverse
pressure gradients), the single TS wave formed at the LBNSP grows larger than the
TS wave packet; in the case of slow-growing boundary layers (favorable pressure gra
dients with nearly parallel streamlines), the spatial TS wave packet grows larger than
the individual TS wave. This can be explained by observing how the rate of change
of the boundary layer affects the numerator and denominator of (5.12).
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In the denominator, the TS wave formed at the LBNSP under an adverse pressure
gradient will have a larger growth rate than will the corresponding wave formed when
the pressure gradient is favorable. This is consistent with the well-known fact that
flow fields with adverse pressure gradients are generalh- less stable than those with
favorable pressure gradients.
In the numerator, the changing boundary-layer thickness affects the phase as well
as the amplitude of a TS wave. The oscillatory component of the wave is

Thus the rate at which the phase changes in the streamwise direction is
dxor =

.

For large negative pressure gradients in the the flow field, the boundary-layer thickness
changes very slowly and the flow is nearly parallel (very favorable). Thus the wave
number a is nearly constant. As the pressure gradient increases, the rate of increase
of boundary-layer thickness with downstream distance increases as well. The wave
number a therefore changes more rapidly with downstream distance, and this rapid
change in phase can lead to interference between the TS waves. Since we sum over the
waves from the point sources xq to obtain

y,,,; e), this interference diminishes

the numerator of (5.12).
Thus the rate of change of the boundary-layer thickness acts on the numerator and
denominator in a complementary fashion. When the pressure gradient is favorable,
the numerator is increased and the denominator diminished; when it is adverse, the
numerator grows smaller and the denominator larger.
In summary, the ratio (5.12) measures the effects of pressure gradient in the base
flow on the growth of the TS wave resulting from distributed receptivity. For nearly
parallel flow fields, distributed receptivity has a strong effect on the growth of the TS
wave; for adverse pressure gradients, distributed receptivity can actually weaken the
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flow in comparison to localized receptivity mechanisms in the neighborhood of the
LBNSP.
We have compared the amplitude of a TS wave resulting from distributed recep
tivity to that of a TS wave resulting from a point source located at the LBNSP. It is
also useful to compare

to a TS wave generated at an arbitrary point XQ:

i«'(-i'ib)|

(5.15)
2l,c(xo)

where we have made use of the ratio (4.73). From (5.14) we see that this ratio will
be larger than (5.12). Since in an experimental setting it is almost impossible to find
the exact location of xib, this ratio would be hard to measure in practice.

5.3.

Detuning from Perfect Resonance

The particular structure of 2l[c(xo,s) is unimportant in understanding the behavior of
the solution as it moves out of resonance with the wall forcing. We need only know
that the expression is slow-varying.
Notice that a(;;e) is only determined implicitly through the dispersion relation:
in our calculations so far, q(;: e) has not been expanded in e. We now examine the
structure of 0(2; e) as a function of e. Goldstein (1983) showed that if the base flow
field has a zero pressure gradient, then the expansion for a{z:€) is of the form
Q(e; e) = Q'°'(^) + eQ'^'(2) -t- e^a'^'(c) -f-

log(e)Q''''^''(3).

(5.16)

Goldstein found explicit formulas for the terms a'*'; however, he kept only terms up
to but not including 0{e^) in the exponent. Higher-order terms were taken out of the
exponent and combined with the amplitude .4 (see Appendix H). However, we are
not including .4. in the present analysis. We will accept the fact that the dispersion
relation is not resolved to 0{e^), so there will be error in the exponent.
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If the base flow field has a nonzero pressure gradient, then the expansion for a { z : e )
is of the form
a(c: e) =

+ e log(e)Q;^'''^(::) +

(5-l~)

Note that the expansion changes: logarithmic terms in e now appear immediately
after the leading-order term. Notice in (5.16) and (5.17) that a has not resolved to
0{e^). Thus the exponential term will not be resolved to leading order over regions
involving the long length scale L*.
In both cases, the presence of the log(e) term suggests that the dispersion relation
is not analytic in e at the origin, since there must be a branch cut emanating from
e = 0. The form of the expansions in (5.16) and (5.17) suggests that a{z\ e), Pf). and
hence

via the dispersion relation, are not analytic functions of e at e = 0. Thus

a straightforward perturbation ansatz will fail to yield a formula for the coefficients
corresponding to terms of C)(e"log(e)) and higher, where n = 3 when the pressure
gradient is zero and n = I when it is nonzero.
Because the structure of the asymptotic expansion for a(a:, e) will depend on
whether the base flow pressure gradient is zero or nonzero, it seems reasonable to seek
an approach that does not require knowledge of the explicit asymptotic structure of
Q(a;, c) with respect to c. A general approach is to use the fact that

is given and

to substitute relation (5.6) into the dispersion relation, yielding
0 = S)(2, a { z \ e ) ) = 2)(2, q^ . ) ,
where 2 = xo,.,(e). The result is a nonlinear transcendental equation for the saddle
point Xo,s(e), which can be solved numerically for fixed e. Notice that :ro,ji(f)
depend on

as well.

When Qw = aib = Q:(3:ib; e), the forcing has both the same wavelength and the
same phase as the TS wave at the LBNSP. As the TS wave is advected downstream
with the fluid, a{x-, e) changes with downstream distance x due to nonparallel-flow
effects, and shifts out of phase with a^- This is the case of perfect resonance, which is
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rather special. In fact, the probability of exact resonance is zero for a fixed frequency
U)'.

If the sound spectrum is wide, there is a nonzero probability of perfect resonance.
Even so, it is more important, and more relevant to what would occur in practice, to
examine the case of near resonance, i.e. 0(2; e) near q:„. When the relative difference
o^./cvib — 1 = 0{l), the system is expected to be out of resonance. For this reason
= a:ib(l +()), where 6 is the fraction by which the wall

it is advantageous to let

wave number is out of phase with aib- In this investigation, d will be restricted to a
range of values between 0 and

where

-uc

1 iind may be negative.

The saddle point can be expressed as a function of e and 6: xo,s =
for fixed e = CQ, the values of

f)}); ^ind

= 20 ,j(eo, S) can be plotted in the complex x'o-plane.

These saddle points will trace out the saddle curve. In detail, substituting this
expression into the dispersion relation gives an implicit equation for ^ as a function
of S: 2)(2,()';eo) = 0. Solving this dispersion relation for c = c(J) will produce
a curve in the complex x'o-plane parameterized by J, where d = 0 corresponds to
2(0) = xib, and for an arbitrary S, z{S) = Zo,s(e, 5) with ^((imax) =

Notice

that the approximation for the TS wave amplitude now depends on
d), with J = 0 corresponding to the case of exact resonance.
Thus for small fixed e.
j;^a,cKr) cxp [lpi,(x-(£).<r;£) where the e-dependence in

has been suppressed. To explicitly evaluate this

expression, it is best to manipulate Plj(x,

e) = i

e):

.Tib;e) + aib

c(S)dd

,

where integration by parts was used.
It follows that the relative difference between the magnitudes of the stream func-
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tiori out of resonance and the one in perfect resonance is
'i/,'Ts(^(f)? !Jrn-

^raax)
= 1 -

1-

W'e define the detuning ratio as
max))

§(w)l

IS(0)I

1
exp - 4 /

2lic{^lb)

^ Jo

lm[z{5)]d5
(5.18)

where Ini[c:((5)] is the imaginary part of tlie curve in the complex Xo-plane; q' has
been replaced by differentiating the relation a(2(d');e) =

= ckib{l + ()) with respect

to 5, yielding

Notice that once 2((5;e) is known, (5.18) can be computed.
The ratio of the normalized coupling coefficients,
max))

^ic(^lb)
is a finite slow-varying function of ^mox- This factor comes from the local solution
of the interaction equation in the region of the point source XQ.

Resonance is a

global property', so we cannot expect that this ratio, which contains only local flow
properties, should provide any information on it. In fact, the effects of resonance
are only observed when the instability wave has had time to interact with the wavy
wall over many wavelengths as it travels downstream. Resonance comes from the net
contribution of all the point sources; it must therefore be found in the integral over
all the point sources. Since this integral has been approximated using the method
of steepest descents, the resonance effects are found in the exponential term and the
square-root term.

2lic(^o.s(<^max))T cl^/d(5, and therefore a', are slow-varying functions of dmax- Pro
vided that

"I f'^niAX
— /
Im[2(J)]d^ » 1,
f

Jo

the ratio of the integrals will be dominated by the exponential term. For Jmax ^ 1.
c(<J) can be Taylor expanded about <5 = 0 to give
r^nrnx

Thus for

1
,
Im[2(J)]d()'~-J2,^Im[^(0) .

;» e^. the exponential term will dominate. For

the exponent

is near 1 and the ratio of the integrals will be dominated by the ratios of a' and 2licThe boundary between exponential dominance and subdominance in the ratio of the
integrals occurs for dmax =

From the Taylor expansion of the saddle curve

5 = z { 5 ) about d' = 0, we have ^(cJtnax) = ^(0) + 0(^max)r which corresponds to
i-SIf - lib = 0(«V2).

(5.19)

Since, the characteristic scales and nondimensionalizations remain valid regardless
of whether the original equations take on complex values. This result shows that as
the wall forcing moves out of resonance (detunes) on the order of
effects of a near-resonance with the LBN'SP are felt throughout the complex
at a nondimensional distance on the order of

the
xo

-plane

This distance is much greater than

the thickness of the boundary layer, which in the case of our scaling is of order c',
and the TS wavelength scale, which is of order e"^. as c —> 0^. It is on the order of
the width of the SPR and the lower-branch region of maximal growth. This is not
surprising, since all of tiie regions involved are derived from expressions involving the
exponential term
exp

Q(xi;e)da;i

Notice that the out-of-resonance condition

.
is independent of the

accuracy of the dispersion relation. In the next sections, we will examine the dis
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persion relation at varying accuracies for Blasius and Falkner-Skan base flow field
profiles.

5.3.1.

Base Flow Field with Zero Pressure Gradient

We wish to use the dispersion relation of Goldstein (1983) as modified by Hultgren
(1987). The modified relation is more numerically accurate for larger fixed values
of e =

with the same asymptotic accuracy in the limit as e —> 0"^. We

will combine Hultgren's equations (4) and (5a). We also convert his notation to our
own, changing his x\,, xi and k to our r, z and a respectively. Hultgren's

is the

long-scale variable found in Goldstein (1983), which is identical with our x. However,
we use 2 in place of x to emphasize that we are allowing z to be complex, since we
plan to analytically continue the dispersion relation into the complex plane.
Goldstein's dispersion relation is now recast into our notation:
a^—ea (2 —

+ e" (l + 2J2Z^^'a' + -hza'^)
Ai'(Co(5,a))

1+

(riipl" (a%))]

where
Co =

/ ; \ 1/3
^j

(5.20)
AiKWC '

and

5 = 2Z/UQ\

and the values of the constants are Ji = 0.92809, Jo = —2.09322. ./a = 1.28777,
Uq = 0.46960. Ai(C) is the Airy function, and Co = CO(5T«:)) is used to emphasize
the functional dependence of Co on ^ and a. Also, oci is taken to be in the sector
5i = {C € C : |argCl < 7r/3}. In 5i, AidCle'^""^''-') —> 0 exponentially fast as |C| —>• 0.
Notice that R"*" C 5i, and that since Ai is analytic in the entire complex plane, with
its only singularity at oc-, it is analytic in Si.
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To make the presentation less cumbersome, we define the functions:
S(i,Q!) =

•

H { z , a) = Q'^ — ea (2 —

(l +

+ J:ia^z) ,

I { z , a ) = /^"Ai(C)dC = -Ii(Co)= r°Ai(C)clC-l/3,
J oci

Jo
^3 = 1/2

/ _ N

Our objective is to find z . given cv. This will require a numericcil root-finding algorithm.
Since the method used by the software package Mathematica is based on Xewton's
method, which requires taking a derivative of the equation, it will simplify the task
if we eliminate the fraction on the right-hand side of Equation (5.20) before applying
any numerics. Multiplying both sides by TIS yields
S///T = .\i'(Co(5,a)).

(5.21)

Notice that the detuning ratio (5.18) is expressed in terms of :: rather than z .
However, there is a linear relationship between the two:
Z =

2
(/"(0))2

2 ~ 82 .

where f { r i ) is the solution to the Blasius equation. Thus it suffices to look at 5. Then
the integral of the saddle points can be written:
J

Im[j(<S)ldi =

Ira(=(d)lcM.

(5.22)

After preparing the equations as shown above, Mathematica was used to produce
a set of graphs of quantities of interest. In all of the plots, CQ = 1/10. Figure 5.3
shows that as S goes from 0 to positive values, the saddle point of the integral moves
off the real axis and upstream of the LBNSP; and that as 5 goes from 0 to negative
values, the saddle point moves off the real axis and downstream of the LBNSP. Note
that for S e (—<Jmax><^max), |Ini[2(-^,co)]| < |Ini['^('^i fo)]|- From figure 5.7, it follows
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that the detuning ratio (5.18) will not be symmetric in J and will fall off faster for
(5 < 0 (5 downstream of the LBNSP) than for J > 0 (5 upstream of the LBNSP).
Examining the plot of the exponential (Figure 5.9), we see that the detuning ratio is
3/*>

approximately half of its value at resonance: dmax ^ CQ

~

Im[saddle]
0.75r
0.5
0.25
3.2

3.4

3.6

'3.. 8
••t0.25[

Re[saddle]

-t5.. 51
-0.75i
-il

FIGURE 5.3. .A. plot of Im[2(I5, EO)] vs. Re[z(J, eo)], where both are functions of 6 .
(5 = 0 corresponds to the location of the neutral stability point in z coordinates,
which is about 8 times that of the location in the standard x coordinates. The point
with the largest imaginary component corresponds to (^max = 05: the point with the
smallest imaginary component corresponds to ()max = — 05. (cq = 1/10)
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FIGURE 5.4. Same plot as figure (5.3), but with the scaling ratio that does not
stretch the axes, (eo = 1/10)
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FIGURE 5.5. Re[^(£)', 60)] vs. S . ( e o = 1/10)
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FIGURE 5.6. Im[2(5, eo)] vs. S . (eo = 1/10)
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FIGURE 5.7. A plot of the integral
Im[2(^,EO)]dJ vs. S„xax- Notice that the area
under the left-hand side of the integral is greater than the area under the right-hand
side. (This can also be seen from Figure 5.6.) This tells us that the e.\ponent of the
integral will be skewed and that the left-hand side of the curve will die off faster than
the right-hand side, (eo = 1/10)
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Base Flow Field with Non-Zero Pressure Gradient

We will now present graphs analogous to those in the previous section for dispersion
relations arising from flow fields whose base flow has a Falkner-Skan profile.
Given a =

= f^ib(l + ^) and Sq = iifs(^o) = Ir we need to solve the dispersion

relation (4.66) with the terms given in (L.5) of Section L.l numerically for the saddle
point xo,i(e, (J). Each plot will implicitly depend on the dispersion relation that was
used to solve for z{5,€). Hence all plots will depend on two parameters: the FalknerSkan parameter m, and the order of accuracy of the dispersion relation, O.-V. These
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parameters will be identified in the caption accompanying each picture.
We will consider the cases OA = 0(1) and OA = C?(clnf). Within each cfise,
we will consider three different values of the Falkner-Skan parameters: m = —.05,
m = .05, and m = .4. These will serve as examples of flow fields with adverse, weak
favorable, and strong favorable pressure gradients. For all plots, e = 1/10.
For each set of parameters, we present eight graphs. Because of space constraints,
we group each set of eight graphs into three figures. Figures (5.11-5.19) represent the
case O.A. =

0{l).

In figures (5.11-5.13), m = —.05; in figures (5.14-5.16),

rn =

.05:

and in figures (5.17-5.19), m = .4. In figures (5.20-5.28), we let OA = (!?(elne).
Within this set, in figures (5.20-5.22), m = —.05; in figures (5.23-5.25), m = .05; and
in figures (5.26-5.28), m = .4.
For each set of parameters, the eight graphs are as follows:
• Graph 1 is a plot of Re[C(^, CQ)] VS. (J.
• Graph 2 is a plot of Im[2(^, CQ)] VS. J.
• Graph 3 is a plot of Im[c(5, eo)] vs. Re[2(J,eo)], where both are functions of d.
^ = 0 corresponds to the location of the neutral stability point xib• Graph 4 is a plot of the integral

Im[5((), cq)] dd' vs. dmax- Notice that the

area under the left-hand side of the integral is greater than the area under the
right-hand side. (This can also be seen from graph 2.) This tells us that the
exponent of the integral will be skewed and that the left-hand side of the curve
will die off faster than the right-hand side.
• Graph 5 is a plot of the ratio
• Graph 6 is a plot of exp

— ^

max

Im[2(^)]d(5 vs. max*
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• Graph 7 is a plot of
OA) =

i(^n

1 r^tnAx
exp —3 /
Im[c(())]dd

ii(o)i

vs. (^fnax

Notice that "1 implicitly depends on m and on OA. since z { d : e) comes from
solving the dispersion relation for a given a = Q^. In the graph, the 1-axis is
labelled "product."
• Graph 8 is a plot of the ratio
m. OA)
l(5rx.ax;0,o{l)) •
This measures the ratio of the rates of detuning from perfect resonance.
ma.x;

O.A) depends on z { 6 ; e ) obtained by solving the dispersion relation

with Falkner-Skan profile and order of accuracy O.A.

0^o(l)) depends

on z { S : e ) obtained by solving the dispersion relation with Blasius profile and
leading-order accuracy. Thus the plot shows us how the response to detuning
of a flow with a nonzero pressure gradient compares to that of a zero-pressuregradient flow.
Because

O.A.) and "I(c)r„,ix; 0, o(l)) decay exponentially in d", we expect

the curve to be concave upward or concave downward. Upward concavity in
dicates that the flow detunes more slowly under the pressure gradient than it
would in the zero-pressure-gradient case; downward concavity, that the nonzero
pressure gradient hastens detuning.
In the graph, the vertical axis "I(^max; ^^OA)/~I(^max;0,o(l)) is labelled
"co m pariso n- prod uc t."
Notice that in graph 8 of figure (5.13), the comparison curve is concave upward
for the case m = —.05. This means that an instability wave generated by distributed
receptivity under an adverse pressure gradient is less sensitive to detuning than an
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analogous wave formed under a zero pressure gradient. It may be that in the former
case, the rapid change in the boundary-layer thickness diminishes the effects of close
or even perfect resonance; detuning thus has a lessened effect.
In graph 8 of figures (5.16) and (5.19), on the other hand, the comparison curve
is concave downward for the favorable-pressure-gradient cases m = .05 and m = .4.
Thus as Qw shifts away from oib, the effects of resonance diminish more quickly when
there is a favorable pressure gradient than in the zero-pressure-gradient case. This
might be because distributed receptivity has a strong effect on flow fields with favor
able pressure gradients in the base flow. However, once the flow starts to detune, the
effects of perfect resonance subside rapidly. Notice that the curve for m = .4 (figure
5.19. graph 8) falls off more quickly than the curve for m = .05 (figure 5.16. graph
8). This shows that the more favorable the pressure gradient, i.e. the more parallel
the streamlines, the stronger the effect of perfect resonance on tlie corresponding TS
wave.
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6.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We investigated tlie development and evolution of an instability wave in a flow field
over a flat plate resulting from the interaction between a free-stream time-harmonic
disturbance, such as an acoustic wave, and small-amplitude surface waviness. We
focused on the situations of resonance and near resonance between the wall waviness
and the Tollmien-Schlichting wave in a region surrounding the LBNSP. We sought
to determine how this resonance together with tlie pressure gradient in the base flow
field affected tiie amplitude of the wave as it was advected downstream.
In Chapter 2. we formulated our model. We considered only incompressible flu
ids and two-dimensional flow. Leading- and trailing-edge effects were ignored and it
was assumed that the free-stream-disturbance wavelength was very long compared
to the region of interest. The governing equations and boundary conditions were
constructed and nondimensionalized. The solution was expanded in a double per
turbation expansion in two small parameters: the free-stream disturbance velocity
divided by the free-stream mean flow velocity and the wall height divided by a length
scale on the order of the thickness of the boundary layer at the lower-branch neutral
stability point (LBNSP). This resulted in four main equations:
1. The base flow equation represents the flow about which we perturbed: it is the
flow that would exist if the wall waviness and the free-stream disturbance were
not present. The base flow is steady.
2. The free-stream perturbation equation describes the flow that results over a
flat wall in the presence of a free-stream time-harmonic disturbance. It yields
a Stokes wave.
3. The wall perturbation equation represents the situation in which the wall is
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wavy but tliere is no free-stream disturbance present. Tliis also leads to a
steady flow.
4. In the interaction equation, both the wall waviness and the free-stream distur
bance are present. The forcing term in this equation is produced by both the
wall perturbation and the Stokes wave.
To solve these equations, a Green's-function approach was introduced. This involves
replacing the wavy wall with a point source (delta function) at XQ.
In Chapter 3. we solved for the TS wave generated in the local region about the
point source. Our problem was a generalization of Goldstein's (1985), in which we
allowed the possibility of nonzero pressure gradient and streamwise variation in the
amplitude of the c.xternal forcing. We developed a transformation that allowed us to
parallel Goldstein's approach closely in solving for the largest growing TS wave in the
local region of the point source.
Because we were only interested in solving the problem in a neighborhood of the
point source, we were able to Taylor expand the coefficients of the governing equations
to eliminate any dependence on the local streamwise variable X at leading order in
these equations. This assumption allowed us to use Fourier transformations to solve
the governing equations (which have a triple-deck structure) and obtain expressions
for the stream function and the dispersion relation. We fixed xq and the nondimensional frequency Sq, then solved for the wavenumber k in the dispersion relation
iA(xo, <So,/c) = 0. We found that the roots have a limit point of zero. We established
which root corresponded to the largest-growing TS wave. This is the wave most likely
to lead to instability downstream. Since our work was directed toward the study of
such instability, we only solved for the component of the stream function correspond
ing to the largest-growing instability wave. This yielded the coupling coefficient, a
measure of receptivity.

We computed the coupHng coefficient numerically for base flows with Falkner-Skan
profiles. We produced several sets of plots for different values of the Falkner-Skan
parameter m. We graphed the coupling coefficient as a function of the location of
the point source XQ over the interval

3xib/2]. We also plotted the coupling

coefficient evaluated at xq = xib as a function of m . The latter graph showed that
the coefficient decreased monotonically with increasing rn.
f
In Chapter 4, we investigated the behavior of the TS wave as it is advected down
stream of the local region containing the point source. Over these larger streamwise
distances, the thickness of the boundary layer changes and the parallel-flow assump
tion no longer holds.
We devised an ansatz for the stream function and substituted it into the governing
equations. This ansatz implicitly contained the triple-deck structure of the TS wave.
It also allowed for slow variation in the wavenumber a corning from the slow thicken
ing of the boundary' layer as the wave is advected downstream from the point source.
The resulting equation had the form of the Orr-Sommerfeld equation with variable
coefficients, plus additional non-parallel-flow terms. Since these equations contained
the triple-deck structure, it follows that they are interactive boundarj'-layer equa
tions. Thus to solve for the amplitude of the stream function, it was necessary to
bring pressure back into the governing equations. B\' matching pressure between the
regions, we obtained the dispersion relation.
We now undertook a numerical investigation of the TS wave and its amplitude
in a flow field whose base flow field had a Falkner-Skan profile. We determined that
the LBNSP moves monotonically upstream as dP/dx increases. This is consistent
with the fact that flows with favorable pressure gradients tend to be more stable than
those whose pressure gradients are adverse; and the stronger the favorable pressure
gradient, the more stable the flow. We also showed that at any point downstream
of the LBNSP, the largest TS wave is the one that originated at the LBNSP. Plots
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showing a as a function of x were also given.
The TS wave is an eigenmode, so it can only be resolved to an undetermined
constant. To establish the value of this constant, it was necessary to match the
downstream solution with the solution for the local region about XQ. found in Chapter
3. By taking the undetermined constant to be the coupling coefficient, we found that
the downstream TS wave became the natural extension of the localized TS wave over
the local and downstream regions. We called this the global TS wave generated at
the point source XQ. Moreover, we found that by setting x = XQ in the leading-order
dispersion for tlie downstream region that we recovered the dispersion relation for the
local region. Plots of the amplitude of the global TS wave generated at the LBNSP as
a function of the downstream distance x were given for various values of Falkner-Skan
parameters.
The global TS wave was then used to determine a region surrounding the LBN'SP
such that TS waves generated at point sources xq located outside the region are
e.xponentially smaller than the TS wave generated at xib-

We also determined a

relationship between the accuracy needed for the dispersion relation and the width of
the region surrounding the LBNSP over which the global TS wave will have leadingorder accuracy.
Since

is the sum of the </' over all Xq in a certain region surrounding the

LBNSP, this result suggests that we should expect that distributed receptivity itself
will be somewhat localized in a region of

surrounding the LBNSP. Indeed, the

method of steepest descents used in Chapter 5 will verify this. This result strongly
affects the accuracy that will be needed in the dispersion relation in order to resolve
the TS wave to leading order over the region of interest.
In Chapter 5, we moved beyond the case of a point source and considered a
sinusoidal wall. We arrived at the solutions for this wall by summing the pointsource solutions over a finite region containing the LB.NSP. Since the wave does
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not attain a significant amplitude until it has advected downstream of the LBNSP
Z|b, we limited ourselves to considering the wave at

> xit,. We approximated the

integral by deforming the contour and using the method of steepest descents. This
approximation will depend on the saddle point xo.sWith this approximation, we were able to compare the growth rate of the TS
wave corresponding to local and distributed receptivity. This was done by expressing
the ratio of the magnitude of the instability wave generated from the wavy wall to
that of the wave generated at the point source located at the LBXSP. The ratio was
very small for the case of an adverse pressure gradient. This is a consequence both
of the large growth of the wave produced at the point source, and of the weakening
of the distributed-receptivity solution by phase cancellation resulting from the rapid
thickening of the boundary layer. Even when there is a small favorable pressure
gradient, the contribution of the distributed source to the instability wave is small
compared to that from the point source. Conversely, the ratio was large in the case of
a strong favorable pressure gradient with nearly parallel flow. When there is no such
strong favorable pressure gradient, however, we cannot expect distributed receptivity
to make a significant contribution to the flow field at a large distance downstream of
the LBNSP.
We then defined a detuning parameter

S in terms of the wall and LBNSP wave

numbers: a^. = Qib(l + ^)- The integral governing the TS wave was expressed in
terms of J: this allowed us to write the ratio of the amplitude of the stream function
for the case of near resonance to that of perfect resonance. Regardless of the pressure
g r a d i e n t a n d a c c u r a c y o f t h e dispersion r e l a t i o n , c o m p l e t e d e t u n i n g o c c u r r e d for

S=

and larger. This was consistent with numerical results for dispersion relations
resulting from both Blasius and Falkner-Skan base flow profiles.
The final section of this chapter was a numerical study of the effect of pressure
gradient on sensitivity to detuning. We investigated Falkner-Skan flow with three
choices of parameter, representing adverse, weakly favorable, and strongly favorable
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pressure gradients. In each case, we calculated the ratio of the magnitude of the
stream function for a Falkner-Skan base flow to that of the stream function for a
Blasius base flow. This ratio of magnitudes was plotted as a function of the detuning
parameter

S.

Our results showed that when there is an adverse pressure gradient in the base
flow, the instability wave is relatively insensitive to detuning. Conversely, when the
pressure gradient is favorable and the base flow is more nearly parallel, the instability
wave is significantly reduced by deviation from perfect resonance: and the stronger
the favorable pressure gradient is, the more pronounced this sensitivity to detuning.
In summary, the principal results of the present work included a solution to the
dispersion relation for a general base flow with a nonzero pressure gradient beyond
leading order. A region of miLximal growth for TS waves that were generated from
point sources located in a region of width

surrounding the lower branch

neutral stability point (LBN'SP) was identified. Here R e is the global Reynolds num
ber. For adverse pressure gradients, it was also determined that, when the wall waviness and the TS wave are in exact resonance, the wave produced from distributed
receptivity is significantly smaller than the wave generated by a point source at the
LBNSP. For the case of a strong favorable pressure gradient the reverse is true. Fi
nally, an investigation of the effect of pressure gradient on detuning was carried out.
It showed that complete detuning occurs when the relative difference between the
wavenumber of the TS wave at the LBNSP and the wavenumber of the sinusoidal
wall is

It also revealed that the response to detuning varies with pres

sure gradient. For situations with a strong favorable pressure gradient, growth rates
are highly sensitive to an exact match between the wavenumbers of the wall and the
TS wave. On the other hand, as the pressure gradient grows less favorable, sensitivity
to detuning decreases.
The obvious next step to further this research would be to resolve the dispersion
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relation to higher order. Then the solution to the TS wave would be leading-order
accurate over larger regions.

For example, since we have resolved the dispersion

relation to 0(e), our results are valid to leading order over a region of C?(e') about
the LBNSP. By resolving the dispersion relation to C?(e^lne), we could extend this
region of leading-order accuracy to a region of

This is the extent of the

region of largest-growing TS waves, and hence this region makes the most important
contribution to the growth of the TS wave generated from distributed wall waviness.
With more work, the dispersion relation could be resolved to 0{e~).
To resolve the dispersion relation beyond order 0(e") miglit not be reasonable,
because it would entail the expenditure of considerable effort to solve large s\'stems of
partial differential equations for a small improvement in accuracy. Rather, we suggest
that the efforts of future workers be directed toward further generalizations of our
model. A number of such generalizations suggest themselves. The fluid might be
allowed to be compressible. Surface vibration or suction slots might be added to our
wall; or the magnitude of the wall waviness might be increased, allowing for nonlinear
effects. Finally, we might admit the third dimension, considering a fiat surface with
three-dimensional bumps or an axisymmetric three-dimensional surface.
Although, the model developed in this work, has arguably only indirect application
to practical problems of aerodynamics, it does open some new possibilities for research
in the field. For example, the addition of a nonzero pressure gradient facilitates the
design of experiments to test the model's predictions, which in turn enable us to
create a new set of benchmark cases for testing numerical simulations. At the least,
our work could be regarded as a small step towards understanding some fundamental
problems in the field of transition to turbulence.
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A.

PARALLEL-FLOW ASSUMPTION

In studying the stability of two-dimensional flow fields, the standard procedure is
to introduce a small disturbance into an existing laminar flow field. The original
flow field is referred to as the base flow field: the component resulting from the
disturbance is the perturbed flow fleld. In general, the base and mean flow fields
need not be equal. However, they are always equal for the case of steady flow. This
is the only case we shall consider.
The general procedure is as follows. Let -ib be the stream function for the entire
flow field. We will break the flow field into two components by writing xi) as
y = ^ + in' .
where

is the stream function for the base flow field and

corresponds to the per

turbation flow field resulting from the disturbance. If the base flow field is known,
we can find a set of equations for approximating the perturbation flow field. We
substitute the expression for tp into the Xavier-Stokes equations and boundary con
ditions, subtract the equations involving only the base flow component, and drop
all quadratic terms containing products of perturbation terms (primed terms). The
resulting equations will be linear in the primed terms. These equations will serve as
the approximate governing equations for the perturbation flow field.
We consider introducing a disturbance to a base flow field over a flat plate. Let
L* be a characteristic streamwise length scale for a given problem. This might be
the length of the plate, or the distance between the leading edge and some point of
interest downstream on the plate. If we only need to resolve the local behavior of
the perturbed flow field over a streamwise distance t that is small compared to the
characteristic length scale L' {t

L*), then it natural to assume that the base flow

field is locally parallel. Thus if we are only interested in the perturbation field in the
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neighborhood of a point xo along the plate, then it is reasonable to Taylor expand
about XQ.

This is known as the parallel-flow assumption.

Under this assumption, we let

= ^(y). This further simplifies the equations

the base flow field

gov'erning the perturbation solution. A solution to the perturbation equations is then
sought using a normal mode analysis. If we assume that the normal mode solutions
form a basis for the space containing all the initial conditions of interest: that is. if
any initial condition we consider can be written in terms of the eigenmodes of the
perturbation equation, then without loss of generality It suffices to look for solutions of
the form ^(x. y) = (p[y) exp [i(ax — uj i)]. Substituting this ansatz into the equations
governing the perturbation term and using the parallel-flow assumption, we arrive at
the Orr-Sommerfeld equation
{U{y)

-

c ) { D ^ - a ')0( y ) - U " { y ) m = ( i a / 2 e ) - ' ( D ' ^ - a ' f o { y ) .

where D = d / d y , U { y ) =

= a c . and Re is the Reynolds number based on

the thickness of the boundary layer at the point XQ.
We wish to solve the equation for both the eigenvalues and the corresponding
eigenmodes.

In order to determine a solution, a dispersion relation of the form

'D(/2e,a,u;) = 0 is developed. This gives the necessary dependency between a. u).
and Re. Typically, Re

either uj or a (but not both) is given, and the other is

determined via the dispersion relation. Although the most general case is a,u: e C.
this case is not usually encountered in practice. Instead, the given value is taken to
be real. If the wavenumber a G R is given, then we are solving a temporal stability
problem: the growth of the instability in time is investigated. If the frequency w G K
is given, then we are solving a spatial stability problem: the growth of the fixedfreciuency instability wave is considered over a certain spatial region. Most results in
classical Orr-Sommerfeld theory are for temporal stability problems. However, this
paper will focus on spatial stability problems. In experiments with parallel and nearparallel flow fields, the physical properties of spatial modes are closer than those of
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temporal modes to the instabilities observed.
From the dispersion relation, we can obtain the marginal, or neutral stability

curve. This provides a convenient representation of the stability properties of a given
flow as a function of the Reynolds number. Consider spatial stability theory, for which
u! is real. For a fixed frequency and Reynolds number, the dispersion relationship
determines the corresponding wavenumber a, which in general is comple.x. However,
for a fixed Reynolds number (within the range of interest for instability waves), there
are typically two values of uj for which the corresponding a is real, so that the wave
is neutrally stable. As the Reynolds number is varied, a sequence of such neutral
stability points is found; these make up the neutral stability curve.

For a given

Reynolds number, the smaller value of a lies on the lower branch of the neutral
stability curve, while the larger value of alpha lies on the upper branch. The 'critical'
Reynolds number is the smallest Reynolds numlier on the neutral stability curve,
where the lower and upper branches meet. The region inside the neutral stability
curve corresponds to unstable conditions, while the region outside corresponds to
stable conditions. This is depicted schematically in figure (A.l). On the neutral
stability curve, both ui and a are real, so that spatial and temporal stability theory
lead to the same curve. The neutral stability curve may also be presented as a plot
of frequency versus Reynolds number. The interested reader should see Drazin and
Reid (1981) and Panton (1984) for a more detailed discussion.
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Neutral Stability Curve

unstable
inner
region

stable
outer
region

LBNSP

UBNSP

FIGURE A.L. A schematic of the neutral-stability curve. The horizontal axis rep
resents the /?e-axis. The vertical axis is the nonclimensional wavenumber a. The
horizontal dashed line represents a fixed wavenumber QQ- Superimposed on the hor
izontal line is the behavior of various instability waves with fixed wavenumber QQ.
The behavior of instability waves of that wavenumber at various points along the
plate is indicated along the dashed line. Waves to the left of the LB.X'SP are damped;
between the LBNSP and the UBNSP, they grow; to the right of the UBNSP, they
are damped once again. Notice that for sufficiently large a, there are no Reynolds
numbers at which the waves become unstable. Physically, all waves with sufficiently
small wavelength (large wavenumbers) are always damped by viscositj'.
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B.

ASSUMPTIONS IN THE MODEL

In tliis appendix we study tlie key assumptions of the model. These are:
• Two-dimensional flow field
• Leading-edge effects are negligible (the instability wave that forms at the leading
edge does not have significant effects in the region of interest)
• Trailing-edge effects are negligible
• The flow field is laminar and attached (no separation)
• The time-harmonic free-stream disturbance is long compared to the region of
interest, so that it may be treated as if it had infinite wavelength
• No vibrations of the surface
• Effects due to curvature are negligible
• Incompressible flow (compressible effects only appear in the free-stream bound
ary condition)
The reasons for most of these assumptions are self-evident. However, a few need some
explanation.
Justifying the long-wave assumption in the case of a free-stream acoustic wave is
not at all trivial. The relevant calculations are presented in Appendix (C).
The decision to ignore leading-edge effects is supported by the results of Goldstein
(1985), who showed that an instability wave emanating from the leading edge would
be subdominant to one formed at a local bump in the vicinit}' of the LBNSP. A TS
wave originating at the leading edge is damped at an exponential rate as it travels
downstream until it reaches the LBNSP; after that, it begins to grow again. Because
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of this decay, its amplitude will be smaller than that of a TS wave created by a bump
of sufficient height and similar wavelength located near the LBNSP.
Perhaps the most questionable assumption is the first. How reasonable are 2-D
assumptions for predicting transition? Obviously, such an assumption can only be
expected to apply to surfaces that are. at least over the region of interest, relatively
flat. Even on such a surface, the 2-D assumptions may be invalid if, for e.xaniple.
there is flow normal to the streamwise direction (e.g. cross flow on a wing), or if
streamwise vorticity occurs. .A. 2-D model cannot be expected to predict transition due
to localized bumps like rivets, insect debris, or ice accretion, whicfi are fundamentally
3-D. For e.xample, rivets are cylinders that produce 3-D wakes on their lee sides with
respect to the oncoming flow field.
It is a well known fact that for certain flow fields, the 2-D Orr-Sommerfeld theory
has been quite successful in estimating the value of the critical Reynolds number (the
smallest Reynolds number at which the flow becomes turbulent). The validity of 2-D
Orr-Sommerfekl theory is based on Squire's Theorem. This states that if a flow has
an unstable three-dimensional eigenmode (disturbance) at a Reynolds number Re^othen there is a corresponding and more unstable two-dimensional eigenmode at a
Reynolds number Re>D < Re^o- Experimentally, TS waves have been seen to have a
2-D structure and are known to lead to turbulence. .Moreover, 2-D Orr-Sommerfeld
theory has been matched to flat-plate experimental data with some degree of success
(Drazin k Reed 1981; Goldstein 1985; King 2001). The discrepancies between the
predictions of Orr-Sommerfeld theory and the results of other experiments may be
due to the practical impossibility of producing a truly flat plate, hence of generating
a flow field with zero pressure gradient over the plate.
(It should be noted that Squire's theorem cannot be used directly in justifying
our 2-D assumption. We are not looking for the critical Reynolds number, so Squire's
theorem is not applicable. Far from assuming that there is a broad spectrum of
background noise, we assume that there is none at all: our flow field is subjected to
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forcing by a free-stream disturbance with a fixed frequency. We also note that Squire's
transformation, used in the proof of Squire's tlieorem, is only valid for parallel flowthus it could only be applied to our model in the local region where the TS wave is
generated.)
Eigenvalue analysis has done well in describing flows driven by thermal or centrifu
gal forces, such as Rayleigli-Benard convection or Taylor-Couette flow (flow between
two cylinders rotating at different speeds) (Drazin & Reed 1981). However, it has
proven less useful in predicting transition for flow fields with instabilities driven by
shear flows. In particular, for planar Couette flow and channel flow (planar Poiseuille
flow), Orr-Sommerfeld theory has not been particularly successful in matching exper
imental data (Trefethen et al. 1993).
Because of these failures of the eigenvalue approach, competing theories have been
devised, such as that of Trefethen et al. (1993). These theories assert that transition is
brought about not by 2-D but by .3-D disturbances. Their approach is to linearize the
equations about the laminar flow field using 3-D perturbations. If the eigenvectors
are not orthogonal then the non-modal terms grow algebraically; their amplitudes
may be enlarged by a factor of 1000. Bccause of this rapid growth, they can give rise
to turbulence before the eigenmodes grow large enough to do so.
Such a method has been more successful than an eigenmode approach for sys
tems in which the eigenvectors are non-orthogonal, such as planar Couette flow and
Poiseuille flow. However, it has not been applied to open flows, such as the flow
over a flat plate investigated here. There has been little incentive to do so, since the
standard eigenvalue approach has sufficed.
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C.

ACOUSTIC LONG-WAVE APPROXIMATION

In this appendix we will justify the long-wave assumption and derive the free-stream
boundary condition. By assumption, the free stream is 2-D. inviscid, and irrotational.
VVe will look at a small disturbance in the exterior base flow field due to an acoustic
wave. The free-stream boundary condition only plays a role in the anahsis over the
local interaction region (the neighborhood of the point source :i-o), so at a certain point
in the derivation of the equation governing the disturbance owing to the acoustic wave
in the exterior flow field, it will be advantageous to localize the base flow about the
point xq. Moreover, locally the external flow will be parallel to the plate. Thus we
will assume that the base flow is unidirectional and parallel to the plate over this
region.
The dimensional Euler equations are

and

We consider a perturbation on the base flow. Let

P' =P'q+P\.
P' =Pl+P\:
V = Vo -f- Vj .
Base flow terms have a subscript 0; perturbation terms, a subscript 1. These terms will
be substituted into the dimensional Euler equations. Since we only seek a linearization
of the perturbation terms about the base flow, the following rules will apply:
• Any product of perturbation terms (those containing a subscript I) are dropped
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• The leading-order variables (those containing only variables with a subscript 0)
satisfy the Euler equations
• It is cissurned that the base flow is steady and incompressible (so that it can
-> «

match to our boundary-layer equations). Thus

= constant and V • Vq = 0.

Substituting these expansions into the Euler equations and keeping only the linear
equations involving the perturbation terms yields
+

v')p: = -rf (V' - v;).

and
a,, v; + (v; • V") r-; + ( v ; • v) v j = —L v','! •
\
/
\
/
P
Q

Define
Dq

=

df

• V .

+ VQ

Using the relation
P•i = c•'J p i .
*

we can rewrite the equations as
d:;-: = -Pic-^ ( v " • ? ; ) .
and
D:f: + (5r v ) =
^
'

HQ

where c* is the speed of sound and is assumed to be constant (homogeneous medium).
These equations are valid over the long scale. They have nontrivial solutions.
Fortunately, we will only need a solution valid on a local scale (the TS wavelength).
Recall that when we solved for the qucisi-Green's function, the local region about xq
was the only region where the free-stream harmonic disturbance (the acoustic wave)
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interacted with the wall hump (the delta function). After the generation of the TS
wave in the local region, it was assumed that the TS wave evolved as a homogeneous
eigenmode as it travelled downstream. The only changes in the wave were brought
about by the change in the thickness of the boundary layer; after its genesis in the
boundary layer, it is assumed that the TS wave is no longer be affected by the acoustic
wave in the free stream. This can be seen in Murdock (1980). Moreover, we have seen
in chapter (5) that the integral of the Green's-function solutions can be approximated
by the value of the integrand in the neighborhood of the saddle point.
Thus if we restrict our region of interest to a neighborhood of a point Xq that is
much shorter than the distance to the LBNSP, we may treat Vq as a constant. That
is. let t be the short length scale and L' the long length scale. If t

L', then

by nondimensionalizing the perturbation terms by the short scale in the streamwise
direction, we would find that for the velocity Vg = U*'i + V'j, the terms involving V*
and U^. would not show up at leading order in the governing equations. Here I is the
unit vector in the x' direction and j is the unit vector in the ij* direction. Locally, it
is as though v* is independent of x'. Note that this is precisely what happens in the
Orr-Sommerfeld equations.
Thus it suffices to make the approximation

Since we are only interested in the the appro.ximate solutions to the weakly com
pressible equations near the plate and only consider base flow fields with external
flow fields that are nearly parallel away from the plate, it suffices to let U'[xQ, y') ^
U^U (xq) = U . .\lternatively, we could seek solutions for p' and v* that were
C

Q

independent of y' and leave the y' in U'{xQ,y') as a parameter.
Using this local approximation in the governing equations yields
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and
d;vI = - v V where D* = df + Uq dx- and p* = Pt/Pod y - , d f , and also D*. since

that ( V •) commutes with dx-.

is a constant. Taking D* of the first equation and

substituting for D* v| from the second equation yields the governing equation for p":
(D.;)V=c''AV.
where A' = 9^. + d'y..
If we make the Galilean transformation
r X *
S « = X « — L'
t
Q

T * = tX*
so that the derivatives transform as
dr- =

D:

ds'

Ox- .

=

then the governing equation for p* becomes the wave equation:

d2 • = c*2 ^A « p* ,
where A* = d';. + d'y.. Since c* = uj' / k ' .
p* = exp [i { k ' s * — w*r*)] = exp [iu;* { { x ' — U ^ t ' ) j c — i*}]
is a solution to the wave equation.
Ne.\t, using the scalings
U =

T'

T ' j j ' = e -' S o
t' = T ' t
x' = L* X = u'^ r X
U*
Moo = ^ « 1
c*
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from Chapter 2, we obtain
p* = exp [ie ' ^ Sq {M oc (j: - f ^e(x-o) t ) - ^ } ]
= exp i So
Notice tliat if M^c

-\'L

{:r - 0;.(xo) t ) exp

'i«S'o
e-

e", then the pressure, hence the velocity, is independent of x

to leading order. If .Moc = 0{€~), then the pressure, hence the velocity, would depend
on an order-one function of x. In particular,

= Uf^ix) exp [i.So/e'^] i would be such

a solution.
In summary, we have found that if M^c = 0{e'), the long-wave approximation is
valid on any length scale t «C L' to

/L'). and that for the problem of interest

we only need the approximation to hold locally. Care should be taken in applying the
results of the analysis to an experiment, since as e -> O"*" we must ha\-e M^c
Since c* is finite and

= Re =

as

will decrease, so that v must not only go to zero but must

—)• 0"^. L* =

L*/u'

0"^.

oc, it follows that U'^ —> O"'". However,

do so faster than U'^ L'. For example, the speed of sound c* in air at sea level with
a temperature of 0 degrees centigrade is 331 m/s. For c = 1/10 (near the critical
Reynolds number) we would need Moc ~

= 10""- This leads to

~ 3 m/s.
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D.

D.l.

MOTIVATION FOR THE NONDIMENSIONAL SCALINGS

General Governing Equation Scalings

In order to nondimensionalize the equations, relevant characteristic dimensional quan
tities for velocity, time, and length scales must be found for the problem at hand. It
must be determined whether the flow evolves on scales related to typical values in
the base flow equations, or to typical values in the unsteady flow field coming from
the small disturbance. Characteristic values are usually taken from both the basic
steady state and unsteady disturbance flow fields: the present case is no exception.
Since the velocity of the flow over the plate is of the same order as the mean ve
locity

just upstream of the leading edge, it is reasonable to take this to be the

characteristic velocity scale. Such a velocity could, in theory, be measured in the
laboratory. It should be pointed out that although Ug{x') and

are expected to

be of the same order, they need not be equal. U^{x') is the velocity of the flow over
the plate that would occur if there were no viscosity present. If the Euler equations
were the governing equations and if we had slip boundary conditions over the surface
of the plate, then U^{x') would be the velocity of the fluid at the surface. This is
sometimes called the slip velocity. Since

is constant, the velocities can be equal

only if U^{x*) is constant as well. This only happens when the base flow has a zero
pressure gradient. We will also need the magnitude of u 'aix') and the free-stream
pressure. Let

denote the typical amplitude of the velocity due to the free-stream

disturbance, and take p'^ to be the free-stream pressure.
Next, characteristic time and length scales must be determined. There are two
possible approaches to this problem. One is to fix a length scale, then stretch the
advective time scale so that time enters at leading order in the lower deck, where the
fluid is slower-moving. The other is to fix a time scale, then adjust the advective
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length scale until the governing equations display a triple-deck structure in a certain
region along the plate. We will examine each of these approaches in more detail.
In some situations there is a natural length scale in the problem. One such case is
when there is a disturbance on the surface of the plate at a distance Lj (the subscript
d standing for "disturbance") downstream from the leading edge. In this case it is
natural to choose L'^ as the characteristic length scale and to stretch the time scale
accordingly. The disturbance may take the form of a smooth bump, or of a sharp
change in curvature. Both of these situations have been investigated by other workers.
Tlie interaction of a steady flow field with a smooth bump was studied by Smith
(1979), who examined how the shape of the bump affects the free-stream flow field.
In this case, the disturbance gives rise to a triple-deck structure, provided that the
spatial structure of the disturbance is on the order of the Tollmien-Schlichting (TS)
wavelength

in the streamwise direction, and on the order of the lower deck

or smaller, in the direction normal to the plate. Here Re^ = {U^L'^)fu').
(The subscript L indicates that the Reynolds number is based on a known length
scale.)
Goldstein (1985) e.xamined how a sharp change in curvature, located a distance Lj
downstream from the leading edge of an otherwise flat plate, affects small-amplitude
acoustic waves travelling in a direction parallel to the plate. He discovered that the
change in curvature causes the long acoustic wave to be scattered into a continuous
spectrum of wavelengths. When scattered waves are represented by a Fourier trans
form, each wavelength is associated with an amplitude. Under the right conditions
involving the change in curvature and the frequency of the acoustic wave, the ampli
tude function for the wave spectrum will be close to a delta function for short-scale
disturbances on the order of the TS wavelength.
Given a natural length scale Lj, the advective time scale
r* =

where

= Rec =

is stretched to

This is the scaling for time that is

required for the inertia term u \ . to first enter the local triple-deck equations at leading
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order in tlie lower deck, where the fluid is slower-moving and therefore has less inertia
to overcome. Thus when there is a characteristic length scale Lj, the relevant time
scale will depend on it. The dispersion relation obtained from the Orr-Somnierfeld
equation then shows that the TS wave (instability wave) depends on
this method of rescaling the time in terms of

as well. Hence

is the correct approach when the

problem has a known natural length scale.
For the problem of a fixed-frequency disturbance interacting with distributed wall
waviness, there is no natural length scale, since the distance to the lower-branch
neutral stability point (LBNSP) is unknown and must be determined through the
analysis. Indeed, because of the existence of adverse pressure gradients in wind tun
nels, pinpointing the LBNSP can be difficult if not impossible. In practice, it is much
easier to fix a characteristic time scale. By assumption, the problem has a known
fixed harmonic frequency cj*. It is therefore natural to take a known multiple of l/w*
a s t h e characteristic t i m e scale a n d from this, via t h e advective relation L* = U * T ' ,
to define a characteristic length scale in terms of U!^/u!'.
The approach taken by Goldstein (1983) was to choose T ' = l / u i ' as the natural
time scale, then to stretch the advective length scale

In this case, the ad

vective length scale is the distance that an instability wave being advected with the
flow would travel during the time it takes for the perturbation in the free stream to
go through one oscillation. It was assumed that the equations only display a tripledeck structure in the neighborhood of the LBNSP (see Healey (1995)); accordingly,
the horizontal length scale was stretched until the equations displayed a triple-deck
structure. The resulting horizontal length scale was
r=e;-%,
'jJ
where ej® = R e ^ =

(D.l)

/{u}*v'). (The subscript a; indicates that the Reynolds number

is based on a known frequency, or time scale.)
Smith (1979) employed an alternative approach: to define a characteristic length
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scale Lfj, as the distance from the leading edge to the unknown LBNSP, then to stretch
the time scale by a parameter depending on LJi,. In this approach, both distance and
time are nondimensionaiized in terms of the unknown scale L'n^. It should be noted
that Goldstein (1985) used a similar scaling, except that he stretched the Strouhal
number. St = uj'T*. instead of stretching time. However, the scaling.s are equivalent.
If the Strouhal number is stretched:
St = r*a;' = ^ I ' S q ,
then from the advective relation

where S q = 0 { l ) ,
T',

it follows that

=

(D.2)
UJ

On the other hand, if the time scale is stretched:
rp*
^

T*
2 lb
^f Tr *
^ oc

then from the advective relation and from St = 5o = 0(1), we again obtain (D.2). In
both of these cases (SQ depends on the Reynolds number, hence on e. This results in
an extra expansion of »5o in terms of the Reynolds immber. which unnecessarily com
plicates the calculation. This can be remedied by not expanding the nondimensional
frequency in e when expanding the equations in a perturbation series. This method
is known as Pritulo's technique.
Although there are arguments against nondimensionalizing the ecjuations with re
spect to an unknown length scale, there are also good reasons for using this approach.
For example, the Orr-Sommerfeld equation is usually derived in terms of a known dis
tance. It is then solved to arrive at a dispersion relation in terms of a nondimensional
frequency cu (related to the Strouhal number St), nondimensional wave number Q,
and Reynolds number Re. Plots of the neutral stability curve in terms of nondi
mensional frecjuency, or of nondimensional wave number, vs. Reynolds number are
then given. If one wishes to compare one's results directly to the well-known results
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of Orr-Somnierfelcl theory, it makes sense to use the same scaling as that used for
the Orr-Sommerfeld equation. Thus, it is worth further examining the approach of
scaling the equations by the unknown parameter
In the case that
then so is

and

are known, it follows from (D.2) that if So is known

For this case, it might appear best to let T ' = l / u j ' . thus avoiding an

unnecessary order-one parameter So in the problem. However, when we leave out this
parameter we no longer know the nondimensional location xib of the LB.XSP: for it is
the degree of freedom that So brings to the equations that allows the LB.N'SP to be
located at x = 1. That is. if the length scale is noiidimensionalized by distance from
the leading edge to the LBNSP LJ^, then the corresponding nondimensional distance
of the LBNSP from the leading edge is xib = 1. Thus if So is set to one. as in Goldstein
(1983). then xib must be determined using the dispersion relation, .\lternatively. one
could include <So and set x = 1 in the dispersion relation, then solve for the value of
«So that satisfies the dispersion relation. We can derive a simple relationship between
these two approaches:
= Rec
_

U'
/"r*2
,
^ PC r«
~ u'u:' 'Yc
=

ReMbjjT

and, from relation (D.2),
_ «5,
0-1/6
=

(D.3)

D.2.

Base Flow Scalings

Since the base flow field plays an important role in the perturbation equations, it is
advantageous to study not only how the dimensional base flow equations should be
nondimensionalized, but also how the base flow equations change under a dilation of
spatial scales. Because most of the interesting physics for this problem takes place
near the LBNSP in the streamwise direction, and in the vicinity of the boundary layer
in the direction normal to the wall, it makes sense to scale the base flow field by the
characteristic scales for the boundary layer.
The governing equation for the steady base flow is

with no-slip boundary conditions at the wall
= 0;

with the condition that outside the boundary layer the flow returns to the free-stream
flow

oc) == U l { x ' ) \
and with the upstream "initial condition" in x '
dy.ib'{x =Q.y >Q) = U:[x'),
where because of the no-slip conditions at the wall, there exists a discontinuity in the
velocity at the leading edge x' = y' = 0.
Nondimensionalize the equations as:
x' = X'x,

y' = y ' y ,

and

w'{x',y') — '^'ib{x.y).

Then dx- = dxjX' and dy' = dy/y. .\ssume that the nondirnensional variables are
all scaled to be order 1: that x', y', and xi)' are either large or small in the region of

interest and are being rescaied to keep the independent and dependent variables 0(1)
for a certain region of interest. Because of the geometry of tlie problem, we assume
<g; A": the boundary layer is long in x* and thin in y'. The no-slip boundary
conditions are homogeneous and put no constraints on X', y. or *&*. The boundary
condition as y* —> oc and the initial condition in x* require that
U^Ueix) =

= t p y . { x ' . y ' -> oo) = — d y i p { x . y -> oc),

C'4,t. v (x) = U ^ { x ' ) = il'l-ix' = 0. |?y*| > 0) = " ^ d y v i x

= 0. \y\ > 0).

Since y. c. C ' e i -v) are 0 ( 1 ) . in order to make the boundary conditions invariant to
length-scale changes we must have

= 0{U^y*): so let

Notice that we started with the simpler boundary conditions in order to extract
information about our scalings before proceeding to the more complicated governing
equation.
Next, we examine how the scalings affect the governing eciuation. Since the Laplacian shows up in the governing equations, we begin by examining how it is affected
by the scaling:

^
The governing equation becomes

Using 'P* = U^y yields

In order to satisfy the boundary conditions at the wall, viscous effects must enter at
leading order in the boundary-layer equations. This requires
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hence
yIn the region of interest
u'
U'X'

1
= —
Re

Thus the Laplaciiin

has a disparity in length scales with respect to the derivatives. Moreover, X ' =
\fRey'. This shows that on the scales of interest, the thin boundary layer must be
stretched in the direction normal to the wall in order to have a governing equation in
which both independent and dependent variables are 0{l).
The scaling for the boundary layer can then be written:

where y,n has been chosen for the nondimensional variable normal to the wall inside
the boundary layer. Substitution of this scaling into the equations yields

d{x.ljrn)

= A(A^).

Ignoring all terms of 0 [ l / R e ) and smaller gives the approximate cc|uation for the
base flow:
d{x,y^)
We should therefore expect that a leading-order governing equation for the base flow
will have a form like that given above, provided that the neglected terms stay bounded.
Next, the boundary-layer equations are examined under a dilation. Suppose the
initial scalings are X* and y*. That is,
T-

u'

X'-^ ~ U ' ^ X ' '

Consider a dilation of the dimensional scales of the form:
= vx'

and

y = vy\

where P is a scalar. Under this scaling the relation (D.4) becomes:
y-

u'

1

~ U'^[VX') ~ VRe'
Thus the structure of the boundary-layer equations, with respect to the rescaled
coordinates, remains invariant provided that VRe is interpreted as the new Reynolds
n u m b e r based o n tlie n e w l e n g t h scale X ' .
For example, suppose that the initial scale is the advective length scale X * =
U^Jui* with stretched scale V = e~'^. Then the new dimensional scales are

where R e = V R e . ^ = e

T'*

rr*

TT*

Co? *

iJ *

o/' *
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E.

DETERMINING THE WALL-HEIGHT SCALING

In this appendix we will develop the proper scaling for the wall height that will allow
the inhoniogeneous boundary terms to enter the lower deck of the wall perturbation
equation at leading order. The wall height h'{x') will be nondiniensionalized about
the mean wall height y' = 0. The nondimensionalization is
h'{x') =
where h { x : e ) is assumed to be order-one. We include

(E.l)
to allow the adjustment of

the boundary conditions at the wall to enter into the lower-deck equations at leading
order. This condition will determine 3 .
From (2.1) in Chapter 2. the nondimensionai governing equation and boundary
conditions become:
^

9{x.yrn)

(E.2)

with homogeneous no-slip, no-penetration boundary conditions at the surface of the
plate
Urn = e.^.e'^hix, X), t ) = ipy^{x, y,a = e,,.e^h{x. x). t ) = 0,
and with an inhomogeneous free-stream boundary condition that requires that the
flow return to the free-stream flow outside the boundary layer,
^ OC, 0 = U ^ { x ) + € ( U [ ^ i x ) e x p { - i e ~ ' ^ S o t ) .
where Cf = ul^/U^

1 and

= H'/y -C 1.

Expanding the Equations
From the governing equation and the boundary conditions, it is clear that the solution
will depend on the independent variables .r, y/„,, and t, as well as on the parameters ff,
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Cw and e . We now consider the limit ef

0,

0, with e small but fixed. That is,

we linearize the equation about the base flow equation corresponding to er =

= 0.

This amounts to expanding 0 in a double asymptotic series in (cf, e^v)We assume an ansatz of the form
tp{x. ijrn. t: 6 f ,

t: e ) +

e) =

+

y„,, t: c)

t : e) +

t:()

(E.3)

+ 0{e^.ei).
where the

arc all assumed to be 0{l).

If we assume that all of the transients have been washed far downstream then,
since the equations are linear, it is reasonable to search for only steady-state and
time-harmonic solutions to the governing equations for

and

Because the equations are linear there will be only time-harmonic solutions: in partic
ular, there will be no nonlinear mode interactions and hence no frequency doubling,
tripling, etc.
It follows then that
yrn, t ) =

y,„) .

= t/''"(.r,y„,)exp(-ie"-5oO ,
;y,„, t ) =

(E.4a)
(E.4b)

y,,,) ,

(E.4c)

t ) = e ' ° i b \ x , y,a) exp(-i e"" S o t ) ,

(E.4d)

where the wall and interaction terms have an unspecified power of e to allow for
any adjustments that must be made due to the forcing from their inhomogeneous
boundary conditions at the wall.
We now substitute (E.4) into (E.3), then substitute the ensuing expression for tp
into the governing equation (E.2) and its boundary conditions. Expanding all of the
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terms and grouping them by powers of ef and
0 0 .

_ .2

yields

b

d{.v.y^)
= '^x(^-O) =0'

•

oc) = 6e{x),
1 0

^-J

f ,

i«5o ^

d{^(Ljn)'^ •'^ )

d{-^{L,ni)P • ^' )

£rv ^

a(x.i,,„)

^

- "•

= '^xU'^0) = 0.
'^Vm

^

^fs{^) •
3(^:1;;;:)

"

C(^'O) = -e'^~^''°/i(^-X)i^'J„.^(x.O),
(-1% ym -> oc) = 0 .

11

,•>

I , i«5o ,

I

c)(A(/:.,„)t.^. t-'')

a(A(/:.,„,c.''. f'')

£f£w-

Un V V—-w
_ gHo
__1 _,_I W„^i-^{L,rn)V^- ^'
C>(x,/y,„)
d{x.ljrn)
0) = -f''
0.t) ,
w' L
vi(:i\ 0, 0 = -t^ - ' ° h { x ,
t^'Ln

)

0. t ) ,

ym -> oc, 0 = 0 .

We have not yet determined the values of Ho; ^o. and 3 that bring the wall forcing
in at leading order. For conceptual reasons, it will be easier to determine the proper
scaling for the parameters when h{x, x) is a localized bump than when it is a wavy
wall. In the case of a localized bump on the order of the TS wave (C9(e^)), it is
well known that a triple deck forms in the neighborhood of the bump. However,
when there is a wavy wall that undulates with a wavelength on the order of the TS
wave, each undulation produces a triple-deck structure. Defining the boundaries of
the individual bumps and accounting for the overlap regions that could occur with
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an arbitrary' h { x . x) needlessly complicates the task of determining the parameters.
For this reason, the determination of the parameters H Q, Iq- and 3 will be done for
the case
h{x,yi) = b{x -

Xo),

where 6 is a localized bump about some point XQ. W'e will require that 6 be a smooth
function that dies off at infinity faster than any polynomial:
lini x "9X"^(x — X Q) = 0.
x-tioc

V n. m € Z .

The values of U Q. / Q . and 3 determined for the case of the bump can then be applied
to the case of the wavy wall.

Scaling the Wall Boundary Conditions of the Wall perturbation Equation
Since the boundary conditions are the simplest in structure, we examine them
first. The boundary conditions at the wall in terms of

are:
- Xo):

v'^'ix.ym) =
where the dependence of

- XQ )

.

on xq has been suppressed. To transform tlie equation

to the short-scale inner solution, let x = e'x, X q = f^Xo, and
P'^JX. X Q, /Y^) = ^'^(X, XQ, (/,„) .
Then

= c>x/c^. and we can Taylor e.xpand

0) in x about xq to find

= ^^(xo + e ' i x - Xo).0) = 0''(xo,O) + O(e^).
Ultimately, we arc interested in the case where b is a delta function, which has the
property that (x - XO)"5(x — X Q ) = 0 for n > 1. We will therefore ignore the
terms in the boundary conditions. Using the previous information, we see that the

boundary conditions transform as
'I'L(X-O) =

- Xo),

^;^'(X.0) =

- Xo).

It is known that the inner region will have a triple-deck structure (Smith 1973).
The preceding equations are scaled to the main-deck region, but must be rescaled to
the lower-deck region. In Section 3.2, it is shown that

in which .-l^^'(x) is yet to be determined. In the matching region between the main
and lower deck.

and therefore
v&"(x,y„J~e(.4'^'(x)YA(xo))
as Urn = CY —>• 0 with Y fixed, where .4^^'YA(XO) is a 0(1) term.
This matching condition suggests a lower-deck ansatz of the form
IJrn) =

Y) ,

where ^'"'(X, Y) is a 0 [ \ ) function. This ansatz will guarantee the correct structure
of the solution in the matching region. To scale the lower deck, let
xjrn = 6Y,

d,j^ =

,

and

^^"(X, Y,„) = E^trXx, Y) .

Then the boundary conditions at the wall become

Sv'tr(X.O) =

- x„).

a,*r(x,0) = -e^-"»+\'4.,(io,0)6(X - Xo)
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Demanding that wall forcing on the right side enter at leading order and be no larger
than 0(1) requires ^ = H Q. Note that

3 = H'o is consistent with the results obtained

by Smith (1973). In his notation,

Ld

=e

^

h
> 6^ x-(

Using our notation with

F

a=U b+h e u "+••• .

/

= e ~ ' ^ y ' / L ' and xq — 0. this can be written:

//„, =

and y = y'' + U-ev''' H

.

Thus for Smith. 3 = M Q = 1. It should be pointed out that for now. 3 . and therefore
H 0, will remain undetermined.

Scaling the Wall Boundary Conditions of the Interaction Equation
Replacing

h { x . x ) by b { x — XQ) yields the boundary conditions for the bump:
4M (^'0) =

- XO) .

0i(x.O) = -€^-'°Tl.ijJx,0)b{X - Xo) .
These equations should not be expected to scale the same as the boundary conditions
for the case of the steady wall perturbation equation, since the wall-shape forcing
term is multiplied by

instead of by

While

governed the base state flow

field, which does not physically have a lower deck, the Stokes solution

(which is

derived in Subsection 2.1.5) does have an interior layer, known as the Stokes layer,
in which

must be rescaled. Although the Stokes layer scales the same as the lower

deck in the triple-deck structure, the two are not the same thing, since
display any short-streamwise-scale behavior. In fact, above the Stokes layer
= U{si^)ym ~

e («fs (:r)Y).

This suggests the scaling
ym) =

Y) ,

does not
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in wliicli tl'i(x.Y) = 0 ( 1 ) .

From the previous arguments for the wall solution, it seems reasonable to let
p \ x . X o , y m ) = *P'(X.Xo,y„i) •

Then the boundary conditions become
- Xo).
ax1''(x,0) = -e^-'°+-Vx„„.(:i-o,0)6(x - Xo).
In Section 3. 2, we show that

yp'(x. ym) = A ' ( X ) i i ' ^ ^ ( x o . i u ) .
where . 4' ( x ) is yet to be determined . In tlie matching region between the main and
lower deck,

and therefore
^'(x,?y„,) ~ e(.4'(x)YAo)
a s Um = eY —> 0 with Y fixed, where .4^^'YAO is a 0 { l ) term and where AQ S
Vl^yJ^O.O) = (j^JXo^yrn).
This matching condition suggests a lower- deck ansatz of the form
^ ' ( X , , 7 ^ ) = e ^ ' { ( x , Y) ,
where ^{(X, Y) is a 0 { \ ) function. This ansatz will guarantee the correct structure of
the solution in the matching region. Rescaling the boundary conditions to the lower
deck {y,n = eY,

dy„^

=

dy/e)

yields

AV^'{(X,0) = -c^-'°-^5;f.7/'[(xo,0)6(X - Xo),
c/x^'{(x,0) =

- Xo).
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Demanding that the forcing terms be C?(l) or smaller requires that 0 < 3— I q — I <
5 — Iq + 2. Demanding that at least one term come in at leading order gives /q =
This agrees with intuition in that

and

— 1.

should not scale the same with respect

to e in the lower deck, because the forcing terms in the boundary conditions for 4'"'
and

do not scale the same with respect to e in the lower deck. The forcing term for
is 0^. which is the stream function to the base flow. It does not contain a lower

deck region, hence is not rescaled in the boundary conditions for
term for

is

The forcing

which is the stream function to the Stokes wave; it does contain

a lower viscous region and must be rescaled in this region to give ei^f(xo,0). To be
consistent with standard triple-deck scalings, let /i = 1. Then M Q = I and I q = 0.
In summary, to leading order in e. the boundary conditions at the wall become
f//"(x. 0) =

-\ob{x - Xo) and V/Xx, 0) = 0,

where
67(x, Y) =

Y)

and

I7(x, Y) =

0).

The boundary conditions in terms of u-v-p notation tell us that the slope of the wall is
so gradual that to leading order the vertical deflection of the fluid may be neglected.
In terms of the stream function notation, it says that the streamlines against the wall
are parallel to the wall.
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F.

SOLVING FOR THE TS WAVE

This appendix contains the details involved in solving the local interaction equation
that governs the stream function for the component corresponding to the largest grow
ing TS wave. In particular, the Fourier transformed equations (3.55) are a complete
set. From these we can solve for the TS wave uniquely.

F.l.

Solving for U} in terms of .T*

Following Goldstein, let
= «i +

(F.la)

exp(i"^^''5o''"Yi)6'dYi.
<^0

--^0 Jo

Sv(7; = u', + ^ D ' + '-^exp(i''"-'Si'\)C/(Y).
= u'; +

(F.ib)

+ O-'iY)] exp(i'/'S^^'\).

(F.lc)

+ 2P'-5i'-p'(Y)

(F.ld)

•JO

ajff; = K + ^C"" + '-p
•JO

Aq

+ ^"'(Y)] EXP(I-'/''5O^'Y).
Substituting equations (F.lb), (F.ld), and (3.51) into equation (3.55a) and simplify
ing produces
u'l" + i (5o - k\oY)vfi = - i k exp (i -''/^5o^'Y)

U' +

Ao

(F.2)

Defining
5o
(i^•A)••^/••^i
DP
^=dX

(F.3)

Co = 7^

^
^
Q = '^^P^

G { Y) = e.xp(i-V25o'/"V) [(2CJ/' + 1 )0' + ^ Q ]

(F.4)
(F.5)

we can express equation (F.2) as
u"' + i (»SO — A;AOY)u'[ — —i K G { Y ) .

(F.6)

This is Goldstein's (1985) equation (3.34).
In order to solve for ui. the homogeneous part of equation (F.6) nuist be found:
variation of parameters can then be used to find a particular solution. The first step
is to use the change of variables
C = (iA-Ao)'/-V + CO,

«;(Y)=/(0.

6'(Y)=C(C)

(F.7)

to transform the left-hand side of equation (F.6) to the Airy equation. The trans
formed equation becomes

The homogeneous solutions to this equation are
fu.i = Ai(C)

and

fh.2 = Bi(C) •

To obtain a particular solution using \ariation of parameters, we need a fact about
the Wronskian of the homogeneous solution:
W[Ai (C ),Bi (C)] sdet

Ai (C) Bi (C)
Ai '(C) Bi '(C)

J.

TT

particular solution is
fp =

-(i ArAo)-/'^
Ao

Bi (C) f Ai (C ,)G(YOdY, - Ai (C) r Bi(G)G(Y,)dY
J 00
JO

,

(F.8)

where we have used the relations dCi = (i/i:Ao)'/^dY[, oci = (i Ao)'''^oc, and G(C) =
G(Y).
Notice that different lower limits of integration were chosen for each integral. Since
we only need a particular solution, we are free to choose them. As will soon be seen,
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alternating tlie lower limits between 0 and oc will cause all of the boundary terms to
vanish when we integrate by parts.
Using f = u i and f p = U i p , we obtain

u\ = c(/i ;)Ai (C) + C2 (A:)Bi(C) + u[p .
Furthermore, C goes to oci as Y goes to oc: thus to keep u[ bounded, Coik) must be
set to zero (cj(A:) = 0), since Bi(C) grows e.xponentially. Notice that 6'( Y ). i.e. 6'(C)decays exponentially fast as Y —> oc ((,'—> oci). This ensures that the particular
solution is bounded at oc (by virtue of L'HopitaFs rule on each term with the integral
on top). Thus
u , = — (i AQ)"^'''^" Bi(C) / Ai(Ci)G (Y ,)dY,-Ai(C) / Bi (G )G '(YI )dY,
AQ
•/oc
Jo
+ c{k).\[{0.

(F.9)

This gives equation (3.38) in Goldstein (1985).
There are now two unknowns in the equations: c { k ) and A \ k ) . We first solve for
c{k). Setting Y = 0 in equation (F.lc), and using the equations (3.50a) and (3.50c)
gives
d^U}{0) = 2';(0) +

Oo

Ao

+ O-'(O)] .

(F.IG)

Equating equations (3.55e) and (F.IO) yields
i70-? +

= ^yOliO) = S';(0) +

+ 6"(0)] . (F.ll)

We need to solve for u"(0) in equation (F.ll). Taking dy of equation (F.9) gives
u'liY) =

— (i k AQ)"''"'"
An

Bi'(C)Cv
/ Ai(C.)G(Yi)dY
Ji'(C)Cv r
Ai
Jx
-Ai'(OCv rBi(C,)G(Yi)dY,
Jo
+ Bi(C)Ai(C)G (Y )-Ai(C)Bi(C)G (Y)

+ c(^iAi'(C)Cv.

(F-1^)
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Setting Y to 0 gives
u'liO) = i k i r B i ' { Q )

Ai(Ci)G(Yi)dYi +c(^-)Ai'(Co)(iA:A)^/-\

(F.13)

Jo
where Cv = (iA.-Ao)^''"' and C(0) = Co \^'ere used.
Substituting equation (F.13) into equation (F.ll) gives
= i A .-7rBi '(Co) /" Ai(Ci )G (Y,)dYi + c (A ,-)Ai '(Co )(i A* A) 1/.3
Jo

i7o-^ +

+

-0.? + ^ [ - i " - S i ' - \ a F + C"(0)] .

Solving for c { k ) gives
k -j-\
«5o fi,
IO(.T-:^.?)-^T/'(0)
c i k ) = tT7
OQ /
AQ
Ai'(Co)(iA:Ao)^/^ L \

(F.U)

-A ;7rBi '(Co) /*" Ai (C,)G(Y,)dYi
Jo
This is equation (3.42) of Goldstein (1985).
Next, we solve for Ui. From equation (F.9),
"i =

—(i

Bi(C) /'Ai(Ci)G (Yi)dYi -Ai(C) [ Bi(Ci)G(Yi )dYi

AQ

Joo

Jo

+ c(A;)Ai(C),
where the value for c { k ) is given by equation (F.14). This expression must be inte
grated from an arbitrary point to Y. Since Ul is unique, it does not matter what this
point of integration is. However, since all of the boundary conditions for Y occur at
0 and 00, it makes sense to choose one of these as the lower limit of integration. For
definiteness, integrate from oo to Y. Then we obtain
I,(Y) - S.Coo) =

f
y CXD

[Bi
L

(c,) Jr Ai(C2)G(V2)dY2
oo

-Ai (Ci) /"Bi (C2 )G (Y2)dY2 dY,
Jo
+ c{k) j Ai(Ci)dYi.
J OC

(F.lo)
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Next, we must determine the value of ui(oc). To find it. we use the boundary
condition for (>'/(oc) given in equation (3.55d),
U } { o c ) = Xo.V .
N'ow we apply equation (F.la) (Goldstein's 3.33) to get
Ao-? = U j i o c ) = ui(oc) + - ^ U { o c ) + ^ I
•->0
Jo

exp(i-''/''^5d^V)t'(Y)dY.

Solving for ui{oc] and writing the boundary condition (3.50b), 6"(oc) = AQ.-I. we get
\
x Ti
^0^ T
1°^
U i i o c ) = Xq.V - — A - —
e
«->0
'^*0 J o

"

\1
t,/(Y)dY.

Integration by parts yields
roo
\ P
/ EXP(IV^5^'\)T?(Y)DY =
•/ 0
r*

^
^

1"^
/ C/'(Y) EXP(I"'SI''Y)DY.
^

*^0

Substituting this into the preceding expression gives

S,(oc) = AoJ -

r 0'(Y)
oq

1

1 '"AQ

JO

exp(i"-^5j'V)dY.

(F.16)

Substituting the expressions for ui(oc) and c ( k ) (equations F.16 and F.14) into equa
tion (F.15) gives

\
u , (Y)

I.

<jl/2

= Ao.? - -^.4 Oo
I'

ol/2

poo

/
1 '"^0 Jo

U'(Y)

exp(i"'5„"V)dY

i £--^i(Ci)dYi
+ 77^
7o (.? - l-J) - ^ c - ' m
\
Oq /
AQ
(iA.-Ao)^/-''Ai'(Co)
rOO
- A-7rBi'(Co) J Ai(C)G (Y)dY

-

*^0

f

J oc

[Bi (Ci) r Ai(C2)G (Y .i )dY2
L
J oc

~Ai(^i) f
Jo

Bi(C2)<j(Y2)dY2 dYi.

(F.17)
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Lastly, substitute equation (F.17) into equation (F.la) to arrive at an expression for

C1 (Y) =

+ '-p- f exp(i"^5^'''Y,)P(Yi)<lY,
Jo

<^0

+ Ao.? - ^.4 Oo
1

(iA:Ao)'/Ui'(Co)

(F.18)

^ r L!'{y) cxp(i "-'5 ,;'"Y)dY
1 '"/\o Jo

\

-

U ) - ^L-m
Oq ^
/\o

- A:7rBi'(Co)

-Ai(OG(Y)dYj J' .\i(Ci)clYi

r [Bi(Ci) f ' .4Z-(C2)G(Y2)C1Y,
J oo [.
J oo

0

-.\i(Ci) r'Bi(C2)G (Y.,)dY.,ldYi.
Jo
F.2. Solving for .4*
In the course of solving for c{k) and .4*. we have not yet applied the boundary con
dition i'liO) = v^^-Sq'F. Setting Y = 0 in equation (F.18). using the boundary
condition L'(0) = — AQF and the change of variables C = (i/L* AO)'''''Y -fCo- and simplif\'ing gives the equation that will determine .4 :
'^oCO7O-A(CO)

(F.19)

— ^•'^o-'^i'(Co)(-"^ +

+ Ai '(CO )<5o''"i'''''" I
Jo
+ AoCo(/'
^J(;q

0 ' { Y ) exp' i^''-5d^V)dY

Ai(Ci)dCi) -^A + —U'{0)
L "^0
M
+/i; 7rBi'(^o) /
Jo

Ai(C)G (Y)dY

-(i^-Ao)-/-V5o.-\i'(Co)2:iHere
i i = r [ B i ( c ) r A i ( c i ) G ( Y , ) d Y i - A i ( o r B i ( c , ) G ( Y i ) d Y i dY,
•/ 0

L

•/oo

•/o

(F.20)
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J (Co )s / ° ° ' A i ( C ) d C + —
JCo

"'0

(
^>0

F

.

2

1

)

and
(iArAo)'/-' /"Ai(Ci)dYi = /"'Ai(C,)dCi.
y0
•'Co

(F.22)

Next, the double integral Ii will be simplified using the change of variables (,'i =
(i A;/\O)''''YI + Co and integration by parts. Applying these to X\ gives
1

= -{:VK\,)-"^

G { Y ) iBi(C) + Ai(C)^ Bi(C,)dC,
-Bi(0 /\\i (Ci )dC,-Ai (C) l^°Bi{Q)dQ d Y ,
Jo
Jo
(F.23)

where we have used the fact that

Ai(c)d^ = 1/3.

Next, define the function
Gi(c) = jBiK) + / [Ai(C)Bi(<;,) - Ai(C,)Bi((;)|dC,.

(F.24)

from which it follows that

Substituting equations (F.24) and (F.25) into eciuation (F.23) and rearranging terms
gives
/•OO 1

Z, = -{\k.\„)-'P I
+

-G(y)K«.Co)c1Y

y ^°°G (Y) [Bi'(Co)^'^°Ai(f.)dC, - 5lM]Ai (0dY

where
irtr r \ — /'•'^^'(Co )Gi (C) - .A.i (C )Gi '(Co)^
C(C«=>r(
j.

/r

(F.2,)

Substituting equation (F.26) into equation (F.19), simplifying, and solving for .4'
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gives

«5o
7o'\o
^ 5oAi'(Co)

|(i*-A„)'/'Y^"[G(Y)AC(C.<o)-exp(i='^Si'V)C^'-£;'(v)]<LY

'\7oCo-^
kX'
«^o'0

7o

J
(F.28)

This is equation (3.39) in Goldstein (1985).
.\'ext, we rewrite equation (F.28) in a more useful form. Recall the relations:

^ = —- X o F i i k X o ) - ^ '
.4
i7o3i/-T(l/3)D(^-) '
where

n(k \ = - - ^ ^o('
^ '-3
7o3 '/-''r(l /3)

•

and

[(^• + iO)(fc-iO)]'/2
First, let us rewrite G(Y).

Let r = (iAo)''''^Y.

Then C = ~ + Co^ DY =

(i A: Ao)~'^^dr = (i A;/\o)~'''^dC; and
i3/2oi/2„ _

' *^0

-r^/~T

Substituting the previous relations into (F.5) yields

°

D(t)

where
9 { t X O ) = (2Co''" + l)Ai(r) +

•

This is equation (3.44) in Goldstein (1985).
Substituting all of these results into equation (F.28). deforming the contour so
that the integration takes place over the real axis, and defining

I2 = . V -

<^0

- ^U'iO)
'\o7o

yields
lo =

F k X o A i ' {(^o)
{ Jo
'•o-^D{k)

~
D{k)
Co

tixp(-Co^V)dr

5oAo
I
7o32/-^r(2/3)j •

where we have used the identities
oci = ( \ k X q Y ^ ^ o c ,
(iA:Ao)'/-'' ^
Co
D{k)Xok

<^0
\D{k)CikXQ)-l^

D{k)

{ikXoV/^So

So

Co

Dik)SoO'(0) _
-foFiikXoY^^

D{k)So

'

^oFiikXoV^^^.^^^^

7oF(iA:Ao)'/-'

D{k)

'

S^Xo
7o3'-^/3r(2/3) '

Thus
.?(«,) = -^.4- ^C/'(0)
•JO
fo
~ ^-/o^Dikf { /

^
D{k)
Co

~ Co^"Ai(r) exp(-Co^V)dr

SoXo
\
7o32/3r(2/3) J •
(F.29)

This is Goldstein's (1985) equation (3.43), except that 70 ^ 7. Since C { k ) , A { k ) and
.4'(fc) are "known," this completes the solving for the unknown. By inverting the
Fourier transforms, the physical quantities can be found.

F.3.

Determining the Dispersion Relation

We are not interested in the solution of the entire flow field; we are concerned only
with the downstream evolution of tlie instability wave (the Tollrnien-Schlichting wave)
that was produced in the interaction region. Thus we need only solve for this wave
component of the solution.
The amplitude function is

We wish to find the component of the amplitude function corresponding to the largestgrowing instability wave. The growth of an instability wave depends on two things:
how long it takes the wave to travel from the place it was generated to the region of
instability between the lower-branch neutral stability point (LBNSP) and the upperbranch neutral stability point (UBNSP); and how large it is at its formation. In this
problem, all of the instability waves arc created in the interaction region at x = .ro
(X = 0). Since we are therefore interested in the region downstream of XQ, we will only
compute results for X > 0. Moreover, we will focus on the case where X is upstream
of the LBNSP. In the case where X is downstream of the LBNSP, the component
of the contour running along the positive real axis must be locally deformed into the
lower half-plane to capture the pole corresponding to the largest-growing eigenniode.
In Goldstein (1985), it was shown that the results of the analysis still hold in this case.
This requires a causality argument such as the one examined in Goldstein (1981).
The component of the amplitude we seek comes from evaluating a closed "halfmoon" contour with a keyhole contour running along either side of the branch cut
{^ = i 2/1 I2/I >

with the line-segment component on the real axis. Whether we

close the contour up or down depends on whether e''" -*- is exponentially small in the
upper or lower half-plane. With this in mind, let k = Re'". Then le'*^^! =
Since R > 0 and X > 0, we must have sin6' > 0, so 0 € [0, ~\. Thus we must close the
contour in the upper half-plane.
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Let Ci(/2) be the segment [ — R , R ] on the real axis, traversed in the positive
direction; let C2{R) be the half-circle in the upper half-plane with radius R and
center (0,0), traversed counterclockwise; and let C3{R) be a keyhole contour about
t h e branch c u t r u n n i n g a l o n g t h e i m a g i n a r y axis f r o m ic t o i R . L e t C { R ) = C i { R ) +
C-iiR) + Ci[R), and consider the contour integral
I
e'''^.V{k)dk
JC{R)
= I
e'''^^{k)dk+ [
e'''^^ik)dk+ [
e'^"^'.?(A:)dA:.
JciiR)
JCi(lt)
JCi[R)
As /? —> oc on C ) -

grows as a power of R . Hence
lim e"-'^'.? (fc) = 0
«->oo

pointwise on C2, except at 9 6 {0, TT}. which is a set of measure 0. By the Lebesgue
dominated convergence theorem.
lim I

=0.

Thus
27ri V resfe"-"^'.?(A;), k = k,1 = lim [

e'''^^{k)dk

= l i m \ f e ' ' ' ^ . V { k ) d k + f e ' ^ ^ ^ { k ) d k +l e ' ' ' ^ . V { k ) d k
'^^'^iJ-R
Jc>
Jcz
= I e ' ' ' ^ . V { k ) ) d k + I e''''-'^.V{k)dk.
J-x
JCi
From this, it follows that
A \ X ) = ^ 2 7 r i y ; r e s [ e ' ^ ^ . V { k ) , k = Kj] + ^ / e ' ' ' ^ . ^ { k ) d k ,
\/2~
^
v27r JCi
where { KJ } are the poles of the integrand. The integral over the keyhole contour C3
displays only algebraic growth and is therefore not connected with the eigenmodes.
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Thus we can neglect the contribution from this term to the amplitude corresponding
to the TS wave. Since

is an entire function, the {«:_,} come from .?(/:). From

equation (F.29), we see that

contains poles at points where
J(A;:5o) = 0.

(F.30)

These are the poles of interest, since they correspond to the leading-order approxi
mation to the large-Reynolds-number small-wavenumber characteristic equation from
the classical Orr-Sommerfeld equations. Moreover, this is the leading-order disper
sion relation at x = XQ, where OTQ is considered fixed. For fixed S q . we can solve the
dispersion relation
N

W.

,

«5OAO

Ai '(Co)

where
;o(fc) =

^

We seek the roots that lie in the upper half-plane. However, since the zeros in the
second quadrant correspond to waves that travel upstream from the disturbance, and
since we are only interested in those that travel downstream, we will restrict ourselves
to roots in the first quadrant. Thus, take
1
k-^

= k. Then
' Co'^o
So'

(F.31)

and the dispersion relation becomes
/•ooi

0 = a (Co) = y^

F.4.

• ^2 \.3

Ai (OdC +^,^^°^^Ai '(Co).

(F.32)

Locating the Roots of the Dispersion Relation

To each zero in the dispersion relation, there corresponds a pole in the expression for
.4'; to each pole, there corresponds an eigenmode that is either dying or growing at
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an exponential rate. Our goal is to find the root that will lead to the largest-growing
instability wave. Thus, for a fixed point source at xg and a fixed nondimensional fre
quency So, we wish to study the roots of the dispersion relation. Since we want only
downstream-travelling waves, we restrict our search to the right half of the complex
A'-plane. Roots in the first quadrant correspond to exponentially dying waves; roots
in the fourth quadrant, to exponentially growing waves. Notice that a straightforward
attempt to evaluate the integral using the Airy equation will yield no useful informa
tion. To find all the roots will require a numerical study of the dispersion relation.
However, we will start our search for roots corresponding to large and small k, since
these cases can be examined as\'mptotically and it would be laborious to investigate
them numerically.

F.4.1.

A Study of the Dispersion Relation for Large k

From the relation (F.31), Co —> 0"^ as k

oc. For Co

1.

roci
rocirC,o
/
Ai (C)dC = /
Ai (C)dC - / Ai (C)dC
J Cq
•'0
0
J - <„Ai(0) + 0((J).
Using this result, we see that

-i (Co) = 2 ~ CoAi(O) -t- 0(Co) •

(F.33)

Thus for small Co (large k ) , the dispersion relation has no roots.

F.4.2.

A Study of the Dispersion Relation for Small k

Again from (F.31), |Co| ^ oc as A; —> 0"^. In order to search for zeros of the dispersion
relation for large Co, it is advantageous to replace the Airy function and its derivative
with their asymptotic approximations. We must be cautious when doing this. Al
though the Airy function is entire, its approximation has branch cuts at 0 and oo. In
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fact, there are two different approximations for the Airy function, depending on the
region of the complex plane in which one wants to approximate it. We shall refer to
the region {Co ^ L | argCol < "} as region 1; and to the region {Co ^ 1- argCo = "}•
which lies along the negative real axis, as region 2. Both of these regions must be
examined for roots.
In region 1, the asymptotic behavior of the .A.iry function and of its first derivative
are
(F.34a)

••^i(Co) ~ -^r-TE
2^
3/-I

Co
exp
Ai'(Co) ~ 8 \/7r

(F.34b)

3 Co

The approximate dispersion becomes
r»OCi

/

C'" exp

J'<0
Cr\

3^

s ^xp
452f;-2(xo)

2 3/2
3^0

Using integration by parts, we substitute the leading-order behavior of the integral
into the approximate dispersion relation to arrive at
^—5/1
Co
exp

3/2

i^n/-i .3
I ^0 '^0

3 Co

exp _Z/-V2
3 "

(F.35)

For finite Co, the function exp [—can never be zero, so we can simplify (F.35)
as
iCo =

Ao

Since S q > 0, A Q > 0, and U c { x q ) > 0, the right-hand side of the equation is a positive
real number. This equation has four distinct complex roots:

Co —

giT(-i/2-2«)/.i

forneZ.

Ao^

Substituting
Co — 777
i(iA:Ao)2/3

5
G-5''!'/6
(A;AO)2/3

(F.36)
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into the expression for the roots yields
-3/8

3/2

k = •^0

,-3 i n-(-l/2+2n+( 10/3))/8

An

A3

Taking the square root will add an additional root for each of the four roots above.
Thus a root will lie in each quadrant on each of the two Rieniann sheets. By con
struction of the branch cuts for the A:-plane. the right-hand side of the first sheet is
—k/'2 < argfc < ~j"!. Requiring that
1

3/

1

^

10\

1

leads to 3/4 < —ii < 2 4- 1/12. Letting n = —2 yields the only root in the right
half-plane coming from the asymptotic approximation over region 1:
k=

-3/8

<7,3/'2

^7i !r/l6

AQ

Ao^

The reader should bear in mind that this is only valid for small values of k . The
actual zero corresponding to this root could be in a very different position. However,
this result tells us that we should not expect to find a root, corresponding to region
1, in the fourth quadrant.
Next, we examine region 2. Here (,o = |CO|g"^ < 0. Substituting this into (F.36)
gives
lCo|e''^ =

,-5iT/G
(A-Ao)2/^

Solving for k yields
3/2
A: = l ('AV " (eMU/6+2,

A Q V I C OI /

By construction of the branch cuts for the A:-plane, the right-hand side of the first
sheet is —tt/2 < argk < 7r/2. This imposes the condition:
1

3 /II

^ \

1

which leads to —13/12 < — n < —9/12. Letting n = — 1 yields the argument for the
roots in the right half-plane coming from the asymptotic approximation over region 2.
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Thus for small k in the first quadrant, any root of the dispersion relation must lie on
the ray extending from the origin at an angle of 45 degrees measured counterclockwise
from the real axis.
The correct approximation to the Airj' function for Co on the negative real cixis is
Ai (-|Co |)~7r ^/•'^(-iCol)
where u;(| Col)

sin[w(| Col)]

as|Co|^cxD,

2 / Z { — \C,q\Y^'^ + 1 : /\ . This function has an infinite number of distinct

zeros that are approximately
for n € N.
Moreover, Ai(-oc) = 0 cis | Col —>•

so the zeros have a limit point. That is.
lim _\(Co,n)

0.

The corresponding sequence of zeros in the A-plane, denoted Knixo), has the origin
as its limit point.

F.4.3.

Numerical Studies

Numerical studies were carried out for roots ranging between C?(l/10) and 0{lQ).
We now present plots showing some of the roots of the dispersion relation in the case
of a base flow with a Blasius profile Uc{xq) = 1 (the zero-pressure-gradient case) and
Sq = 1. The roots are computed for the cases Xq = x'ib/2, xq = xib, and xq = 3x\h/'2.
This will provide the reader with a set of canonical pictures to use wiien thinking of
the general case. When viewing the graphs of these roots, we should keep in mind
that we are essentially viewing a logarithmic graph (over the complex plane) of the
collection of eigenmodes.
Figure (F.l) is a plot of the roots when the point source is located upstream of
the LBNSP at xq = X[b/2. Notice that all of the points are in the first quadrant. No

roots were found in the fourth quadrant. The reader should pay particular attention
to tlie root at the far right, at approximately (.52, .07). As we shall soon see, this is
the desired root. Note that all of the other roots lie near the line Re[/:] = Im[/:].
In figure (F.2). we take a closer look at the roots near the origin for the case
xo = xib/2. This plot shows that the roots seem to have a limit point at the origin,
and that they approach this limit point along the line Re[A:] =

.Although only

the case Xq = xib/2 is shown, this clustering of the roots along the line Re[A:] = lm[k]
occurred in all of the cases examined numerically.
Figure (F.3) is a plot of some of the roots when the point source is at the LBNSP
(xo = xib). The root that lay near the point (.52, .07) in the case xq = x\h/2 has now
moved to the real iuxis at (.5.0). This root now corresponds to an eigenmode that
is neutral, neither growing nor decaying. Thus the eigenmode corresponding to this
root will be larger than any of the eigenmodes that correspond to other roots. As we
will soon see. this is the root that will be of interest.
Figure (F.4) shows the roots when the point source is located downstream of the
LBNSP at xq = 3x\b/2. Notice that one of the roots (the root that lay at the point
(.5.0) in the .to = .rib case) has crossed the real a.xis into the fourth quadrant. This
root corresponds to an exponentially growing wave.
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FIGURE F.l. Six of the roots of the dispersion relation when the point source is
upstream of the LBNSP at x q = xib/2. All of the roots correspond to instability
waves that are exponentially dying.
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FIGURE F.2. A closer look at the accumulation of roots near the origin for the case
^0 = •i'ib/2. Notice that the roots lie on the line Re[/i;] = Im[A;].
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FIGURE F.3. Some of the roots of the dispersion relation when the point source is
at the LBNSP. All the roots except the one at approximately (.5.0) correspond to
instability waves that are exponentially dying. The root at (.5.0) corresponds to an
eigenmode that is neutral, neither growing nor decaying.

We shall denote the roots by Kn(I"O); the XQ is present to remind us that the roots
are a function of the location of the point source. It now seems clear that one of the
roots is close to the real cixis and can cross into the fourth cjuadrant; we shall refer to
this root as ki. The other roots all seem to lie near the line Re[A;] = Im[/:j.
In figures (F.5) and (F.6), we plot the real and imaginary parts of Ki as a function
of xq. Notice that in figure (F.6), the imaginary part crosses the axis at orib ~ .339.
This shows that for point sources downstream from the neutral stability point, the
Ki root corresponds to a growing wave. In figure (F.7),

is plotted in the complex

plane as a curve parameterized by xq. This plot shows that Ki is indeed the root that
will become exponentially-growing as Xq crosses the LBNSP.
.\s will be shown shortly, ny will be the root corresponding to the largest-growing
instability wave. We have only shown the results for a Blasius profile here. However,

we also conducted numerical studies for Falkner-Skan base profiles with both favorable
and adverse pressure gradients. Placement and behavior of the roots were similar to
those in the zero-pressure-gradient case.
i
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FIGURE F.4. Some of the roots of the dispersion relation when the point source is
downstream of the LBNSP. .A.11 of the roots correspond to instability waves that are
exponentially dying, except the root in the fourth quadrant. This root corresponds
to an exponentially growing wave.
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FIGURE F.7.
plot of KI(XO) as a curve in the complex ^-plane parameterized by
XQ. Notice from figures (F.5) and (F.6) that the root traverses this curve from right
to left: as xq goes from xit,/2 to 3XIB/2, the root moves from the point (.52, .075) to
the point (.49, —.035).

F.o.

Choosing the Right Eigenmode

To each zero, there corresponds a pole in the expression for .4'. Thus there is a
countably infinite number of poles, each of which corresponds to an eigenvalue and
eigenmode (instability wave). Provided that the interaction region, where the wave
is created, is upstream of the LB.N'SP, the wave will initially be damped until the
flow field advects the wave past the LBNSP. .\t that point it will begin to grow
exponentially until it passes the UBNSP; from there, it will again be damped, provided
that it has not grown so large that the linear approximation breaks down.
It should be noted that not all of the roots pertain to physically valid solutions.
Each small K„ corresponds to an eigenmode with large wavelength. Sufficiently large
wavelengths would violate the triple-deck length-scale assumption, which would inval
idate results involving these zeros. .Moreover, in Chapter 2, it was assumed that the
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wavelength of the free-stream disturbance was very large compared to the TS wave
length and to the length of the region of interest in the neighborhood of the LBN'SP.
We took the free-stream disturbance wavelength to be infinity, which means that we
took Qfs, the free-stream disturbance wavenumber, to be zero. However. Qfs cannot
be zero in practice. Thus our results only hold for

S> afg. For these reasons we will

restrict our study to roots of C?(l). ignoring all roots k with nuignitude |K| < 1/10
(which corresponds to wavelengths of 0(10)).
In particular, we are interested in the root K i , whose magnitude is 0 { l ) and which
lies near the real axis away from the origin in the right half-plane. Since the other
roots lie on or near the line lm[A:] = Re[A;], they have imaginary parts near 1/10 or
larger. These roots will always lie in the first quadrant, regardless of the position of
Xq. For this reason we will focus on the root KJ. VMien the LBNSP is downstream
of Xq, Ki will lie in the first quadrant (see figure (F.l)). .A.s we move xq downstream
and reach the LBNSP {xq = xib), ki moves onto the real axis (see figure F.3). so its
imaginary part is zero and the wave is neither growing nor decaying. As we move
further downstream still, the root moves into the fourth quadrant (see figure F.4).
This corresponds to a growing wave, which is exactly what we would expect.
Provided that Xq is upstream of the LBNSP, all of the instability waves are initially
damped. Thus le'"^! =

with Im[K| > 0. In order to remain in the region

where the approximations hold valid, we restrict our roots to the region 1/10 < |K| <
10. Since the roots of Ji(A;) = 0 are distinct, they can be ordered in such a way that
Im[Ki] < Im[K2] < • • •: from numerical studies, we know that Ki is closest to the real
axis in the region of validitj-. Then
|g-{imKi)a"| ^ |g-(iniKj)X|

as X

oo for j > 2 .

The wave corresponding to Ki is the largest of the damped instability waves; indeed,
it is exponentially larger than any of the others.
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Phase speed of the instability waves
N'ext, we examine the speed of the instability waves. The phase speed is defined as
c = St/K and c = dX/dt. Then
exp(i (ACJX — (St)i)) = exp(iKj(X — (St/wj) t ) ) = exp(iKj(X — C j t ) ) .
Since So > 0.
Re[cj] = 5o Re — — «>o
.KjJ

Re[Kj
I fv^i

On or near the ray Im[/j] = Re[/j] > 0 in the complex A:-piane,

_ J_
I

I

\/2

Thus
-C.

Re[cj]
SO

r. r 1

<^10

max Re c, % 5o —^ .
j>2
'
y/2
For I'o near the LBNSP, ki is near the real axis. Thus
Re[Ki] _

and so
Re[ci] ~

y•

Thus all the waves of interest travel downstream at nearly the same speed.
The wave speeds are not crucial to our problem, since the free-stream timeharmonic disturbance is a continuous forcing in time. This means that the instability
wave generated from this forcing will be a non-stop wave train advected with the
flow field, rather than a localized travelling wave created from an impulse. Even if a
smaller wave began to grow in a way that would cause the flow to become unstable
and induce transition to a turbulent flow field at a point Xtram this transition point
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would lie far downstream from the LBNSP of the TS wave corresponding to KI. That
TS wave would grow in the region downstream of its LBNSP, and would lead to
transition at a point x'trani < ^tran- Thus, although the smaller wave might induce
transition earlier, the ki wave would soon induce transition further upstream.
Even in the case of an impulse wave, provided that the waves are generated at
a point xo that is not too far upstream from the LBNSP, the instability wave corre
sponding to Ki is the best candidate for growth. This is because even if one of the
other instability waves arrives at the LBNSP before the KI wave does, it will still be
nmch smaller because it started to grow from an e.xponentially smaller amplitude.
It should also be mentioned that the length of time that a wave spends in the
growth zone between the LBNSP and the UBNSP will play a role in transition. It is
not enough for the wave to be in the growth zone; it also must stay there long enough
to undergo significant change. This will require gathering enough energy from the
free stream to overcome the inertia of the forward-moving fluid in the boundary layer
and to displace the streamlines in the base flow field.

Summary
For the leading-order dispersion relation in the case of a base flow field with a Blasius
profile, we conducted a numerical study to track several roots corresponding to small
K„(x-)-values (n > 1) as a function of x in the range [xib/2,3a:ib/2]. Over this entire
range of x-values, these roots stayed on or near the line Re[A;] = Im[A:]. This means
that they never lead to unstable waves. If an instability wave corresponding to a
root Kji (found in the local region) is to become unstable farther downstream, then
as X increases, its wavenumber K„(X) must cross the real axis and enter the lower
half-plane of the complex fc-plane. .Notice that the asymptotics also support these
numerical findings.
Thus the KI instability wave is not only the largest-growing wave; it is the only

instability wave with potential for exponential growth.

F.6.

Computing the Amplitude of the TS wave

The component of .4' corresponding to the TS wave KI is
.4Vs (X) = y^ires[e'*••^^?(A:).^- = KI]
= V^ie'"'^' lim {k - Ki).V{k).
k—•Ki
From equation (F.29).

,•

/,

hm {k
k—^Ki

^ Ti
- Ki).V =

^(«i)AoAi'(Co(Ki))
k — Ki
1
\ ^2(^1) hm
.
fQyK,i)U(Ki)

k—^Ki

where

I,{k} = I r'[*:{T + Co(*.-),Co«:))!l{r,Co(*:)) -Co'"(^Ai(r)]e-<»""l'
D{k)
Co(fc)

SbAo

1

7o(*:)3'/'r(l /3) J •

In order to conform to Goldstein's notation, define
1=
Then

=

So
TTT
i(U,A„)W

o3/2
K °
^ ~ iV2Ao//-V2

nnri

So
iSAvfAf

~

q:i
°

•

Re[Ki] > 0, by construction of the square root function \/P; hence
7o(^l) =

(^"0)^1

•

Next,
rtt \
^
i Ao(i KIAQ)"''"^
^(«[) = o ~
3 7o(«i)3'/^r(l/3)
I
i
/ \3/2,„ x2
( >i"n V
3 3'/3r(l/3) \V\{xo)So)
= D{ri).
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In the case U c {x q ) = 1. this agrees with equation (4.8) in Goldstein (1985).
Using

=

C O(KI).
22(*.')={^

['C(T + ;;,7))i;(r,/() - i/'''''Ai(r)]e"'"''"clT
DM
n

s

(F.-14)

1
U:'(x„)Sp-'m2/3) J

•

where we have used the identity
(SQAQ

i AQ//"^

Let us compute -^(KI) = 0 in terms of q. This expression will be used later.
-!(«,)= r* Ai(OdC+
7co(K,)
7O(«:IJ CO(ki)
i Ag//= r ' A i (odc+,4 #^Ai'(,)
Jn
= Ain).

(F,45)

By the definition of KI, _A(KI) = A{q) = 0. Thus we get the useful identity
Ai'(r;) = '

y

Ai(C)d( -

(F.-16)

In the case Ue{xo) = I. this agrees with Goldstein's equation (4.8).
Lastly, we compute the limit
J.

k — Ki
0
_\(Co(^-)) " 0 •

Using L'Hopital's rule,
y
k-Ki
1
hm — r — - = lim
k-ftci _A(Co(^))
^fc^(Co(^))k-=Ki
Bv the chain rule.
^t-^(Co(^)) U-=K1 — 5(^o'^(Co(«l))5fcCo|fc = Kl

(F--1")
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where

Substituting equations (F.39), (F.42), (F.43). (F.44), and (F.47) into equation (F.38)
gives
•• „ / /
3
l.m (i - ^,).4 =

F{Ki)Xo.\i'{n)
-(xo)r/D(r/)_i'(//)'

.

(F.48)

where we used
1^
So

'/

Define
J Sa\_3i

^Ai'(>))

^

• (aJ'V " 2 nD(nm,mM
Then substituting equation (F.49) into equation (F.48) gives
lim { k

- K ,).V{ k ) =

,
I\/27r

(F.50)

VA Q '"/

Substituting equation (F.50) into equation (F.37) gives
.4.Vs(X) =AoF(K,)A('^)el'"»".
\ AQ /
This is equation (4.6) in Goldstein (1985), with h =

(F.ol)

factored out.

Recalling that in the main deck

we see that the horizontal component of the interaction equation corresponding to
the TS wave is
Gksi'^.Vrn) = F(K,)AoA(-^')6^'^(xo..Vm)e''"^',
\ AQ /

(F.52a)

C,-|s(3C,J/„.) = f(Ki)AoA(-^)6t(x„,!/,„)e''"=-'.
XAQ /

(F.52b)

Also, the TS wave component of 6'^''^'(X, j/m! ^) is the travelling-wave solution

\ An

/
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where S q = e"St. This is equation (4.9) in Goldstein (1985), with h factored out and
St = 5. Thus our main-deck interaction velocity with F{k) = U{s{xQ)6{k) is
U-ksC^-Vm) =

(F.53)
VAQ

/

for y,„ = C(l). i.e. for the main deck.
Next, we must produce the component of the streamwise interaction velocity due
to the TS wave in the lower deck. Now
C'/(X, Y) = ^ r
v27r J -oc

y)dk.

Just as in the case of amplitude .4 , we use the fact that X > 0: so we will close
the contour in the upper half-plane along a half-circle with radius R. Let Ci{R) be
t h e s e g m e n t [—/?, i?] o n t h e r e a l a x i s , t r a v e r s e d i n t h e p o s i t i v e d i r e c t i o n ; l e t C - z i R )
b e { 2 = R e ^ " : 0 < 0 < TT}, t h e half-circle i n t h e u p p e r h a l f - p l a n e w i t h r a d i u s R
and center (0.0). traversed counterclockwise; and let Cs{R) be a keyhole contour
a b o u t t h e b r a n c h c u t r u n n i n g a l o n g t h e i m a g i n a r y a x i s f r o m ic t o [ R . L e t C { R ) =
C i ( / 2 ) + C->iR) + C : i { R ) . a n d c o n s i d e r t h e c o n t o u r i n t e g r a l o v e r C { R ) .
On C2, L'liRe'",y) grows at most in powers of R for all Y > 0. Thus
lim U l { R e ' ' ' . Y ) e x p { i e " ' R X ) =0
ft—too

pointwise in 6 on (0, TT) for X > 0. For all S > 0,
lim i / l ( R e " ' , Y ) e x p ( i e " ' R X ) = 0
R-*oo
uniformly in ff on [5, TT—J]. The points {0, TT} comprise a set of measure zero and there
fore do not affect the outcome of the integration. Hence, by the Lebesgue dominated
convergence theorem,
Hm I
(//(/L-.Y)e'*-"^'dfc = 0.
JC-2{R)
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Thus
27ri ^ res[e'*''^£//(A', Y ) . k = «jj = lim (f
^
R->oc C { R )
= um ( R W -

J —OC

./•

)

J C3

Therefore.
67(X, Y) =

^ res[e'*--^'^,(^% Y). A: = Kj] +

I

e'^-'^O'/cR-.

(F.54)

Tlie integral over tlie keyhole contour C;j is a term displaying onh' algebraic growth
and is therefore not connected with the eigeumodes. For this reason, we will ignore
the contribution from this term to the amplitude corresponding to the TS wave. The
component of U} corresponding to the TS wave (eigenmode) associated with the root
Ki (eigenvalue) is
Y) = v^ie'"'^' lim { k - K i ) U i { k . Y ) .

(F.55)

From equation (F.la),
lim { k - K i ) i ' l ( k . X ) = lim { k - k i ) u d k . Y ) +

= iim {k — Ki)ui{k.Y),
where the last step follows from the fact that U {k i ,y ) and

are bounded for all Y > 0.

(F.56)
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To compute the remaining Umit, start with equation {F.9) and integrate from 0
to Y. This gives

f

(A;, Y) = M O ) -

Jo

r Ai(G)G(Y2)DY,

L

-.\i(ci)
4-

(F.57)

Joe

R 'Bi(C2)G(Y,)dY,

JQ

dYi

C [ k ) f Ai(C,)DY:
Jo

= H , { k .Y) + C { k ) r Ai(Ci)DYI.
Jo
Note that before this, equation (F.9) was integrated from CXD to Y to get an expression
for Ui- Because ui was only used to compute

there is no internal contradiction

in how we defined tii previously, since .4* is a unique solution produced from both
boundary conditions for ui at 0 and oc. Moreover, since ui{oc) = Ao.?+ (other
terms), either choice of lower limit will lead to the desired result; however, the choice
of 0 does so in a more direct manner.
Next, let C^I = (i A; A O )'''^Y I + Co; then dYi = {[ k

The limits of inte

gration become Ci = Co(^') when Yi = 0. and Ci = (i/i:AO)'^'y + (^Q{k) when Yi = Y.
Then
/ .\i(C,)dY, =(i^-Ao)-'/-'' /
Jo
J(;o{k)
Using this in equation (F.57) and taking the limit as k

Ai(Ci)dCi.
k i gives

/
^(iKiAol'/^v+r;
f(iKi Ao)'''^v+f;
\
( k - K , ) n , a-.Y) = I fiK.An)-'/' JI
V^^ik-Ki)uUk,y)
Ai(Ci)dCij

(F.58)

1

X LIM { k - K , i ) C { k ) ,
At—•Ki
where we have used the fact that
lim { k — k i ) T Z [ [ k ) = 0,
k—*K I
since T l - i { k ) is bounded for k = k i and Y > 0. In order to determine lim(A; — K i ) C { k ) ,
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let us write out C { k ) . Recall that
7o^'
C{k) = 7o-H - - ^ A
(iA:Ao)'/3Ai'(Co)

SoU'{0)
rOO

- kwBi'iCo) /
Jo

Ai(C)G(Y)DY

Hoik)
.V{k)+n-2{k).
(iA - A o )'/-Ui '(Co)
Thus
lini { k - K , ) C { k ) =
, [li"' ( t fc—>Ki
(iK[Ao) ' Ai {fji Lfc—>Ki

'J(fc)

{F.59)

where we have used the fact that for all Y > 0. TZoiKi.Y) is bounded. Substituting
7o(ki) = U'^{xo)ki and equation (F.50) into equation (F.59) gives
l:„.
lini ( k
k-^Ki

..

Kl)(J[ k )

ii''i{XQ)Ki
AOF(KI)
\l/*} \*'/ \ • /rj—
(i«:iAo)'''-'Ai (//) i\/27r

Substituting this into equation (F.58), then substituting that result into equation
(F.56) gives

x;i'"'°'"'"^"Ai(c)dc
r Ai(C)clC
L'sing this result in equation (F.55) gives
C'KiAo)'^^y+r?

/

Jrj

UL-^IX. Y) = E'"<^XIFMA
VAQ /
When this is multiplied by h e
in Goldstein (1985).

Ai(C)dC

r Ai(c)cic

and O'eixo) is set to 1. the result is equation (4.10)
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G.

COMPUTING THE COUPLING COEFFICIENT

In this appendix we will numerically compute the coupling coefficient €{xo) for a
Falkner-Skan base flow field. This will require being able to compute the special
function Gi(C)- It behoves us to exercise caution when approximating Gi(C) numeri
cally. since it contains the difference of two exponentially growing terms. Notice the
identity involving \Vi(C) and Gi(C) (for the definition and properties of VVi(C). see
Appendix .1):
ivVKC) = Ai(C) [ ° Bi(C,)dC. - C.i(0 .
^
Jo
As

(G.l)

^ oci, the first term goes to zero exponentially fast. Thus for large C- there is

an asymptotic relationship
\Vi(C) ~ --Gi(C).
Hence
7rGi(C) = 7rAi(C)

Bi(Ci)clC, - \Vi(C) .

(G.2a)

Jo
7rGi'(C) = 7rAi'(C) [ " Bi(C,)dCi - VVi'(C) •
Jo

(G.2b)

Since the asymptotic structure of VVi((;) is known for large (^, it is reasonable to
replace 7rGi(C) and 7rGi '(C) \vith (G.2). Thus we can write
'?) = 7rGi(C) -

_ _ Bi'irj)
"".Win)

Ai(Ci)clC. Ai(C) - Wi(C).
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We can then write:
_ 53i! \/2ffAi'(T;)(iK[ Ao)'^^
a/'A ^=
• Va^'V " 2 nD(nU\nmM
~ ^^i'h) ^ ~

/

-^'(ooY + i()9(aoY, i7)e"'"''""dY

roo
-

/

Jo
-J

Wi{aoY + A/)i/(aoY.r/)e-'''''"oMY
A/'/-Ai(aoY)e-''"'"''^dY

_ Din)
aon

1
aoSiU-i{xom'r{2/3) j '

Then the integral involving VVi(C) can be approximated as
f
Jo

VVi(aoY + T])g{aoY,

^ f VVi(aoY + r/)^(aoY, ;/)e"'''''""°MY
Jo
giaoY.
( o o y + t})

[

where c » 1, and where we have used the as\-mptotic relation
\Vi(c)--i +0(i).

Numerical Results
We now present a series of graphs showing aspects of the normalized coupling coeffi
cient for base flow fields with Falkner-Skan profiles. In each graph, Sq =

= 1 and

the horizontal axis is the location of the point source xq, ranging over [xib/2,32-ib/2].
We consider Falkner-Skan parameters m = —.05, 0 (Blasius flow), .05, and .4. For
each value of m, there are three graphs. Graph 1 shows the real component of the
normalized coupling coefficient; Graph 2, its imaginary component; and Graph 3, its
amplitude.
The reader should be warned that our graph for the Blasius profile (m = 0) cannot
be compared to Figure 5 in Goldstein (1985), since the graphs have different sets of
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tj values. Goldstein fixed x q and varied So when generating his graph. For each new
.So, he solved the dispersion relation

So, KI) = 0 for the corresponding KI(5O).

By contrast, we fixed 5o = 1 and allowed Xq to vary, solving the dispersion relation
for K[(X-o). The two sets of roots KI. hence the two sets of r/ values, are not the same.
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Figure (G.5) is a plot of the amplitude of the normalized coupling coefficient for a
point source at the LBNSP (xq = xib) versus the Falkner-Skan parameter m. Notice
that the value is largest in the case of an adverse pressure gradient, and that it
decreases monotonically as m increases, i.e. as the pressure gradient becomes more
favorable.
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ANOTHER POSSIBLE ANSATZ FOR THE TS WAVE

In this appendix we compare our ansatz for the TS wave to that used by Goldstein
(1983). Goldstein's ansatz was of the form:

The factor e"" was for matching with the upstream eigenmodes coming from the
leading-edge region; it is not relevant to our case. Goldstein split his expansion
for Q into a sum of two terms:
a { x : e ) = a { x : e ) + e''a/e(x: e ) .
where a n is the residual and a n = 0 { l ) :

contains all terms of q that are C?(c')

or higher. Then

If we define the amplitude by

then then the phase component of f/coid

where a contains all the terms in ft up to but not including 0 { e ^ ) . The phase
component is then the natural extension of e'"^; if the ansatz is considered from the
point of view of WKB theory, this expression plays the role of controlling factor.
Thus .4 will contain the terms in the expansion of a of order

and higher; these are

the nonparallel-flow terms. Although this splitting is unnecessary, it nicely separates
the terms corresponding to the Orr-Sommerfeld approximation from the higher-order
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terms coming from the nonparallei-flow effects. Thus the amplitude A { x : e ) is not
necessary to describe the TS wave: this is particularly true for our case, since we
are only resolving the flow to leading order. To include an amplitude function would
only unnecessarily complicate matters. However, if one wishes to resolve g' to leading
order or higher, then an amplitude .4 would be useful to isolate the contribution from
t h e n o n p a r a l l e i - f l o w t e r m s i n t h e e.xpression f o r g ' .

The Structure of the Wavenumber Expansion
For the case of a base flow field with a Blasius profile, both Smith (1979) and Goldstein
(1983) found that the expansion for a{x:e) is of the form:

where the f^lne term comes from a logarithmic term in the 0{e^) equation. This
logarithmic term arises from the lower-deck equation. It comes from the first equation
in the lower-deck perturbation expansion with an inhomogeneous forcing term, which
in their case was the equation at

Unfortunately, neither author emphasizes

this. Moreover. Goldstein only keeps terms in the exponent E(x/e') to (9(eMne). He
then argues that terms of order e ' and higher in the expansion of a can be placed in
the amplitude function, since they correspond to terms of order one in the expansion
of E{x/e^). Since we have an eigenvalue problem, we are free to choose a parameter,
so in principle there is no problem with such a rearrangement. However, as Van
Dyke (1975) noted, it is not generally a good idea to split terms like e'lne and e'
in a perturbation expansion. It is usually not obvious a piiori that a perturbation
series will have a logf term (a breakdown in the analyticity of the solution in c). An
In e term commonly enters a perturbation expansion when a regular perturbation
expansion is solved and it is discovered that the

term contains In Y. .A. term like

e^ln[Y] becomes unbounded in the limit as Y —> 0"^. Thus in the matching region
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there is an

In[,(/m/e] term, wiiich implies a term of the form

In e. This is similar

to the situation where tliere is an e'^Y term, which in the match region becomes
f'/Zm/f = f?/m- This term goes from an (9(e') term in the lower deck region to an
C(e) term in the match region. However, unlike the log term, this term preserves the
regular perturbation ansatz: expansion terms only enter as integer powers of e.
It seems likely that our wavenumber expansion will have a log term similar to
that found by Smith (1979) and by Goldstein (1983). However, we cannot know the
exact form of the term without solving the lower-deck equation and determining the
order at which an inhomogeneous equation appears. Moreover, we cannot use their
expansion ansatz, since it is only valid for a base flow with a Blasius profile (i.e., a
base flow with a zero pressure gradient).
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1.

THE MULTIPLE-SCALE NATURE OF THE TS WAVE

In tliis appendix we examine the multiple-scale nature of the TS wave. The wave has
two natural length scales: the long scale x and the short scale X. If we assume that
these are independent variables of the stream function w, then we can treat these
variables as independent wlien we take derivatives, and at the end of the calculation
assume the functional relationship x — xq = e'X. VVe will show that the derivative
expansion method and the nonlinear stretching method transform ii'x in exactly the
same way. Lastly, we will show how the stream function ansatz
(I.l)
for the evolution for the TS wave can be expressed in terms of the setting of WKB
theory.

Derivative Expansion Method
We start with the derivative expansion method, where

A{x)(l){x,ym)exp i
generalizes

We will now compute the derivative of 0 with respect to x while treating x and X as
independent.
The derivative expansion method requires replacing dx by
alently, since

+ {l/e^)dx- Equiv-

= {l/e^)dx- we could replace (l/e')5x by {l/e^){d-x +

=

dx + (l/e^)^^. Thus, let
d x ^ dx

n^

—

then
dxii^{x. X, (/m) = { ^ x + ^

A(x)(i>(x, ij) exp

= 5x(-4(p) exp I i I

J ' a{xQ -I- e^Xi) clXi

Oi{xo + 6'^Xi) clXj

-I- ^.4oc^.vexp
xp h q {(xo
x , + e-'Xi)clXi
= c>i(.4(p) exp I i ^

a(xo + e^Xi) dX-1

1
+ —.-10 a{xo + e X) exp h / a(xo + 6-'X,)dX
['i
e'
dxiAo) +

exp j^i J

a ( x o + e'^Xi) d X i X, .

Nonlinear Separation of Variables Method
Let X be the long-scale independent variable and
1
e= —

a(a:i)da:i
Jo

the short-scale independent variable. Then if dx acts on ti{x,9,ym). we have
^ = dx +
ax

'd^'
do
dx

= d, +

(chain rule)

.

f'
In terms of x and 0.
i p { x , 6 . ij,n) = .-l(ar)0(x\v/m)e"'.
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Taking dx of xb{x,6,ym) yields
d o ] .4(x)(p(a:, ?/)e'®

(treating 0 and x as independent)

Thus, we get tlie same answer witli botli metliods.

WKB Method
Since tlie governing equation for 0 is linear, the WKB method is equivalent to a
multiple-scales approach. The solution ip will change globally over the short scale X.
while the amplitude changes over the long scale x. This can be seen from a WKB
ansatz of y = exp [5(x,
S= S+

e)/(y(e)]. Let J =

be our gauge thickness and write

where Sa is the residual: that is, SR = 0{\) and

terms of S that are 0 { € ^ ) or higher. Then to leading order.
S { x . }j„i. c )
Tr\

—

= Q{x,y„,)exp

—

(14-C(e)).

Taking Q { x , y„i) = .4(x) <5)(x, j/,„) and S ( x ; e ) = a:(x:e} yields (I.I).

contains all

.1.

SPECIAL FUNCTIONS

In this appendix we examine several special functions that show up in the computa
tions. We will derive several identities and the asymptotic beliavior of these functions
for the case C -> oc.

J.l.

The Function Wi(C), its Derivatives, and Identities

We now studv the function
(J.l)

\Vi(C) = -TT Ai{c) rBi(0)dCi-Bi(0 1'^ Ai(0)dCi
•'Co
Joe I
Notice that Wi((^) is the Wronskian:
Wi(C) =

-TT

W [ rBi(Ci)dC,, 1^ Ai(Ci)dCi
L"'Co
J OOl

(.1.2)

Next, we compute some of the derivatives of Wi(C):
Wi'(C) =

-TT

Ai'(C) rBi(C,)dC,-Bi'(C) r Ai(Ci)dC,
J'Co
Cn
J 00\

Wi"(C) = C VVi(C) + TT (Ai(C)Bi'K) - Ai'(C)Bi(0| .

We can simplify the second equation using the Wronskian:
W[Ai, Bi] = .\i(C)Bi'(C) - Ai'(C)Bi(C) = - .
TT

Thus we liave the relation
(J.3)

Wi"(0=CWi(0 + i.
We also give these useful relations for Wi(C) evaluated at C =
^'^'i(Co) = —''•Bi(Co)Ji (Co);

(J.4a)

Wi'(Co) = -7rBi '(Co)(i(Co)-

(.J.4b)

Next, we examine the behavior of Wi((^) and B{0 in the limit as C

oc.
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.1.2.

The Behavior of VVi(C) for Large C

Using integration by parts, it can be shown that
\Vi(C) =

asC -> 3C .

Using repeated integration by parts, we can sliow that for any M € N. as ^
2m

> oc.

2m-I
(.1.5)

m=l

Note that it does not follow that the formula is valid for fixed C with M —> oc. In
particular,
fl
27 1
8505 l\
I \
vv.(0~-(j + Yg^ + ^ ^ j + o ( ^ j .
^
1
27 1
59,535 1
VV.(0--^ + +
+

/ 1 \

.

(.1.6)
(.1.0

Notice that the coefficients become quite large. This suggests that for each fixed C
there is an optimal truncation.
Lastly, if \Vi((;') is to be used in numerical calculations, then it is better to write it
and its derivatives in such a way as to avoid integrating to infinity'. Thus we rewrite:
-ivvi(c) = .Ai(c) / Bi(c,)<iCi - Bi(o
^
•'Co
Co
+ Bi(0 [j -

.Ai(C,)dC,] .

(.1.8)

The derivatives of \Vi(C) can be computed from this formula.

.1.3.

The Behavior of B{Q for Large
) ( / : .Ai(C,)dCi)
- (y

F(C,).«(C,)dC,) ( / Bi(c,)d(,) .

(.J.S)
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In order to examine B(C) in the limit as C

we must first examine each integral's

behavior. We start with the forcing term:
F(C) ~ -

aA

c + Ai^(Co)
li

dx

+ C?

Ai(C))

as C —> 3C,

(.1.10)

where T[ E Q, and where we have used Ai'(C) ~ C'''"Ai(C)- For brevity, we define
(.1.11)

aX
Using this relation and definition, we obtain
dP^
dx

[JCa F(Ci)Bi(Ci)dCi ~

(Bi'K) - Bi'(C„)) +

H

/' Bi(C,)d(,
J'Co
o

+ 0{ 1^ Ci'MCi ),
where To € Q; and where we have used the fact that Bi(C) satisfies the Airy equation.
The term

CP^Ci

grow no faster than order

if To > 0. Noting that

J OCi
oc, we have

is exponentially small as
r-C

(/:

Ai(C,)dC, ) ~ -7^Bi'(0 Ir Ai(
AiK.jdCi
Joci
Ai'(Co) dP
- 7"
li
do:

F(Ci)Bi(Ci)dCi

OCI

Similarly, in the limit as ^
I

> oc,

^(Ci)Ai(Ci)dCi ~

dP^

Ai'(C) +

Ai'(Co)

/

Ai(Ci)dCi

•/ OOi
+0

uy-'' (Ci)clCi

,

where rs G Q, and where we have used the fact that Ai((,') satisfies the Airy equation.
Then

-(£

\
dP^
Bi(Ci)clCij ~7-^Ai'(C)y Bi(C,)dCi

F(Ci)Ai(Ci)dCi
<0

+ e.s.t., (J.13)
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where integration by parts was used to show that

(i

Cr'Ai-(Ci)dCi^

Bi(Ci)dCi ) = e.s.t.

as C -> oc .

Combining equations (J.12) and (.1.13), we see that as Q —> cx:,
>b
e(0~--^vvi'(o + o.s.t.
/I cix
'""'(i+0«-'))+e.s.t.
TT dx

(.1.14)
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K.

FALKNER-SKAN SIMILARITY SOLUTIONS

In this appendix, we develop the Falkner-Skan equations. These are the most general
similarity solutions for the boundary-layer equations.
Begin with tlie governing equation

+

+ V'*Cy-Jytn

ytnUm

with boundarv conditions

0-^(1,0) = 0-l(x,0) = 0
and free-stream condition
^ii„,

l/rn

^ OC)

Ije(x).

Using the Bernoulli equation in the free stream yields the relation
dP^
-117 •
We restrict our flow fields to free-stream flows of the form
U , i x ) = AV".
Since we only need an e.xample. let A' = 1.
Let U'' =

and V'' =

Then the equations become

iy^(x-,0) =

= 0,

y'"Seek a similarity solution. Let
p ^ y7?
l ^[^y'^xy
- r y ^ ^ y ~ ''l^xfpyy]
-xvj,j,j =

'
x = X x , y m = y y - Then
X

-f. ^3-

,
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y —> oc) =
From the boundary condition, require
vf = ^ " ' y .
Tlien the governing equation becomes
vm

Demand that

= 1. so
y =

thus

y

= 1.

X^-f
Accordingly, let
n=

Urn

Then

so
th''

= fin)-

In summary, let
V = VrnX ^

and

ib'' = x~^f{ri).

Then
m—1
m_3
rix = —^VrnX 2 2

,
and

y" r]y^ = x •->
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Next, compute all of the terms that we will need for the governing equation.

=

b

x'V'(r?)
rn + I

=

m+1

rn-i
ui±i f,f .
- f i v ) + - r - f { n )Vx
.
m -1
J-- - fin) +
Vm-L-

, ,
f in)

= x¥-|/"(0)

Substituting all of these into the governing equation \'ields

.r / I mx
-

/ H

3m 1

^—</m^-

/ I

( m ~1~ 1 m — 1
.
An
:r —/(r/) +

1

rr» I <.#1

= mx'^"'-^ +x^'"-7"'
Divide by

to arrive at

'«(/')' - ^/r = m+ r.
At Urn = 0, /7 = 0 for X > 0. Thus
<(2^.0) =

=• /(o) = /'(o) = 0-
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At (/,„ = cx:. 77 = oc for x > 0. Tlius

(^- !/m -> oc) = x'"

fin ^ oc) = 1.

Putting the equations together results in
/"' +

+ 1)//" -

= -nh

/(0) = /'(0)=/'(3c)-l = 0.
Note that m = 0 is the Blasius equation.
Recall that (iP''/dx = —Uei'e = —rnx^"^~^. Since i: > 0 and b'e = x"^, we see that
if m > 0, then dP^'/do: < 0 and there is a favorable pressure gradient. If m < 0,
then dP''/da: > 0 and there is an adverse pressure gradient. At m ^ —.09, separation
occurs. Since one of the assumptions in the derivation of our governing equations was
that there was no separation in the flow field, we must demand that this not take
place.

Growth rates of the boundary layer. For m > 0, we e.Kpect slower growth
rates than Blasius ()(x) %

Thus the parallel-flow assumption is even more

valid for this case. For ni < 0, the boundary layer grows much faster than 0{x^^').
In terms of resonance, then, we would expect a favorable pressure gradient to be even
more susceptible to resonance effects than an adverse pressure gradient, since the
faster the flow moves away from parallel flow, the faster the resonance detunes.
In our examples, we wish to avoid separation. This is because at and beyond the
point of separation, the velocity profile will have an inflection point corresponding to
inviscid instabilities. These instabilities will greatly complicate matters. Thus we will
compute examples for m = 1/2 (favorable pressure gradient) and m = —.05 = —1/20
(adverse pressure gradient).

The Taylor series of f about 7; = 0

/"' + i(m + 1)//" - m ( f ' f = -m
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/(O) = /'(O) = 0,

/"(O) = A„..

W^e will now use the ODE to generate the coefficients in the Taylor series about q = 0.
Setting Tj = 0 and using the boundary conditions yields

r(o) = - m .
Taking a derivative of the equation and setting rj = 0. we obtain
/(•') + 1(^ +

+ /'/"] _

=0

and therefore
I
1
/'•"('I) = -5(m+ !)//'" + 2m — 'I 9 i—
9

rr

Thus
/("(O) =0.
Taking another derivative of the ODE yields
f°Hi) = -

+ r n + (5"' - j ) [(/")'+f'f'"] •

Using the boundary conditions and the relationships among the derivatives of / at
r) = 0. we find

Likewise.
/(o)(^)

1

^

^

+ i(3m - l)[3/7"' + /'/'•"];

= -^(m+ l)[-mXn] + |(3m - l)[-mA„,J
= -4mA,„

;

so
/(6)(0) = -4mAm

.
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Continuing this process, we obtain
= -^(m +1) [/7'" + (/"')' + 2

+ //^"]

+ I(3M - 1) [3 (/7''" + (/"')') + /7^-" + /7'"]
=

+ 1 ) [if'")- + 3/7'-'^ + 3/7^" + //'"']

+ i(3m - 1) [3(r)- + 4/7^" +
/(")(0) = - ^ ( m + l)(-m)'^ +

;

i - m ) - = Am'

;

Thus the Taylor series of f { q ) and /'(//) about 77 = 0 is

/'('/)= A
(K.l)

+ 0{n')

L.

NUMERICAL RESULTS FOR FALKNER-SKAN BASE FLOWS

In this appendix we will augment the results found in Chapter 4 by computing a { x : e )
from the dispersion relation for base flow fields with Falkner-Skan profiles. Once
a{x:€) is known, we can compute the TS wave.

L.l.

The Dispersion Relation

Recall from Chapter 2, Subsection 2.1.4 that the base flow field is given by

+

urn

f\ f

+

„ .

i/mym

with no-slip boundary conditions
6;V,o) = t;».(i,o) = o,
and free-stream condition
^ oc) = U ^ { x ) .
VVe do not need to solve this partial differential equation for a general flow field. Since
we only want to examine the effect of a nonzero pressure gradient on stability, we seek
a similarity solution to this equation. In this way we will reduce a partial differential
equation to an ordinary differential equation. VVe will seek this similarity solution
using the transformation:
U^{x) = x'",

(L.la)

r} =

(L.lb)

U''{x., yJ, = U,{x) f'{r])

(L.lc)
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Note that we liave normalized the external flow by O'e(l) = 1. Substituting the
expressions (L.l) into the base flow equations yields the Falkner-Skan equations:

r+

+ \ ) f f " - m U ' f = -m.

/(0)=/'(0)=/'(oc)-l=0.

(L.2a)
(L.2I))

Note that m = 0 yields the Blasius equation.
From (L.l). it follows that
(L.3a)
A(x)y„, = /"(0)f,;(x)r/.

(L.3b)

Co(x,a) = -i(i/"(0)a)--^/^x^/'^-"'.

(L.3c)

a [ x . a ) = {ia /"(0))^/''
d?/,,, =

d//

.
(with X held fixed) ,

(L.3d)
(L.3e)

and
([/'(-(jl- -

^ V(o^./.-w>i('()) -in

Substituting these parameters into (4.65) and using the notation found in (4.66)
yields
D(°)(X,Q) =

')/'V"(0)

(L.5a)
Co 'l(Co)

S""'(i,a) =

(L.ob)
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- 2 a x " '

'^-\n{-x^^"'-'^^-f"{0)a)

A"'

+

ma X
Co(/"(0))2ll(Co)
x {Y "'i(C-Co)-Ai{OVVi(OclC
-Ai'(co) r
JCo

^Vi(C) + 7 IclC
C

1

+ Co'i(Co) + Ai'(Co) -Ai(Co)VVi(Co)
+-m

B''(Co)

; -X
Co li(Co)

2m-1

-,.oc)
Some of the terms must be rewritten in order to use numerical techniques to eval
uate the dispersion relation. The first potential problem for a immerical investigation
is infinite domains of integration. We start by rewriting (i(Co)
rooi
/<o(^.«)
li(Co)=/
Ai(C)dC-/
Ai(OdC.
Jo
Jo
The first integral can be calculated analytically using contour integration. Define
Oi = a r g (c» i ) a n d . f o r j^il < 7 r / 3 ( S e c t o r 5 i ) . d e f i n e t h e c l o s e d c o n t o u r C { R ) :
C { R ) = C q { R ) 4- C r { R ) + Ci(/?), traversed counterclockwise;
Cq[R) = {z = X € R | 0 < X < /?},
Cr{R) =
-Ci(/?) =

{Z=

Re''^\ Q < 9 < d y ) ,

= xe'^'I 0 < 2- < /?}.

Since Ai(C) is analytic in

, hence inside the curve C { R ) , there are no singularities
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of Ai(C) inside C { R ) . The residue tlieorem can be used to obtain
i Ai(C)dC = I Ai(C)dC + [ Ai(C)dC + [ Ai(C)dC = 0
JCo
JCr
JCi

Jc

for eacli R

.

Notice next that
1/ Ai(OclC = /
Uo
\Jcr

rOi
Ai (/?e'®)/?e "'id0 < / |Ai (/?e'®)|
Jo

Since Ai (C) —)• 0 exponentially fast in Si, it follows that for fixed 6 E (-7r/3, 7r /3),
lim RAiiRe''^) = 0.
R-fOC
The dominated convergence theorem then allows us to conclude that
lim [ Ai(C)dC = 0.

./c„
Taking the limit as

^ oc. we obtain
roc I
roc
1
J
Ai(C)dC = J Ai(x)da: =

Thus
Co(x.Q

(L.G)

Ai(OdC.
The three integrals in the

a) term have infinite domains of integration that

cannot be reduced to finite domains. However,we can avoid computing an integration
over a doubly infinite domain by using the expression (J.8) to compute \Vi(C) and
Wi'(C).
The term Ii(x) also poses numerical difficulties. To see this, write
I, (X)

/•^ /

11

rri

\
j dr,

=

=

+ [y»(0)|2 ,-2 + [/»(0)p',,

dri

The two integrals are difficult to deal with numerically for several reasons:
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• f'{r]) is not known explicitly. It comes from /(/;), the solution of a nonlinear
3''''-order ODE.
• Since xo,i becomes complex, evaluation of the integrals would require solving
the nonlinear .3''^-order ODE over regions in the complex plane.
• Since XQ"'"' = 0{l), there is no approximation that we can use on either inte
gral.
• The singularity in the first integrand will cause trouble numerically.
However, using the ODE, we can generate the Taylor series of /'(//) about q = 0.
Furthermore, for any c > 0 we can evaluate the integral

With these observations in mind, let c > 0 be arbitrary but fixed. Define

1

'Hiv) = [fin)? -

1

m
x'

7(.t) =

Observe that
/

•

I(x) = /
Jo

-

/

(

l

)

p

nirj) + X{T])dTi+

o

JiM

'H{T])dn

•7(x)

c

n{ri)+X{T})dTi+
We see that I(x) = Ii(x), and

f

o

m

/-oc

X{T})dr]+

"«(//) d//.
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Thus

I.W

m
+
[/'(,,)p + [/"(o)p,'
[rrn'ri

/

+

+

F ('^'""1^-17^
(^)r^
[/"(O)]-^ n'
.,.m/2-l/2
m
In
irm'

dr]

dn
(L.7)

'

By choosing 0 < c <i; 1, we can Taylor expand f ' { r j ) about q = 0 and approximate
the first integral in this expression to any desired accuracy.
The second integral is defined as

(L.8)
"i

iTw

I/'Wc'

and can be computed using Mathematica.
The Taylor series for / ' { r j ) about q = 0 i s derived in Appendix K. It is:
fin) = /"(0) n - jrf +
m/"(0) /I
30
V2

48
\
'

180

Substituting this into the first integral in Ii(x) \ields

Ii-. = I { [ f ' m - - y T ^ _ +

[/"(o)Pr/)'^''

-3m2C
4(/"(0))'

(127n^ + (/"(O))' -3m (/"(O))') c"
48 (/"(O))2 _ m (75
+ 7 (/"(O)) ' - 29m (/"(O)) ') ^
+1 [ i f w r 240(/"(0))6
1/

,

+0{cf.

3

(135 m''+ 13 (/"(O)) ' - 71 m (/"(O))"')
r20(/"(0))'
(L.9)
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Next, for N . M € N. write

(\Vi(C) + ^)<l< =

W'K)dC + In 1:V| +

(wi (C) + I)DC

ri=0 ^[ n + 1)!
'

10)

16 o-'

where we have used an .\/-term Taylor series approximation for VVi(<,") in the first
integral and the asymptotic approximation (J.6) for \V'i(C) +1/(," in the second integral.
\Ve can use the relation (.1.3) to compute the derivatives \Vi^"'(Co) in the Taylor series
approximation. Similarly, we can approximate the other integral in the dispersion
relation that involves integrating V\'i(C) over an infinite region as

i / "' (C - Co)' AKOWKO dc =5 5 f
- J Cn
- J Cn

Ai(0

n!

n=0

«; _

dC

(L.ll)
We can now use (L.6)-(L.ll) to solve the dispersion relation for a. Once Q is
known as a function of x. we can compute the real part of the exponential component
of the TS wave, which we shall define as
£XyTs(-^^; e) = Re exp -I t

/

Q(.r: e)d.-r

(L.12)

Jxo
Using a = RC[Q] + IIM[Q] in (L.r2) gives
a ( x : e)dx = exp

—^ f

^ J Xo

Im[Q(i';e)]dx exp
J

/ Re[Q(j:;6)]d,
-/XO

Thus the real part of the exponent of the TS wave is
£XTts(^': e) = exp

f

Im[Q(x" e)]dx cos ^

^ J Xo

where the point source is located at XQ-

.

f
J Xo

Re[a(x-: e)]dx

(L.13)
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Since we only seek an eigenmode. we can normalize the stream function in any way
we choose. Recalling that ( p { x , t j n ' , ^ ) = c^m(^) [/'^(x.!y „i )-i-o(l), and taking

(.t) = 1

we obtain

as an eigenmode. If we further normalize this solution by the base flow and take the
real part, we arrive at what we shall call the base unity-normalized TS wave.
This wave is giv'en by £XIPts(^; f); it is no longer a solution to the original governing
equations. However, it gives a measure of the disturbance that is independent of
and is not directly dependent on the base flow. The term 1 —

is the

relative difference between the TS wave and the base flow. Notice that at the point
source XQ, this relative difference is zero.
.\e.\t. we present a series of figures, each consisting of six graphs:
• Graph 1 is a plot of Im[Q(a;;e)] over the interval [xo,Xend]• Graph 2 is a plot of Re[Q(3;:e)] over the interval [xq, .fend].
• Graph 3 is a plot of the curve a{x-, e) in the complex plane, parameterized by
the variable x. Notice from graphs 1 and 2 that a{x: e) moves from left to right.
• Graph 4 is a plot of the damping factor

lm[Q(.f; 6)]da: as a function of x over

the interval [xo.xend]• Graph 5 is a plot of

the amplitude of (L.13), as a function of x over the interval [xo,x'cnd]- Notice
that the initial amplitude at the point source XQ is always equal to one.
• Graph 6 is a plot of (L.13) as a function of x over the interval [xo-Xend]- Notice
that the TS wave has an initial amplitude equal to one at the point source.
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Each collection of six graphs is characterized by four parameters. The first parameter,
OA, is the order of accuracy to which the dispersion relation was solved. The second
is the Falkner-Skan parameter m. The third and fourth are the endpoints of the
interval of interest in the plot: the location of the point source XQ, and Xend- In all
graphs, c = 1/10.
We look at two values of OA. Figures (L.1-L.9) are based on the dispersion relation

solved to leading order (OA = o(l)); figures (L.10-L.18) represent the next order.
OA = o(e Ine).
For Falkner-Skan flows, the parameter m is directly connected to the sign and
strength of the pressure gradient in the base flow field. Three different values of m
were graphed. The first, m = —.05, represents a base flow with a slight adverse
pressure gradient (see figures (L.1-L.3) and (L.I0-L.r2)). The second, m = .05,
represents a base flow with a slight favorable pressure gradient. The value of the
parameter was chosen as equal in magnitude but opposite in sign to the first case;
this allows the reader to note the considerable difference between the two cases (see
figures (L.4-L.6) and (L.13-L.15)). The third, m = .4, represents a base flow with
a strong favorable pressure gradient. In this flow field, the growth of the boundarylayer is much slower, and the streamlines much closer to parallel, than in the other
two cases (see figures (L.7-L.9) and (L.16-L.18)).
The pressure gradient also controls the location of the LBNSP. Tables (L.l) and
(L.2) show that as the Falkner-Skan parameter increiises from rn = —.05 to rn = .5,
i'lb moves downstream; and that as the flow becomes more parallel, this downstream
shift becomes more rapid. Physically, this means that disturbances in a flow field with
an adverse pressure gradient will be excited sooner, and will have more time to grow,
than disturbances in a flow field with an favorable pressure gradient. This shows that
flow fields with weak adverse pressure gradients are far more unstable than flow fields
with strong favorable pressure gradients. (Tables (L.l) and (L.2) also show values
of an, and /"(O); these were calculated for use in the numerics that generated the
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graphs.)
From the graphs, it can be seen that given the same initial amplitude and fre
quency, the largest wave at any given point downstream of the LBNSP will be one
that originates at the LBNSP. This is as one would expect: waves generated far
ther downstream spend less time in the region of exponential growth between the
LBNSP and the upper-branch neutral stability point (UBNSP); those formed farther
upstream will be diminished by their passage through the region of damping between
xq and the LBNSP. The graphs verify that our model describes this effect.
m

"lb

/"(O)

0.16090

0.47059

0.21346

0

0.33899

0.50014

0.33435

.001

0.33777

0.50051

0.33405

.01

0.36867

0.50348

0.35159

.05

0.50965

0.51150

0.42164

.1

0.70551

0.51191

0.49657

.2

1.2666

0.48463

0.62132

.3

2.5510

0.41472

0.72574

.4

8.3094

0.28436

0.81727

.5

218.79

0.083001

0.89972

-.05

TABLE L.l. Numerically calculated values of XIB, OIB, and /"(O) for different values
of the Falkiier-Skan parameter rn. Notice that orib increases monotonically with m.
The other values were used in subsequent numerical calculations. Here, the dispersion
relation has been solved to OA = o(l): e = 1/10.
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m
-.05
.001
.01
.05
.1
.2
.3
.4
.5

^Ib
"lb
0.14459 0.44253
0.33818 0.50080
0.37284 0.50623
0.53285 0.52127
0.75895 0.52516
1.4226
0.49602
2.9831
0.41797
10.128
0.27879
269.14
0.078813

/"(O)
0.21346
0.33405
0.35159
0.42164
0.49657
0.62132
0.72574
0.81727
0.89972

TABLE L.2. Same as Table (L.l), but with the dispersion relation solved to OA =
o(e Ine).
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L.2.

Plotting the Largest TS Wave Amplitude

Below are some plots of the largest TS wave amplitude

versus the

downstream distance x for base flow fields with Falkner-Skan profiles in figures (L.19L.25). For the computations we take So = «fs(^o) = 1 and xq = xib- OA stands
for the order of accuracy to which the dispersion relation was solved and m is the
Falkner-Skan parameter. Xq = j:ib is the starting point and Xend is the end point.
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FIGURE L.19. OA = o(l), m = -.05, xq = xib, XEND = 3xib/2.
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M.

NOTATION

Notational conventions
We use * superscripts to denote dimensional variables. Thus x* is the dimensional
downstream distance; x is the nondimensional downstream distance.
The subscripts w. /, e, and oc respectively denote wall perturbation, free-stream
perturbation, exterior-flow, and free-stream conditions. The superscript b indicates
base flow; the superscript / indicates the free-stream perturbation flow. A superscript
w indicates the wall perturbation equation: a superscript / indicates the interaction
equation. The subscript TS is associated with the Tollmien-Schlichting wave; the
subscript lb is associated with the lower-branch neutral stability point.
Upper-case letters indicate short-scale or inner variables. Lower-case letters denote
outer or long-scale variables.
Subscripts may indicate partial derivatives; when multiple partials are indicated,
commas are not used: 0xi =

= d^ijfdx^. When we take the partial of a quantity

already marked with a subscript, we use a comma:

= dxtpi = dil\/dx.

Stream functions associated with the Green's-function problem are denoted by G
and g. Stream functions associated with the distributed source are denoted by

and

VThe lower-branch and upper-branch neutral stability points are respectively ab
breviated as LBNSP and UBNSP.

•Assumed Characteristic Scales (dimensional)
L\^ = Special characteristic length scale that denotes distance from the leading edge
to the lower-branch neutral stability point downstream.
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L* = Characteristic length scale.
^adv = ^ — Advective characteristic length scale.
t = Characteristic streamwise length scale of the disturbance.
5* = Boundary layer thickness at the point x* = L*.
p'^ = Free stream pressure (assumed constant).
= Free stream velocity (assumed constant).
= Maximum free stream harmonic perturbation disturbance velocity (assumed
constant). Usually coming from acoustic disturbance, but could also be from a
vibrating ribbon or any similar type of disturbance.
V = Characteristic perturbation pressure scale (the dynamic pressure p'{U^)'^).
fj.* = Constant viscosity.
p* = Constant density.
T* = Characteristic time scale.

Nondimensional Parameters
Cf = ^ Nondimensional amplitude of the free stream disturbance.
Cw = ^ Nondimensional amplitude of the wall disturbance height
St = u'T' = Strouhal number.
Re =

r/* I *

Rei =

U* Lt'

Reynolds number.
Reynolds number based on a known length scale.
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u* s*
Res = -^7^ Reynolds number based on the boundary layer thickness 5' at a known
distance L* downstream from the leading edge.
Rcu =

Reynolds number based on frequency. Independent of downstream dis

tance.
Rcx =

Global Reynolds number based on downstream distance from the leading

edge to a variable point x*.
Ret =
Re^
F —

=

, where F is usually called the "dimensionless frequency"

e = Re~^l^ Triple-deck parameter

Nondimensional Independent Variables
Y = lower deck variable
Um = main deck variable

y = upper deck variable
X = long scale streamwise variable
X = x/e^ = short scale streamwise variable

X = (x — xo)/e^ = local scale streamwise variable
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Nondimensional Dependent Variables
= stream function for the base flow equation
= stream function for the unsteady base flow equation
= stream function for the wall perturbation equation
= stream function for the interaction equation
g = stream function (Green's function) for point source problem in the outer (down
stream) region
G = stream function (Green's function) for point source problem in the inner (local)
region

Asymptotic Relation of Small Parameters
ef

e<1

Parameter Definitions
a = nondimensional wave number
f/e = nondimensional slip velocity
A(x) = Uy^{x,Q) = nondimensional shear velocity at the wall

Advective Relation
Assume characteristic length and time scales satisfy the advective relation
L' = UU'.
VVe can always rescale the nondimensional variables x ot t later.
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Triple-Deck Terminology
The complete structure of triple-deck theory involves various length scales in both the
streamwise and normal directions. When we refer to the triple-deck length scale
we mean the streamwise length scale. We shall refer to the triple-deck structure to
mean the length scales normal to the streamwise direction (depending on the context
we could also include the streamwise length scale).
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